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Preface 

Thisantholoev started outasa collection of vavers oresented at a confer- <,. . .  , 
ernceon wntempvrary contractarian thought that Iorganizedin April 1987 
at the Universitvof WesternOntario Notsurvrisin~lv. allhut a few of the v ,  

essays dealt primarily with the work of David Gauthier. In order to in- 
crease the fncuq and coherence of thevalume. I decided todrop the pieces 
thatwcrenutspecifically onGauthieisworkand toaddsomr pirceson as- 
pectsiri C;authic.r's pn+xtnt~taddrcsscd by the othcrpapers. 

A great numherof thanksare due. To start, the conference from which 
this volume comes, and some of t h ~  prepuMication costs, were funded 
by a grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council 
of Canada (#4.13-87-0012). The conference was also iundrd bv grants 
from Thc Faculty of Arts (via the Philusuphy Department), The Faculty 
of Social Sciences, and The Center for Critical Theory at The University 
of Western Ontario. Terence Moore. Humanities Editor at Cambridge 
University Press, has been a true delight to work with. He has been 
extremely supportive and reasonable. David Gauthier kindly agreed to 
find the time in a tight schedule to write a concluding comment for the 
volume. David Copp, Jean Hampton, and Chris Morns each provided 
important advice about getting the volume published. Most of all, how- 
ever, I owe a deep d&t of gratitude toJules Coleman and Geoff S.,yre- 
McCord. Right from the beginning, Geoff was my main consultant, and 
without his support and advice, the volume would no1 have made i t  tu 
press. Jules Coleman was not involved in thr  beginning stages, but he 
was absolutely crucial at the later stages. He very kindly took the time 
on several occasions to provide specific suggestions on how the volume 
could be improved in content and organization. Finally, all the contrib- 
utors have been extremely patient with the slow pace at which the 
volume has come together. 
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Preface 

This anthology started out as a collection of papers presented at a confer- 
ence on contemporary contractarian thought that1 organized in April 1987 
at the University of Western Ontario. Not surprisingly, all but a few of the 
essays dealt primarily with the work of David Gauthier. In order to in- 
crease the focus andcoherence of thevolume, I decided to drop the pieces 
thatwere notspecifically onGauthier's workand toadd somepieces onas- 
pects of Gauthiefs project not addressed by the other papers. 

A great number of thanks are due. To start, the conference from which 
this volume comes, and some of the prepublication costs, were funded 1 by a grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council 
of Canada (#443-87-0012). The conference was also funded by grants 
from The Faculty of Arts (via the Philosophy Department), The Faculty 
of Social Sciences, and The Center for Critical Theory at The University 
of Western Ontario. Terence Moore, Humanities Editor at Cambridge 
University Press, has been a true delight to work with. He has been 
extremely supportive and reasonable. David Gauthier kindly agreed to 
find the time in a tight schedule to write a concluding comment for the 
volume. David Copp, Jean Hampton, and Chris Morris each provided 
important advice about getting the volume published. Most of all, how- 
ever, I owe a deep debt of gratitude to Jules Coleman and Geoff Sayre- 
McCord. Right from the beginning, Geoff was my main consultant, and 
without his support and advice, the volume would not have made it to 
press. Jules Coleman was not involved in the beginning stages, but he 
was absolutely crucial at the later stages. He very kindly took the time 
on several occasions to provide specific suggestions on how the volume 
could be improved in content and organization. Finally, all the conhib- 
utors have been extremely patient with the slow pace at which the 
volume has come together. 
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of trolley cars while still in his pram, is in what is now called light rail 
transit. When much younger, he was an unsuccessful candidate for 
election to the Canadian House of Commons, an occasional newspaper 
columnist, and a writer on public affairs. 1. Gauthier's three projects 

Peter Vallentyne 

Introduction 

Over the last twenty years, and most notably in his recent book Morals 
by Agreement, David Gauthier has been engaged in three distinct, but 
closely related, projects: (1) defending a contractarian theory of morality, 
(2) defending a theory of rational choice, and (3) defending the daim 
that rationality requires that we comply with the dictates of morality.' 
In this introduction, I give a brief overview of Gauthier's work (as it 
appears in his book) on each of these three We start with his 
views on morality. 

Gauthier's moral methodology 

In a world in which the conditions of perfect competition hold - most 
importantly: there are no externalities, that is, no one is affected by the 
actions of others except by consent - the unconstrained pursuit of self- 
interest leads to Pareto optimal results (i.e., results such that no one can 
be made better off except by making someone else worse off). In such 
a world, there are, Gauthier holds, no moral constraints on action. In 

' Some of the main articles leading up to Gauthier's book Morals by Agreement (Oxford: 
University Press, 1986) are "Morality and Advantage," Philosophical Review 76 (1967): 
460-75; "Rational Cooperation," NoOs 8 (1974): 53-65; "Reason and Maximization," Ca- 
nadian Journal of Philosophy 4 (1975): 411-33; "The Social Contract as Ideology." Philosophy 
and Public AJfairs 6 (1977): 130-64; and "The Social Contract: Individual Decision or 
Collective Bargain?" in Foundations and Applications of Decision Theory, Vol. 2, edited by 
Cliff Hooker, Jim Leach, and Edward McClennen (Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel, 1978). 
pp. 47-67. Since the publication of the book, a number of journals have devoted volumes 
to a critical assessment of his work. See, for example, the articles in Ethics 97(4) (1987). 
Canadian Journal of Philosophy 18(2) (1988). and Social Philosophy ond Policy 5(2) (1988). 



2 GAUTHIER'S THREE PROJECTS 

our world, however, the conditions of perfect competition do not hold. 
In particular, the world is full of externalities. Consequently, as the 
familiar Prisoner's Dilemma illustrates, the unconstrained pursuit of self- 
interest often leads to outcomes that are to the disadvantage of all. The 
role of morality, in Gauthier's view, is to constrain the pursuit of self- 
interest so as to ensure Pareto optimal results. 

Gauthier explicitly equates moral constraint with rational and impartial 
constraint on the pursuit of self-interest. Although most people would 
accept that being a rational and impartial constraint on conduct is a 
necessary condition for being a moral constraint, many would reject it 
as a sufficient condition. One might claim, for example, that an element 
of sympathy for others is also necessary. 

Gauthier is not, however, very interested in arguing about the proper 
conception of morality. His main interest is to give an account of rational 
and impartial constraints on conduct. If this does not capture the tra- 
ditional conceptio? of morality, so much the worse for the traditional 
conception. Rationality - not morality - is the important notion for him. 

Gauthier's lack of concern for the traditional conception of morality 
is apparent in his rejection of any appeal to moral intuitions. He writes: 

If the reader is  tempted to object to some part of this view, on the ground that 
his moral intuitions are  violated, then he should ask what weight such  a n  
objection can have, if morality is to fit within the  domain of rational choice. 
(Morals by Agreement, p. 269) 

Gauthier rejects not only brute appeal to moral intuition, but also 
appeal to our considered moral judgments in reflective equilib~ium.~ 
Consequently, his project is best understood as potentially involving a 
radically reformist conception of morality. It is not merely that his theory 
might fail to capture some traditional moral concerns, but rather that its 
connection with these traditional moral concerns is purely contingent.' 

Gauthier's concern with rationally acceptable norms of interaction 
Leads him to advocate a contractarian theory quite unlike that of many 
contractarians, and, in particular, quite unlike that of Rawls. For unlike 
Gauthier, Rawls' project is not to reduce morality to rationality (and 
disregard the rest), but rather to use the theory of rational choice to 
derive moral principles from a morally loaded choice situation. Rawls' 
original position (and his veil of ignorance in particular) is set up to 
screen morally irrelevnnt features of the status quo (e.g., one's position 
and capacities). Gauthier, on the other hand, wants to use the theory 

See Norman Daniels, "Wide Reflective Equilibrium and Theory Acceptance in Ethics," 
lournal of Philosophy 76 (1979): 256-82, for an excellent discussion and elaboration of the 
method of reflective equilibrium. 

' In his essay in this volume (chap. 1). Gauthier further elaborates an his moral 
methodology. 

Gauthier's Three Projects 

of rational choice to derive moral principles from a morally neutral choic 
situation. For both theories, the relevant agreement is hypothetical, b~ 
the relevant circumstances of agreement are grounded, we shall set 
much more closely in reality on Gauthiefs view than on Rawls'. 

Gauthier's contractarian theory 

Contractarian moral theories hold that an action, practice, law, or sod; 
structure is morally permissible just in case it, or principles to which 
conforms, would be (or has been) agreed to by the members of societ 
under certain specified conditions.' Like most contemporary contra1 
tarian theorists, Gauthier takes the relevant agreement to be hypothetic; 
(i.e., what would be agreed to under appropriate circumstances) - nc 
actual a~reernent .~ 

~au th i e r  advocates both a contractarian ethical theory and a contra( 
tarian political t h e ~ r y . ~  His contractarian ethical theory is indirect in tha 
it judges actions if and only if they conform to principles tha 
would be chosen under specified conditions. His contractarian politici 
theory, on the other hand, is direct in that it judges social structure 
permissible if and only if they (as opposed to principles to which the: 
conform) would be chosen under the specified conditions.' Thus, on, 

Contractarian moral theory has been around at least since it was very briefly suggeste 

\\\ 
by Glaucon in Book I1 of Plato's Republic. The main historical works are Thomas Hobbe! 
Leviathnn (1651), edited by C. B. Macpherson (New York: Penguin, 1968); John Lock1 
The Seco,~d Trentise of Gowrnment (1690), edited by Thomas Peardon (Indianapolis: Bobb: 
Merrill, 1952); Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Contrat Social (1762). in Polilicnl Writings, edite, 
by C. E. Vaughan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1915); lmmanuel Kanl 
Groundwork of the Metophysics of Morals (1785), edited by H. J. Patton (New York: Harpel 
1958); and lmmanuel Kant, The Metaphysical Elements of Justice (1797), translated an, 
edited by John Ladd (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965). The main contemporary war 
is, of course, John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Hawar, 
University Press, 1971). In addition to Gauthier's book, some important recent work 
are James Ruchanan, The Limits of Liberty (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press 
1975); 'I. M. Scanlan, "Contractualism and Utilitarianism," in Utilitarianism and Beyono 
edited by Amartya Sen and Bernard Williams (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 
1982); Gilbert Harman, "Justice and Moral Bargaining," Social Philosophy and Policy 
(1983): 114-31: Jean Hampton, Hobbes and the Social Contract Tradition (New York: Cam 
bridge University Press, 1986); and Gregory Kavka, Hobbesinn Moral and Politial Theor 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986). 

' One of the few authors to advocateactual agreement contractarianism is Gilbert Harman 
"Justice and Moral Bargaining," Social Philosophy and Policy 1 (1983): 114-31. 
That Gauthier advocates a political as well as an ethical contractarian theory is evidence' 
by his discussion in chap. 8 of choosing social StNCtUreS. Note that in "Contractualisn 
and Utilitarianism," T. M. Scanlon advocates a contractarian ethical theory, wherea! 
John Rawls, in A Theory of lustice, and James Buchanan, in Thr Limits of Liberty, advacah 
(primarily) contractarian political theories. 
' The distinction between direct and indirect contractarian theories parallels that behveer 

direct and indirect (e.g.. act vs. rule) utilitarian theories. The difference lies in whethe. 
the object of potential agreement is the abject of which the permissibility is being assessec 
(e.g., an action) or whether it is a set of principles that will assess the object beinl 
assessed. 
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way in which Gauthier's political theory differs from that of Rawls is 
that he has the parties agreeing on particular social structures, where- 
as Rawls has them agreeing on principles for assessing social struc- 
tures. 

Gauthier's specification of the conditions under which the agreement 
takes place is also quite different from that of Rawls. Let us consider his 
specification of (1) the parties to the agreement, (2) the beliefs of the 
parties, and (3) the desires of the parties. 

The pnrties to the agreement 

Gauthier takes the parties to the agreement for a given society at a given 
time to include only those currently living members of society whose 
cooperation would benefit at least some other currently living members 
of society. Gauthier explicitly takes the hard line that animals, children, 
the severely disabled, and members of future generations are not parties 
to the agreement, since they offer no benefit to current, nondisabled, 
adult human beings beyond what the latter can obtain unilaterally.' 
Gauthier's project is to ground morality in rational agreement, and ra- 
tional agreement, he maintains, requires mutual advantage. Conse- 
quently, the protection of those too weak to offer benefits to others is, 
in Gauthier's view, included in the scope of morality only to the extent 
that those party to the agreement care about them. 

The beliefs of the parties 

Unlike Rawls' theory, which imposes a thick veil of ignorance on the 
parties (allowing them only knowledge of the laws of nature and 
of some very general features of the state of the world), Gauthier's the- 
ory imposes no veil of ignorance at all. Gauthier's social agreement is 
based on rational negotiation among fully informed, determinate indi- 
viduals. 

Allowing the parties to be fully informed about their capacities and 
situations allows the parties with more advantageous capacities 
and positions to bargain for a greater share of the benefits. In Rawls' 
original position, on the other hand, advantaged parties have no infor- 
mation about their capacities and positions, and, therefore, have no basis 
for bargaining for a greater share of the benefits. Here again Gauthier's 
project of reducing morality to rationality leads him to take a tough- 
minded position regarding the weak. Rationality requires that all avail- 
able information be used, and since that leads to weaker bargaining 

In "Contractualism and Utilitarianism," Scanlon, on the other hand, allows children, 
animals, and future people to be represented in the agreement by a trustee. 
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positions for the weak, it is unreasonable for the weak to expect the 
same benefits as the strong.' 

The desires of the parties 

Like Rawis, Gauthier assumes that the parties are mutually unconcerned 
(do not care how others fare).'' Since people do, at least to some extent, 
care - both negatively and positively - about how other people's con- 
ceptions of the good are promoted, this assumption is counterfactual. 
It seems, therefore, to detract from the rational grounding of the re- 
sulting agreement. An agreement that would be rational if people had 
certain sorts of desires need not be (and in general is not) rational, if 
those people do not have those desires. This is especially problematic 
for Gauthier, since (unlike Rawls, who could argue that other-regarding 
desires are morally irrelevant to the choice of principles), Gauthier wants 
to ground his theory solely in considerations of rational choice. He d ~ e s  
not want to rely on any assumptions about what is morally relevant. 
The rationality of an agreement based on the assumption that people 
do not have other-regarding desires does not show that such an agree- 
ment is rational for people with such desires. So this may be a prob- 
lematic feature of Gauthier's theory." 

These, then, are Gauthier's views on morality. Let us now consider 
his views on rational choice. 

Gauthier's rational-choice framework 

Gauthier defends an instrumental conception of practical rationality, 
according to which a choice is rational if and only if relative to the agent's 
beliefs it is the most effective means for achieving the agent's goals. 
Except for cgrtain minimal formal conditions of coherence,12 the instru- 

' We should note here an alternative approach similar in spirit to Rawls'. Both Thomas 
Scanlon, "Contractualism and Utilitarianism," and Jiirgen Habermas, Legitimation Crisis, 
translated by Thomas McCarthy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1975), have advocated contrac- 
tarian theories that (like Gauthier's theory) allow the parties full knowledge concerning 
their situations, capacities, beliefs, and desires, but prevent the parties from simply 
pursuing their own self-interest, by specifying that thc parties are motivated solely by 
the desire to reach a reasonable agreement. The agreement of these contractarian the- 
oriesis thus to beunderstoodas that of acansensur rather thana bargain orcampromise. 
Rawls' theory is also consensualist, since the veil is so thick there is no room for conflict 
and compromise. What Rawls achieves through a veil of ignorance, these authors 
achieve through a special motivation assumption. 

'O Note that the assumption of mutual unconcern applies only to the parties in the choice 
sirnation (In which they come to an agreement). The people whom the chosen principles . . 
are to re&late are noiassumed to & mutually uncbncerned. 

" I develop this point in chap. 5, "Conhactarianism and the Assumphon of Mutual 
Unconcern," in thts volume. 

" Such as being considered, complete, transitive, monotonic in prizes, and continuous. 
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mental conception of rational choice rejects any attempt to assess the 
rationality of the goals themselves. Value (utility), Gauthier argues, is 
subjective (dependent on the affective attitudes of individuals) and rel- 
ative (not necessarily the same for all individuals). There are no external 
norms for assessing someone's preferences, Gauthier claims, except the 
formal coherence properties. 

In parametric choice - that is, in choice situations in which agents take 
their environment as fixed -a choice is rational if and only if it maximizes 
expected utility (i.e., is the most effective means for achieving the agent's 
goals). In strategic choice - that is, in choice situations in which the agent 
recognizes that the outcome of choice depends in part on the choices of 
other rational agents - the rationality of a choice depends (in part) on 
what it would be rational for the agents to agree to. What, then, deter- 
mines whether an agreement is rational? 

The problem of rational agreement is to select a single option (or 
perhaps a set of options) from a set of feasible options in a way that is 
rationally acceptable to all the parties to the agreement. On the received 
view, which Gauthier accepts, rational agreement can be reconstructed 
as a two-step process. In the first step, an initial bargaining position is 
determined. This position determines the utility payoff that each person 
brings to the bargaining table and that is not subject to negotiation. It 
is only the utility payoff over and above the initial bargaining position 
payoff that is negotiable. In the second step, an option (or set of options) 
is chosen on the basis of the initial bargaining position. As we shall now 
see, Gauthier has a new and interesting account of both steps. 

The initiaI bargaining position 

A common specification of the initial bargaining position is as the non- 
cooperative o~tcorne . '~  This is the hypothetical outcome of the unco- 
ordinated pursuit of self-interest. If agreement is based on the 
noncooperative outcome, then, although the benefits of cooperation over 
noncooperation will be distributed among the parties, the distribution 
of the costs and benefits of noncooperation will be untouched. Agents 
will end up with the net benefits that they would obtain from non- 
cooperation and a portion of the benefits of engaging in cooperative 
behavior. 

Gauthier agrees that a rational agreement should make everyone at 
least as well off as under the noncooperative outcome, but argues none- 
theless that the noncooperative outcome should not be treated as the 
initial bargaining position. A rational agreement, Gauthier claims, must 

" See, for example, James M. Buchanan, The LimitsofLiberty: Between Anarchy and Leviathan 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1975) for a defense of the noncooperative 
outcome as the initial bargaining position. 
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be one with which it is rational for the agents to comply, and agreements 
based on the noncooperative outcome do not satisfy that condition. Ir 
particular, it is irrational, he argues, for those who would be net victimr 
of noncooperative interaction (i.e., those who would be worse off in the 
presence of the noncooperative activities of others than they would be 
if left completely alone) to comply with agreements based on the non. 
cooperative outcome. Such agreements would perpetuate the benefits 
and costs of coercive activity even though such activity would no longel 
take place, and therefore be unstable. 

Gauthier claims that, in order for there to be a rational basis for all tc 
comply with an agreement, the initial bargaining position must be thr 
hypothetical result of noncooperative interaction constrained by the Lock- 
enn Proviso, that is, of noncooperative interaction subject to the constrain1 
that no one makes himlherself better off by making someone else worsr 
off.14 Like the noncooperative outcome, this represents an outcome 
where all social cooperation ceases. Unlike the noncooperative outcome, 
however, it is based on the assumption that no one engages in coercive 
or predatory activity. People neither help nor harm others. 

Many will be unconvinced by Gauth'iefs defense of the relevance of 
the proviso for the theory of rational choice. The initial bargaining po- 
sition must, they will argue, reflect how people would fare in the absence 
of cooperation. And in the absence of cooperation, it is sometimes ra- 
tional for individuals to better their own position by worsening that of 
others. The appropriate baseline (the objection continues) is simply the 
noncooperative outcome - not that outcome constrained by the proviso. 

Gauthier's specification of the initial bargaining position for rational 
agreements is thus both novel and controversial. As we shall now see, 
his views on the rational allocation of the benefits of cooperation (i.e., 
the benefits beyond those of the initial bargaining position) are also novel 
and controversial. 

The bargaining solution 

The bargaining problem is this: Given a set of feasible options, one of 
them being the initial bargaining position, which option@) is it rational 

" On p. 212, Gauthier makes clear that the proviso is weaker than it might seem. It only 
rules out making someone worse off when worsening the situation of others is the means 
- as opposed to a mere side effect - of bettering one's own situation. Thus, taking 
without your consent the fish you have caught is prohibited, since I improve my lot by 
worsening your lot; but polluting the river (and thereby killing many of the fish you 
might otherwise catch) does not violate the proviso, since the fact that you are made 
worse off is pre ly  incidental to the benefit I get from polluting the river (I would still 
get the benefit, if you did not exist). This raises two questions: Can a clear distinction 
between means and side effects really be made? If it can, is Gauthier's interpretation 
of the proviso really rationally more acceptable than a version that prohibits bettering 
one's situation by worsening - as  means or as a side effect - another's sihlation? 
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to choose? A bargaining solution is a specification of a procedure for 
answering this question. The most well-known solution is the Nash 
solution (also known as the Zeuthen-Nash-Harsanyi solution), accord- 
ing to which rational agreement fixes on an option that maximizes the 
(mathematical) product of each person's excess utility over the initial 
bargaining position. Thus, for each feasible option 0 one calculates the 
value [U,(O) - U,(O*)] X [U,(O) - U,(On)] x . . . x [U,,(O) - U,,(O*)], 
where O* is the initial bargaining position point, and Uj is person i's 
utility function (where i is 1, 2, . . . , n) .  According to the Nash solution, 
a rational agreement maximizes this product. For example, if there are 
two agents and four options, (0,0), (100,30), (50,50), and (0,100),15 with 
(0,O) being the initial bargaining position, then it is rational to agree 
upon (100,30) (since (100 - 0) x (30 - 0) [=  3,0001 is greater, for 
example, than (50 - 0) X (50 - 0) [ =  2.5001). 

Gauthier defends a different solution. He claims that rational agents 
would choose a feasible option that minimizes the maximum relative conces- 
sion that anyone makes. The relative concession that a person makes for 
a given option is the ratio of (a) the excess of (i) the utility for that person 
of hisher most favorable admissible option over (ii) the utility for that 
person of the given option to (b) the excess of (i) the utility for 
that person of hislher most favorable admissible option over (ii) the 
utility for that person of the initial bargaining position option. An ad- 
missible option is one that is both feasible and accords everyone at least 
as much utility as the initial bargaining position point.'6 In symbols, the 
relative concession for person i of option 0 is [U,{O> - U,(O)]/[U,(O,) 
- U(P)], where P is the initial bargaining position option, and 0; is 
i's most favored admissible option (i.e., the admissible option that gives 
i as at least as much utility as any other admissible ~p t ion ) . ' ~  In the 
example choice situation of the preceding paragraph, it is rational ac- 
cording to Gauthier to agree upon (50,50), since its maximum relative 
concession is 0.5 (501100), and, for example, the maximum relative 
concession of (100,30) is 0.7 (701100). 

According to Gauthier's bargaining solution, then, rational agents 
would agree to an option for which the highest relative concession is as 
low as possible. Very roughly, the intuitive idea behind this solution is 

'' (n,m) represents an option that yields n units of utility to player one and m units to 
player two. 

16 The minimax relative concession principle is also known as the maximin relative benefit 
principle, where relative benefit is the proportion received of one's maximum admissible 
benefit over the initial bargaining position. Minimizing the maximum relative concession 
is equivalent to maximizing the minimum relative benefit. 

" Neither NasWs solution nor Gauthiefs requires that utility be interpersonally compa- 
rable. Because both involve utility differences (e.g., U,(O,) - U,(OS)), they do not require 
that the zero points or different people's utility scales be comparable, Because (unlike 
utilitarianism) neither adds one person's utility with that of another, they do not require 
that the units of different people's scales be comparable. 
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that, since one's ground of complaint can be measured by one's relativ~ 
concession, minimizing maximum relative concession minimizes t h ~  (l ounds Both Nash's for complaint. and Gauthier's solutions have been axiomatized, so t h ~  

differences between the two can be traced back to differences in whicl 
axioms are accepted and are rejected." The difference lies in Nash' 
acceptance, and Gauthier's rejection, of Condition Alpha:I9 if an optiot 
is a rational choice for a given set of feasible options and given initia 
bargaining position point, then it is also a rational choice for any subse 
of these options with the same initial bargaining position point. T ~ I  
idea is that an option should not cease to be a rational choice simpl! 
because some of its competitors are eliminated. 

Gauthier rejects Condition Alpha because he holds that what is ra 
tional for one to accept depends on how favorable is one's most favorabb 
admissible option. Thus, he holds that an option that is a rational choio 
for a given initial bargaining position point and a given set of feasibl~ 
options may not be a rational choice given the same initial bargainin! 
position point and a subset of those feasible options. Indeed, Gauthie 
holds that, in general, such an option will not be a rational choice fo 
the subset, if the subset was obtained by eliminating someone's mos 
favorable admissible option.'' 

Given the plausibility of Gauthier's daim about the relevance of op 
tions that are someone's most favorable admissible option, his bargain 
ing solution represents an important challenge to the status of Nash'! 
solution as the received solution. 

The rationality of complying with rational agreements 

The combination of Gauthier's specification of the initial bargaining po 
sition (the hypothetical outcome of noncooperative interaction con 
strained by the Lockean Proviso) and his bargaining solution (minimizt 
the maximum relative concession) specifies what it is rational for agent! 
18 See, for example, the discussion of the Kalai and Smordinsky solution (solution G) i~ 

Alvin Rath, Axiomatic Models of Bargaining (New York: Springer-Verlag, 1979). Gauthief 
solution is only slightly different from that solution. The two were arrived at inde 
pendently. 

'' Condition Alpha is also known as the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives, althougl 
it has nothing to do  with the condition of the same name introduced by Kenneth Arror 
in the theory of social choice. 
Far example, in the example considered, it is rational to agree to (50.50) according t< 
Gauthier. In a choice situation in which only (0,O). (100.30). and (50,50) are feasible - 
but not (0.103) - then it is rational according to Gauthier to agree to (100.30) (and no 
(50.50)). This is because person two's maximum gain drops (from 100) to 50, and 
conseauentlv. the maximum relative concession of (100.30) chanees from 0.7 (= 70/1W 
to0.4 (= 20hb), whereas that of (50.50) remainsat 0.5(= 5dl100).~hisviolates~onditi& 
Alpha, which requires that if (50,50) is the rational choice in the first case, it must alsc 
be the rational choice in the second case (in which (0.103) is not feasible). 
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to agree to. There remains, however, a significant problem. It is one 
thing to agree to cooperate (e.g., to help each other paint our houses), 
quite another to comply with that agreement (e.g., to help you paint your 
house after you have already helped me paint mine). Although, in gen- 
eral, it may be in one's self-interest to comply with agreements, it seems 
that, at least sometimes, it is in one's interest not to comply. Why should 
anyone comply with the terms of a rational agreement? More specifically, 
does rationality always require that we comply with rational agreements? 

Gauthier thinks so. He argues that under certain broadly characterized 
conditions, rationality requires that fully informed, rational agents adopt 
a policy ("choice disposition") of complying with the terms of rational 
agreements. More specifically, he argues that if there are enough agents 
disposed to comply with rational agreements, and if our characters are 
sufficiently translucent (in that other people can have a fairly good idea 
what we are really l i e ,  and likely to do), it is in our self-interest to 
choose to adopt the policy of constrained maximimtion (maximizing our 
own utility subject to the constraint that we keep rational agreements 
with others who are disposed to keep rational agreements) rather than 
dispose ourselves to be straightforward maximizers (maximizing our own 
utility, even when it involves breaking a rational agreement). For if our 
characters are sufficiently translucent, and we have not adopted a policy 
of complying with rational agreements, we will be excluded from ben- 
eficial cooperative arrangements, because others will not trust us (they 
will see that we won't keep the agreements we make). Thus, rationality 
requires us to adopt a policy of complying. 

Furthermore, a choice is rationally permissible, Gauthier claims, if and 
only if it conforms with a policy that it is rational to adopt. Consequently, 
under the specified conditions, a choice is rationally permissible only if 
it complies with rational agreements. 

There are thus two main claims in Gauthier's argument. The first is 
that the policy (choice disposition) of constrained maximization is the 
most advantageous policy to adopt. Here the issue is whether the policy 
of straightforward maximization, or some other policy, is the most advan- 
tageous. The second main claim is that the rational permissibility of a 
choice is determined by whether it conforms with a policy that it would 
be rational to adopt. This contradicts the received view that the ration- 
ality of a choice is determined by whether it (as opposed to some policy 
to which it conforms) maximizes the agent's utility. 

This is an extremely important argument, for it purports to show that 
there is a rational solution to the problem of compliance. If successful, 
it follows that no enforcement mechanism (that imposes sanctions on 
those that do not comply) is needed to ensure compliance among fully 
rational agents. All we need to do, Gauthier argues, is to properly un- 
derstand the dictates of rationality. 
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Gauthier's argument that rationality requires that we comply with our 
rational agreements is especially important in the context of his con- 
tractarian moral theory. According to contractarianism, an action is mor- 
ally permissible if and only if it conforms to the code of conduct to which 
it would be rational for the members of society to agree. Thus, if ra- 
tionality requires compliance with rational agreements, and moral con- 
straints are the object of a rational agreement, then rationality requires 
that one comply with moral constraints. Gauthier thus has an answer 
to the age-old question, "Why should one be moral?' 

Conclusion 

In broad outline, then, Gauthier has three main projects: defending a 
specific contractarian theory of morality; defending a specific instm- 
mental theory of rationality; and defending the claim that under a broad 
range of circumstances, rationality requires one to act morally. These 
are ambitious projects well worth examining carefully. For even if un- 
successful, collectively they represent one of the most carefully articu- 
lated and rigorously defended positions on the connection between 
rationality and mo~ality.~' 

" This essay has been drawn largely from my "Gauthier on Rationality and Morality," 
Eidos 5 (1986): T9-95. 1 have benefitted from the comments of the following people: 
David Braybrwke, Peter Danielson, Marry Lipson, Chris Moms, Jan Naweson, Geoff 
Sayre-McCord, and an anonymous referee far Cambridge University Press. 



Part I 

Gauthier's contractarian 
moral theory 

Overview of the essays 

In his essay, Gauthier elaborates on his view that moral judgments 
require a deliberative justification (i.e., one based on the norms of ra- 
tional choice). Moral judgments require a deliberative justification, be- 
cause we no longer believe that there are objective moral values, and 
because, in any case, deliberative justification is more basic (better re- 
flects our deep sense of self). Morality is not, however, to be rejected. 
Rather, a place for moral constraint can be found within (but not outside) 
the framework of deliberative justification. Moral constraints can be iden- 
tified with those constraints on conduct to which the members of society 
would agree. Given that deliberative rationality requires that one keep 
one's rational agreements, it also requires that one comply with the 
constraints of a contractarian morality. Gauthier also elaborates on his 
defense of the relevance of hypothetical (rather than actual) agreement 
in a presocial (rather than a social) context. 

In her essay, Jean Hampton contrasts the Hobbesian and the Kantian 
approaches to contractarian theory. She lays out the core of Hobbes's 
theory, and then assesses the success of Gauthier's theory as a modem 
day Hobbesian moral theory. She criticizes Gauthier's use of the Lockean 
Proviso in the specification of the initial bargaining position. The non- 
cooperative outcome - not Gauthier's noncoercive (i.e., constrained by 
the Lockean Proviso) noncooperative outcome -is, she argues, not only 
more Hobbesian, but also the appropriate baseline for rational agree- 
ment. She then argues that Gauthier's recognition of the role of social- 
ization in forming individuals (e.g., their beliefs, desires, and capacities) 
leads him to abandon the radical individualism of Hobbes. It leads him 
in particular, she suggests, to view people as intrinsically valuable - not 
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merely instrumentally valuable as on Hobbes's view. And this leads, 
she claims, to a more Kantian - and more promising - contractarian 
theory. 

David Braybrooke examines some of the implications of Gauthier's 
theory for moral progress in the selection of social rules. He argues that 
the implications are mixed. Unlike Rawls' contractarian theory, Gau- 
thier's theory cannot be relied upon to give much protection to civil 
liberties. Furthermore, Gauthieis assumption that the agents are fully 
informed precludes a Mill-like defense of liberty as inst~mentally 
valuable for the accommodation of future discoveries about one's pref- 
erences. On the other hand, under appropriate circumstances (e.g., im- 
perfect competition in the market, or greater human productivity under 
a planning mechanism), Gauthieis theory would justify a planned (as 
opposed to a market) economy, and even justify a revolution to bring 
it about. But it could just as well justify the abandonment of the week 
and poor by the strong and rich on the grounds that the former no 
longer offer benefits in cooperation. Finally, although Braybrooke allows 
that Gauthier's theory falls in with humane feeling in encouraging moral 
progress, he argues that Gauthier's agents may not in fact care about 
advances in legal justice, and may care unduly about other people's 
private lives. In both respects, Gauthier's contract might revoke recent 
moral gains. 

Peter Vallentyne argues that Gauthier's assumption that the parties 
to the agreement are mutually unconcerned (take no interest in the 
interests of others) is incompatible with Gauthier's project of reduting 
morality to rationality. For if morality is to be reduced to rationality, 
people's actual preference must be taken into account. Since people's 
actual preferences are not mutually unconcerned, an agreement that 
would be rational if the parties were mutually unconcerned need not be 
rational given people's actual preferences. 

-b 
Chris Morris explores the manner in which contractarian theory in 

general, and Gauthier's theory in particular, determines what has moral 
standing, that is, what sorts of things are owed moral consideration. It 
might seem that only the rational agents participatingin the soaalagree- 
ment have moral standing on the contractarian view. Given that, on 

I Gauthier's view, children, the significantly infirm, and animals are not 

I participants in the social agreement (because their cooperation offers no 
benefit to others), it thus seems they do not have moral standing. Moms 

1 argues that this is not so. He distinguishes between primary moral stand- 
ing (which does not depend on anyone's caring about the entity's in- 
terests) and secondary moral standing (which does), and then shows 
that there is room in Gauthier's theory for infants, the infirm, and an- : imals, for example, to have secondary moral standing, provided that 
the desires of the parties to the agreement are appropriately other- 
regarding. 

2. Why contractarianism?" 

David Gauthier 

'.. -- -..-. -. 
w J-- -- I 

As the will to truth thus gains self-consciousness - there ~ a n h e - ~ o  doubt of 
that - morality will gradually perish now: this is the great spectacle in a'huqdred 
acts reserved for the next two centuries in Europe - the most terrible, mht,,,, 
questionable, and perhaps also the most hopeful of all spectacles. 

- Nietzsche' 

Morality faces a foundational crisis. Contractarianism offers the only 
plausible resolution of this crisis. These two propositions state my 
theme. What follows is elaboration. 

Nietzsche may have been the first, but he has not been alone, in 
recognizing the crisis to which I refer. Consider these recent statements. 
"The hypothesis which I wish to advance is that in the actual world 
which we inhabit the language of morality is in . .  . [a] state of grave 
disorder. . . we have - very largely, if not entirely - lost our compre- 
hension, both theoretical and practical, of morality" (Alasdair Mac- 
Intyre).' "The resources of most modern moral philosophy are not well 
adjusted to the modem world" (Bemard William~).~ "There are no ob- 

'Two paragraphs of Section I1 and most of Section IV are taken from "Morality, Rational 
Choice, and Semantic Representation - A Reply to My Critics," in E. F. Paul, F. D. Miller, 
Jr., and J. Paul (eds.), The New Social Contract: Essays on Gaufhier (Oxford: Blackwell, 1988). 
pp. 173-4, 179-180, 184-5. 188-9 (this volume appears also as Smial Philosophy and Policy 
5 [1988], same pagination). I am grateful to Annette Baier, Paul Hudey, and Geoffrey 
Sayre-McCordforcommentson anearlier draft. I am alsograteful todiscussants at Western 
Washington University, the University of Arkansas, the University of California at Santa 
Cruz, and the University of East Anglia for comments on a related talk. 
' On fhe Genealogy of Morals, trans. by Walter Kaufmann and R. J. Hollingdale (New Yark: 

Random House, 1967), third essay, sec. 27, p. 161. 
' After Virtue (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1981), p. 2. 
' Ethics and the Limits of Philosophy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1985). 

p. 197. 
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jective values. . . . [But] the main tradition of European moral philosophy 
includes the contrary claim" (J. L. Mackie).' "Moral hypotheses do not 
help explain why people observe what they observe. So ethics is prob- 
lematic and nihilism must be taken seriously. . . .An extreme version of 
nihilism holds that morality is simply an illusion. . . .In this version, we 
should abandon morality, just as an atheist abandons religion after he 
has decided that religious facts cannot help explain observations" (Gil- 
bert Ha~man) .~  

I choose these statements to point to features of the crisis that morality 
faces. They suggest that moral language fits a world view that we have 
abandoned - a view of the world as purposively ordered. Without this 
view, we no longer truly understand the moral claims we continue to 
make. They suggest that there is a lack of fit between what morality 
presupposes - objective values that help explain our behavior, and the 
psychological states -desires and beliefs - that, given our present world 
view, actually provide the best explanation. This lack of fit threatens to 
undermine the very idea of a morality as more than an anthropological 
curiosity. But how could this be? How could morality perish? 

To proceed, I must offer a minimal characterization of the morality that 
faces a foundational crisis. And this is the morality of justified constraint. 
From the standpoint of the agent, moral considerations present them- 
selves as-ices and e o n s ,  in ways independent of 
his desires, alms, and interests. Later, I shall add to this characterization, 
but for the moment it will suffice. For it reveals clearly what is in question 
- the ground of constraint. This ground seems absent from our present 
world view. And so we ask, what r can a person have for recog- 
nizing and accepting a c o n s t r a i n t 6 n d e P e n d e n t  of his desires and 
interests? He may agree that such a constraint would be morally justified; 
he would have a reason for accepting it if he had a reason for accepting 
morality. But what justifies paying attention to morality, rather than 
dismissing it as an appendage of outworn beliefs? We ask, and seem to 
find no answer. But before proceeding, we should consider three 
objections. 

The first is to query the idea of constraint. Why should morality be 
seen as constraining our choices and actions? Why should we not rather 
say that the moral person chooses most freely, because she chooses in 
the light of a true conception of herself, rather than in the light of the 
false conceptions that so often predominate? Why should we not link 

' Ethics: Inventing Right and Wrong (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1977). p p  15, 30. 
The Nature of Morality (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977), p. 11. 
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morality with self-understanding? Plato and Hume might be enlisted to 
support this view, but Hume would be at best a partial ally, for his 
representation of "virtue in all her genuine and most engaging charms, 
. . . talk[ing] not of useless austerities and rigors, suffering and self- 
denial," but rather making "her votaries. . . , during every instant of 
their existence, if possible, cheerful and happy," is rather overcast by 
his admission that "in the case of justice, . . . a  man, taking things in a 
certain light, may often seem to be a loser by his integrity."6 Plato, to 
be sure, goes further, insisting that only the just man has a healthy soul, 
but heroic as Socrates' defense of justice may be, we are all too apt to 
judge that Glaucon and Adeimantus have been charmed rather than 
reasoned into agreement, and that the unjust man has not been shown 
necessarily to be the loser.' I do not, in any event, intend to pursue this 
direction of thought. Morality, as we, heirs to the Christian and Kantian 
traditions, conceive it, constrains the pursuits to which even our reflec- 
tive desires would lead us. And this is not simply or entirely a constraint 
on self-interest; the affections that morality curbs indude the social ones 
of favoritism and partiality, to say nothing of cruelty. 

The second objection to the view that moral constraint is insufficiently 
grounded is to query the claim that it operates independently of, rather 
than through, our desires, interests, and affections. Morality, some may 
say, concerns the well-being of all persons, or perhaps of all sentient 
~reatures .~ And one may then argue, either with Hume, that morality 
arises in and from our sympathetic identification with our fellows, or 
that it lies directly in well-being, and that our affections tend to be 
disposed favorably toward it. But, of course, not all of our affections. 
And so our sympathetic feelings come into characteristic opposition to 
other feelings, in relation to which they function as a constraint. 

This is a very crude characterization, but it will suffice for the present 
argument. This view grants that morality, as we understand it, is without 
purely rational foundations, but reminds us that we are not therefore 
unconcerned about the well-being of our fellows. Morality is founded 
on the widespread, sympathetic, other-directed concerns that most of 
us have, and these concerns do curb self-interest, and also the favoritis (1 and partiality with which we often treat others. Nevertheless, if morality j 
depends for its practical relevance and motivational efficacity entirely 
on our sympathetic feelings, it has no title to the prescriptive grip with 
which it has been invested in the Christian and Kantian views to which 
I have referred, and which indeed Glaucon and Adeimantus demanded 

David Hume, An Equiry Concerning the Pn'nciples of Morals, 1751, sec. IX, pt. 11. 
' See Plato, Republic, esp. books 11 and IV. 

Some would extend morality to the nonsentient, but sympathetic as I am to the rights 
of holley cars and steam locomotives, I propose to leave this view quite out of 
consideration, 
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i I that Socrates defend to them in the case of justice. For to be reminded 

! that some of the time we do care about our fellows and are willing to 
curb other desires in order to exhibit that care tells us nothing that can 
guide us in those cases in which, on the, face of it, we do not care, or 
do not care enough - nothing that will defend the demands that morality 
makes on us in the hard cases. That not all situations in which concern 
for others combats self-concern are hard cases is true, but morality, as 
we ordinarily understand it, speaks to the hard cases, whereas its Hum- 
ean or naturalistic replacement does not. 

These remarks apply to the most sustained recent positive attempt to 
create a moral theory - that of John Rawls. For the attempt to describe 
our moral capacity, or more particularly, for Rawls, our sense of justice, 
in terms of principles, plausible in the light of our more general psy- 
chological theory, and coherent with "our considered judgments in re- 
flective equilibrium,"9 will not yield any answer to why, in those cases 
in which we have no, or insufficient, interest in being just, we should 
nevertheless follow the principles. John Harsanyi, whose moral theory 
is in some respects a utilitarian variant of Rawls' contractarian construc- 
tion, recognizes this explicitly: "All we can prove by rational arguments 
is that anybody who wants to serve our common human interests in a 
rational manner must obey these ~ommands."'~ But although morality 
may offer itself in the service of our common human interests, it does 
not offer itself only to those who want to serve them. 

Morality is a constraint that, as Kant recognized, must not be supposed 
to depend solely on our feelings. And so we may not a p p e a u e l i n g s  
to answer the question of its foundation. But the third objection is to 
dismiss this question directly, rejecting the very idea of a foundational 
crisis. Nothing justifies morality, for morality needs no justification. We 
find ourselves, in morality as elsewhere, in mediis rebus. We make, 
accept and reject, justify and criticize moral judgments. The concern of 
moral theory is to systematize that practice, and so to give us a deeper 
understanding of what moral justification is. But there are no extramoral 
foundations for moral justification, any more than there are extraepis- 
temic foundations for epistemic judgments. In morals as in science, 
foundationalism is a bankrupt project. 

Fortunately, I do not have to defend normative foundationalism. One 
problem with accepting moral justification as part of our ongoing practice 
is that, as I have suggested, we no longer accept the world view on 
which it depends. But perhaps a more immediately pressing problem 
is that we have, ready to hand, an alternative mode for justifying our 

John Rawls, A Theory of lustice (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1971), p. 51. 
'' John C. Harsanyi, "Morality and the Theory of Rational Behaviour," in Utilitarinnism 

and Beyond, edited by Amartya Sen and Bernard Williams (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni- 
versity Press, 1982), p. 62. 
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choices and actions. In its more austere and, in my view, more defensible 
form, this is to show that choices and actions maximize the agent's 
expected utility, where utility is a measure of considered preference. In 
its less austere version, this is to show that choices and actions satisfy, 
not a subjectively defined requirement such as utility, but meet the 
agent's objective interests. Since I do not believe that we have objective 
interests, I shall ignore this latter. But it will not matter. For the idea is 
dear; we have a mode of justification that does not require the intro- 
duction of moral considerations." 

Let me call this alternative nonmoral mode of justification, neutrally, 
deliberative justification. Now m m a n d e r a t i v e  justification are 
directed at the same objects - our choices and actions. What if they 
conflict? And what do we say to tiie person who 0-1s a deliberative 
justification of his choices and actions and refuses to offer any other? 
We can say, of course, that his behavior lacks moral justification, but 
this seems to lack any hold, unless he chooses to enter the moral frame- 
work. And such entry, he may insist, lacks any deliberative justification, 
at least for him. 

If morality perishes, the justificatory enterprise, in relation to choice 
and action, does not perish with it. Rather, one mode of justification 
perishes, a mode that, it may seem, now hangs unsupported. But not 
only unsupported, for it is difficult to deny that deliberative justification 
is more clearly basic, that it cannot be avoided insofar as we are rational 
agents, so that if moral justification conflicts with it, morality seems not 
only unsupported but opposed by what is rationally more fundamental. 

Deliberative justification relates to our deep sense of self. What dis- 
tinguishes human beings from other animals, and provides the basis for 
rationality, is the capaatv f o r n t a t i o n .  You can, as your 
dog on the whole cannot, represent a state of affairs to yourself, and 
consider in particular whether or not it is the case, and whether or not 
you would want it to be the case. You can represent to yourself the 
contents of your beliefs, and your desires or preferences. But in repre- 
senting them, you bring them into relation with one another. You rep- 
resent to yourself that the Blue Jays will win the World Series, and that 
a National League team will win the World Series, and that the Blue 
Jays are not a National League team. And in recognizing a conflict among 
those beliefs, you find rationality thruzupon you. Note that the first 
two beliefs could be- byFeierences, with the same effect. 

Since in representing our preferences we become aware of conflict 
among them, the step from representation to choice becomes compli- 

" To be sure, if we think of morality as expressed in certain of our affections andior 
interests, it will incorporate moral considerations to the extent that they actually are 
present in our preferences. But this would be to embrace the naturalism that I have 
put to one side as inadequate. 
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and preferences 

for a principle of coherence - a maximizing principle. We order our 
preferences, in relation to decision and action, so that we may choose 
in a way that maximizes our expectation of preference fulfillment. And 
in so doing, we show ourselves to be rational agents, engaged in delib- 
eration and deliberative justification. There is simply nothing else for 
practical rationality to be. 

The foundational crisis of morality thus cannot be avoided by pointing 
to the existence of a practice of justification within the moral framework, 
and denying that any extramoral foundation is relevant. For an extra- 
moral mode of justification is already present, existing not side by side 
with moral justification, but in a manner tied to the way in which we 
unlfy our beliefs and preferences and so acquire our deep sense of self. 
We need not suppose that this deliberative justification is itself to be 
understood foundationally. All that we need suppose is that moral jus- 
tification does not plausibly survive conflict with it. 

In explaining why we may not dismiss the idea of a foundational crisis 
in morality as resulting from a misplaced appeal to a philosophically 
discredited or suspect idea of foundationalism, I have begun to expose 
the character and dimensions of the crisis. I have claimed that morality 
faces an alternative, conflicting, deeper mode of justification, related to 
our deep sense of self, that applies to the entire realm of choice and 
action, and that evaluates each action in terms of the reflectively held 
concerns of its agent. The relevance of the agent's concerns to practical 
justification does not seem to me in doubt. The relevance of anything 
else, except insofar as it bears on the agent's concerns, does seem to me 
very much in doubt. If the agent's reflectively endorsed concerns, his 
preferences, desires, and aims, are, with his considered beliefs, consti- 
tutive of his self-conception, then i can see no remotely plausible way 
of arguing from their relevance to that of anything else that is not sim- 
ilarly related to his sense of self. And, indeed, I can see no way of 
introducing anything as relevant to practical justification except through 
the agent's self-conception, My assertion of this practical individualism 
is nota conclusive argument, but the burden of proof is surely on those 
who would maintain a contraly position. Let them provide the argu- 
ments - if they can. 

Deliberative justification does not refute morality. Indeed, it does not 
offer morality the courtesy of a refutation. It ignores morality, and seem- 
ingly replaces it. It preempts the arena of justification, apparently leaving 
morality no room to gain purchase. Let me offer a controversial com- 
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parison. Religion faces -indeed, has faced - a comparable foundational 
crisis. Religion demands the worship of a divine being who purposively 
orders the universe. But it has confronted an alternative mode of ex- 
planation. Although the emergence of a cosmological theory based on 
efficient, rather than teleological, causation provided warning of what 
was to come, the supplanting of teleology in biology by the success of 
evolutionary theory in providing a mode of explanation that accounted 
in effident-causal terms for the appearance of a purposive order among 
living beings, may seem to toll the death knell for religion as an intel- 
lectually respectable enterprise. But evolutionary biology and, more gen- 
erally, modern science do not refute religion. Rather they ignore it, 
replacing its explanations by ontologically simpler ones. Religion, under- 
stood as affirming the justifiable worship of a divine being, may be 
unable to survive its foundational crisis. Can morality, understood as 
affirming justifiable constraints on choice independent of the agent's 
concerns, survive? 

There would seem to be three ways for morality to escape religion's 
apparent fate. One would be to find, for moral facts or moral properties, 
an explanatory role that.would entrench them prior to any consideration 
of ju~tification.'~ One could then argue that any mode of justification 
that ignored moral considerations would be ontologically defective. I 
mention this possibility only to put it to one side. No doubt there are 
persons who accept moral constraints on their choices and actions, and 
it would not be possible to explain those choices and actions were we 
to ignore this. But our explanation of their behavior need not commit 
us to their view. Here the comparison with religion should be straight- 
forward and uncontroversial. We could not explain many of the practices 
of the religious without reference to their beliefs. But to characterize 
what a religious person is doing as, say, an a d  of worship, does not 

mit us to supposing that an object of worship actually exists, though 4 L. I mlt us to supposing that she believes such an object to exist. 
Similarly, to characterize what a moral agent is doing as, say, fulfilling 
a duty does not commit us to supposing that there are any duties, though 
it does commit us to supposing that he believes that there are duties. 
The skeptic who accepts neither can treat the apparent role of morality 
in explanation as similar to that of religion. Of course, I do not consider 
that the parallel can be ultimately sustained, since I agree with the 
religious skeptic but not with the moral skeptic. But to establish an 
explanatory role for morality, one must first demonstrate its justificatory 
credentials. One may not assume that it has a prior explanatory role. 

The second way would be to reinterpret the idea of justification, show- 

" This would meet the challenge to morality found in my previous quotation from Gilhcrt 
Harman. 
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ing that, more fully understood, deliberative justification is incomplete, 
and must be supplemented in a way that makes room for morality. 
There is a long tradition in moral philosophy, deriving primarily from 
Kant, that is committed to this enterprise. This is not the occasion to 
embark on a critique of what, in the hope again of achieving a neutral 
characterization, I shall call universalistic justification. But critique may 
be out of place. The success of deliberative justification may suffice. For 
theoretical claims about its incompleteness seem to fail before the simple 
practical recognition that it works. Of course, on the face of it, delib- 

1 erative justification does not work to provide a place for morality. But 
to suppose that it musf, if it is to be fully adequate or complete as a 

! mode of justification, would be to assume what is in question, whether 
moral justification is defensible. 

If, independent of one's actual desires, and aims, there were objective 
values, and if, independent of one's actual purposes, one were part of 
an objectively purposive order, then we might have reason to insist on 
the inadequacy of the deliberative framework. An objectively purposive 
order would introduce considerations relevant to practical justification 
that did not depend on the agent's self-conception. But the supplanting 
of teleology in our physical and biological explanations closes this pos- 
sibility, as it closes the possibility of religious explanation. 

I turn then to the third way of resolving morality's foundational crisis. 
The first step is to embrace deliberative justification, and recognize that JC morahty's place must be found within, and not outside, its framework. 
Now this will immediately raise two problems. First of all, it will seem 
that the attempt to establish any constraint on choice and action, within L 
the framework of a deliberation that aims at the maximal fulfillment of tG 

the agent's considered preferences, must prove impossible. But even if 
this be doubted, it will seem that the attempt to establish a constraint 
independent of the ngent's preferences, within such a framework, verges on 
lunacy. Nevertheless, this is precisely the task accepted by my third 
way. And, unlike its predecessors, 1 believe that it can be successful; 
indeed, I believe that my recent book, Morals by Agreement, shows how 
it can succeed.'" 

I shall not rehearse at length an argument that is now familiar to at 
least some readers, and, in any event, can be found in that book. But 
let me sketch briefly those features of deliberative rationality that enable 
it to constrain maximizing choice. The key idea is that in many situations, 
if each person chooses what, given the choices of the others, would 
maximize her expected utility, then the outcome will be mutually disad- 
vantageous in comparison with some alternative - everyone could do  

" See David Gauthier. Morals by Agreement (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986), es- 
pecially chaps. V and VI. 
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better.I4 Equilibrium, which obtains when each person's action is a best 
response to the others' actions, is incompatible with (Pareto-)optimality, 
which obtains when no one could do better without someone else doing 
worse. Given the ubiauitv of such situations, each person can see the, 

& ,  

benefit, to herself, of participating with her feliows inapractices requiring 
each to refrain from the direct endeavor to maximize her own ufffity, 
when snrh mutual restraint is mutuallv advantaeeous. No one, of 

I 
---. ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ -  " 

mur,se, can h F Y  unilateral constraint on her max- 
Imulng behavior; each- from, a n b o ~ e u a s t r a i n t  ac- 
cepted by her fellows: But if one benefits more from a constraint on 
others than one loses by being constrained oneself, one may have reason 
to accept a practice requiring everyone, including oneself, to exhibit such 
a constraint. We may represent such a practice as capable of gaining 
unanimous a reement a nR rational persons who were choosing the 

i$ t e m d e y  $qinteract  with each other. And thls agreement 
' ' is-e basi 'e' 

C o n i e x a m p l e  of a moral practice that would command 
rational agreement. Suppose each of us were to assist her fellows only 
when either she could expect to benefit herself from giving assistance, 
or she took a direct interest in their well-being. Then, in many situations, 
versons would not eive assistance to others, even though the benefit to r " 
the reapient would greatly exceed the cost to the giver, because there 
would be no provision for the giver to share in the benefit. Everyone 

\i(:/)would then expect to do better were each to give assistance to her 
U 

,&Jows, regardless of her own benefit or interest, whenever the cost of 
E*P*ll asslstln was low and the benefit of receiv-tance considerable. 

&ereby accept a constraint on the direct pursuit of her own 
concerns, not unilaterally, but given a likeacceptance by others. Re- 
flection leads us to recognize t h a h o s 6  who belong to groups whose 
members adhere to such a practice of mutual assistance enjoy benefits 
in interaction that are denied to others. We may then represent such a 
practice as rationally acceptable to everyone. 

This rationale for agreed constraint makes no reference to the content 
of anyone's preferences. The argument depends simply on the structure 
of interaction, on the way in which each person's endeavor to fulfill her 
own preferences affects the fulfillment of everyone else. Thus, each 
person's reason to accept a mutually constraining practice is independent 
of her particular desires, aims and interests, although not, of course, of 
the fact that she has such concerns. The idea of a purely rational agent, 

" The now-classic example of this type of situation is the Prisoner's Dilemma; see Morals 
by Agreement, p p  79-80. More generally, such situations may be said, in economists' 
parlance, to exhibit market failure. See, for example, "Market Contractarianism" in Jules 
Coleman, Murkuts, Morals, and the Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988). 
chap. 10. 
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moved to act by reason alone, is not, I think, anintelligible one. ~ ~ ~ ~ l i t y  3 maximize the fulfillment of his preferences, they know that he will not 
is not to be understood as a constraint arising from reason alone on the help Smith, Smith, therefore, will not help Jones even if Jones pretends 
fulfillment of nonrational preferences. Rather, a rational agent is one b to promise assistance in return. Nevertheless, Jones would do better 
who acts to achieve the maximal fulfillment of her preferences, and a' could he make and keep such a promise - and so would Smith. 
morality is a constraint on the manner in which she acts, arising from The Foole's second error, following on his first, should be clear; he & the effects of interaction with other agents. 1 N LE fails to recognize that in plausible circumstances, persons who are gen- 

uinel disposed to a more rigorous compliance with moral practiceSftrarr Hobbesrs Foole now makes his hmiliar e scene, to insist ,< + that however rational it may be for a her fellows would o ow from their interests at the time of performance can expect 
J F  to practices that hold out the . to do better than those who are not so disposed. For the former, con- k rational to follow such t -:% strained maximizers as I call them, will be welcome p a m e n  in mutually 

-&advantageous cooperation, in which each relies on the voluntary ad- 
,, > $@- no real constraint. The effect of agreeing to or accepting them can only herence of the others, from which the latter, straightforward maximizers, 

be to change the expected payoffs of her possible choices, making it will be excluded. Constrained maximizers may thus expect more favor- 
rational for her to choose what in the absence of the practice would not able opportunities than their fellows. Although in assisting their fellows, 
be uMity maximizing. m e  practices would offer only true prudence, not ~2 3 keeping their promises, and complying with other moral practices, they 
hue morality. forgo preference fulfillment that they might obtain, yet they do better 

The Foole is guilty of a twofold error. First, he fails to understand that < - '  , overall than those who always maximize expected utility, because of 
practices as assisting one's fellows, or 7 their supe.01 opportunities. 

eeptng one's promises, or telling the t~u th  is possible only among those Y2 " In identifying morality with those constraints that would obtain agree- 
ply with them. If my dlsposltlon to comply ment among rational persons who were choosing their terms of inter- 

extends only so far as my interests or concerns at the timeof perfor- I am engaged in rational reconstruction. 1 do not suppose that 
mance, then you will be the real fool if you interact with me in ways we have actually agreed to existent moral practices and principles. Nor 
that demand a more rigorous compliance. If, for example, it is rational ,' do I suppose that all existent moral practices would secure our agree- 
to keep promises only when so doing is directly utility maximizing, then 2 ment, were the question to be raised. Not all existent moral practices 
among persons whose rationality is common knowledge, only promises need be justifiable - need be ones with which we ought willingly to 

/ that require such limited compliance will be made. And opportunities comply. Indeed, 1 do not even suppose that the practices with which 
for mutual advantage will be thereby forgone. we ought willingly to comply need be those that would secure our 

Consider this example of the way in which promises facilitate mutual present agreement. I suppose that justifiable moral practices are those 
benefit. Jones and Smith have adjacent farms. Although neighbors, and that would secure our agreement ex ante, in an appropriate premoral 
not hostile, they are also not friends, so that neither gets satisfaction situation. They are those to which we should have agreed as constituting 
from assisting the other. Nevertheless, they recognize that, if they har- the terms of our future interaction, had we been, per impossible, in a 
vest their crops together, each does better than if each harvests alone. position to decide those terms. 
Next week, Jones's crop will be ready for harvesting; a fortnight hence, a test of the justifiability of our n 
Smith's crop will be ready. The harvest in, Jones is retiring, selling his 
farm, and moving to Florida, where he is unlikely to encounter Smith 
or other members of their community. Jones would like to promise Smith IV 

that, if Smith helps him harvest next week, he will help Smith harvest Many questions could be raised about this account, but here I want to 
in a fortnight. ButJones and Smith both know that in a fortnight, helping consider only one. I have claimed that moral practices are rational, even 
Smith would be a pure cost to Jones. Even if Smith helps him, he has though they constrain each person's attempt to maximize her own util- 
nothing to gain by returning the assistance, since neither care for Smith ity, insofar as they would be the objects of unanimous ex ante agreement. 
nor, in the circumstances, concern for his own reputation, moves him. But to refute the Foole, I must defend not only the rationality of agree- 
Hence, if Jones and Smith know that Jones acts straightforwardly to ment, but also that of compliance, and the defense of compliance threat- - ens to preempt the case for agreement, so that my title should be "Why 
" See Hobbes, Lmiat)mn. London, 1651, chap. 15. Constraint?" and not "Why Contractarianism?" It is rational to dispose 
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oneself t e  certain constraints on direct maximization in choosing 
and acting, GATq I and only if so disposing oneself maximizes one's expected 
utility. What then is the relevance of agreement, and especially of hy- 

\ 
pothetical agreement? Why should it be rational to dispose oneself to 
accept only those constraints that would be the object of mutual agree- 
ment in an appropriate premoral situation, rather than those constraints 

/ that are found in our existent moral practices? Surely it is acceptance of c e latter that makes a person welcome in interaction with his fellows. 
For compliance with existing morality will be what they expect, and take 
into account in choosing partners with whom to cooperate. 

I began with a challenge to morality - how can it be rational for us to 
accept its constraints? It may now seem that what I have shown is that 
it is indeed rational for us to accept constraints, but to accept them 
whether or not they might be plausibly considered moral. Morality, it 
may seem, has nothing to do with my argument; what I have shown is 
that it is rational to be disposed to comply with whatever constraints 
are generally accepted and expected, regardless of their nature. But this 
is not my view. 

To show the relevance of agreement to the justification of constraints, 
let us assume an ongoing soaety in which individuals more or less 
acknowledge and comply with a given set of practices that constrain 
their choices in relation to what they would be did they take only their 

/ desires, aims, and interests directly into account. Suppose that a dis- 
position to conform to these existing practices is prima facie advanta- 
geous, since persons who are not so disposed may expect to be excluded 

J from desirable opportunities by their fellows. However, the practices 
themselves have, or at least need have, no basis in agreement. And they 
need satisfy no intuitive standard of fairness or impartiality, character- 
istics that we may suppose relevant to the identification of the practices 
with those of a genuine morality. Although we may speak of the practices 
as constituting the morality of the society in question, we need not 
consider them morally justified or acceptable. They are simply practices 
constraining individual behavior in a way that each finds rational to 
accept. 

Suppose now that our persons, as rational maximizers of individual 

, utility, come to reflect on the practices constituting their morality. They 
will, of course, assess the practices in relation to their own utility, but 
with the awareness that their fellows will be doing the same. And one 
question that must arise is: Why these practices? For they will recognize 
that the set of actual moral practices is not the only possible set of 
constraining practices that would yield mutually advantageous, optimal 
outcomes. They will recognize the possibility of a l t e m v e  moral orders. 
At this point it will not be enough to say that, as a matter of fact, each 
person can expect to benefit from a disposition to comply with existing 
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practices. For persons will also ask themselves: Can I benefit more, not 
from simply abandoning any morality, and recognizing no constraint, 
but from a- of existing constraints in favor of an alter- 
native set? Once this question is asked, the situation is transformed; the 
existing moral order must be assessed, not only against simple noncom- 
pliance, but also against what we may call altemative_corafliance. 

To make this assessment, each will compare her prospects under the 
existing practices with those she would anticipate from a set that, in 
the existing circumstances, she would expect to result from bargaining 
with her fellows. If her prospects would be improved by such negoti- 
ation, then she will have a real, although not necessarily sufficient, 
incentive to demand a change in the established moral order. More 
generally, if there are persons whose prospects would be improved by 
renegotiation, then the existing order will be recognizably unstable. No 
doubt those whose prospects would be worsened by renegotiation will 
have a clear incentive to resist, to appeal to the status quo. But their 
appeal will be a weak one, especially among persons who are not taken 
in by spurious ideological considerations, but focus on individual utility 
maximization. Thus, although in the real world, we begin with an ex- 
isting set of moral practices as constraints on our maximizing behavior, 
yet we are led by .reflection to the idea of an amended set that would 
obtain the agreement of everyone, and this amended set has, and will 
be recognized to have, a stability lacking in existing morality. 

The reflective capacity of rational agents leads them from the given 
practices and principles requiring constrain1 

each person's assent. The same reflective 
those practices that would be agreed to, in 

existing social circumstances, to those that would receive ex ante agree. 
ment, premoral and presocial. As the status quo proves unstable wher 
it comes into conflict with what would be agreed to, so what woulcl be 
agreed to proves unstable when it comes into conflict with what woulc 
have been agreed to in an appropriate presocial context. For as existing 
practices must seem arbitrary insofar as they do not correspond to wha 
a rational person would agree to, so what such a person would agrec 
to in existing circumstances must seem arbitrary in relation to what shc 
would accept in a presocial condition. 

What a rational person would agree to in existing circumstances de 
pends in large part on her negotiating position vis-a-vis her fellows. Bu 
her negotiating position is significantly affected by the existing socia 
institutions, and so by the currently accepted moral practices embodiec 
in those institutions. Thus, although agreement may well yield practice: 
differing from those embodied in existing social institutions, yet it wil 
be influenced by those practices, which are not themselves the produc 
of rational agreement. And this must call the rationality of the agreec 
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practices into question. The arbitrariness of existing practices must infect 
any agreement whose terms are significantly affected by them. Although 
rational agreement is in itself a source of stability, yet this stability is 
undermined by the arbitrariness of the circumstances in which it takes 
place. To escape this arbitrariness, rational persons will revert from 
actual to hypothetical agreement, considering what practices they would 
have agreed to from an initial position not structured by existing insti- 
tutions and the practices they embody. 

The content of a hypothetical agreement is determined by a n s a l  
to the equal rationality of persons. Rational persons will voluntarily 
>ccept a n r e e m e n t  only insofar as they perceive it to be equally ad- 
vantageous to each. To be sure, each would be happy to accept an 
agreement more advantageous to herself than to her fellows, but since 
no one will accept an agreement perceived to be less advantageous, 
agents whose rationality is a matter of common knowledge will recognize 
the futility of aiming at or holding out for more, and minimize their 
bargaining costs by coordinating at the point of equal advantage. Now 
the extent of advantage is determined in a twofold way. First, there is 
advantage internal to an agreement. In this respect, the expectation of 
equal advantage is assured by procedural fairness. The step from existing 
moral practices to those resulting from actual agreement takes rational 
persons to a procedurally fair situation, in which each perceives the 
agreed practices to be ones that it is equally rational for all to accept, 
given the circumstances in which agreement is reached. But those cir- 
cumstances themselves may be called into question insofar as they are 
perceived to be arbitrary - the result, in part, of compliance with con- 
straining practices that do not themselves ensure the expectation of equal 
advantage, and so do not reflect the equal rationality of the complying 
parties. To neutralize this arbitrary element, moral practices to be fully 
acceptable must be conceived as constituting a possible outcome of a 
hypothetical agreement under circumstances that are unaffected by so- 
cial institutions that themselves lack full acceptability. Equal rationality 
demands consideration of external circumstances as well as internal 
procedures. 

But what is the practical import of this argument? It would be absurd 
to claim that mere acquaintance with it, or even acceptance of it, will 
lead to the replacement of existing moral practices by those that would 
secure presocial agreement. It would be irrational for anyone to give up 
the benefits of the existing moral order simply because he comes to 
realize that it affords him more than he could expect from pure rational 
agreement with his fellows. And it would be irrational for anyone to 
accept a long-term utility loss by refusing to comply with the existing 
moral order, simply because she comes to realize that such compliance 
affords her less than she could expect from pure rational agreement. 
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Nevertheless, these realizations do transform, or perhaps bring to the 
surface, the character of the relationships between persons that are main- 
tained by the existing constraints, so that some of these relationships 
come to be recognized as coercive. These realizations constitute the 

/ f i  elimination of false consciousness, and they result from a process of 
J 

/Anra t iona l  reflection that brings persons into what, in my theory, iS_the 
parallel of Jiirgen ~abermas'sideal  s~eechsituation. '~ Without an ar- 
mment to defend themselves in opeddhloe;u&ith their-se 
who are more than equally advantagehaFi%ope to maintain their priv- 

if they can coerce their fellows into accepting it. 
may be possible. But coercion is not agreement, - 

' \ and it lacks any inhereni stability. 
Stability pli$a key role in linking compliance to agreement. Aware 

of the benefits to be gained from constraining practices, rational persons 
seeETliose that i n v i t a  compliance. Now compliance is stable 

if it arises from agreement among persons each of whom considers both 
that the terms of agreement are sufficiently favorable to herself that it 
is rational for her to accept them, and that they are not so favorable to 
others that it would be rational for them to accept terms less favorable 

'P' to them and more favorable to herself. An agreement affording e@ 
favorable terms to all thus invites, as no other can, stable comphance. I - 
In defending the claim that moral practices, to obtain the stable voluntary 
compliance of rational individuals, must be the objects of an appropriate 
hypothetical agreement, I have added to the initial minimal characteri- 
zation of morality. Not only does morality constrain our choices and 
actions, but it does so in an impartial way, reflecting the equal rationality 
of the persons subject to constraint. Although it is no part of my ar- 
gument to show that the requirements of contractarian morality will 
satisfy the Rawlsian test of cohering with our considered judgments in 
reflective equilibrium, yet it would be misleading to treat rationally 
agreed constraints on direct utility maximization as constituting a mo- 
rality at all, rather than as replacing morality, were there no fit between 
their content and our pretheoretical moral views. The fit lies, I suggest, 
in the impartiality required for hypothetical agreement. 

The foundational crisis of morality is thus resolved by exhibiting the 
rationality of our compliance with mutual, rationally agreed constraints 
on the pursuit of our desires, aims, and interests. Although bereft of a 
basis in objective values or an objectively purposive order, and con- 

" See Raymond Geuss, The Idea of a Critical Tlleory: Hnl?en,ms and the Frnnkfurt Schwl 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981). p. 65ff. 
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fronted by a more fundamental mode of justification, morality survives 
by incorporating itself into that mode. Moral considerations have the 
same status, and the same role in explaining behavior, as the other 
reasons acknowledged by a rational deliberator. We are left with a uni- 
fied account of justification, in which an agent's choices and actions are 
evaluated in relation to his preferences - to the concerns that are con- 
stitutive of his sense of self. But since morality binds the agent in- 
dependently of the particular content of his preferences, it has the 
prescriptive grip with which the Christian and Kantian views have in- 
vested it. 

In incorporating morality into deliberative justification, we recognize 
a new dimension to the agent's self-conception. For morality requires 
that a person have the capacity to cgmmithimself, to enter into agree- 
ment with his fellows secure in the awareness that he can and will cany 
out his part of the agreement without regard to many of those consid- 
erations that normally and justifiably would enter into his future delib- 
erations. And this is more than the capacity to bring one's desires and 
interests together with one's beliefs into a single coherent whole. Al- 
though this latter unifying capacity must extend its attention to past and 
future, the unification it achieves may itself be restricted to that extended 
present within which a person judges and decides. But in committing 
oneself to future action in accordance with one's agreement, one must 
fix at least a subset of one's desires and beliefs to hold in that future. 
T-es and the self that complies must be one. "Man himself 
must first of all have become calculable, regular, necessary, even in his 
own image of himself, if he is to be able to stand security for his own 
future, which is what one who promises does!"" 

In developing "the right to make pr~mises,"'~ we human beings have 
found a contractarian bulwark against the perishing of morality. 

" Nietzsche, On the Genealogy of Morals, trans. by Walter Kauhnann and R. J. Hollingdale 
(New York: Random House, 1967), second essay, sec. 1, p. 58. 

" Ibid., p. 57. 

3. Two faces of contractarian thought 

Jean Hampton 

I 
I " . . .What was I created for, 1 wonder? Where is my place in the world?" 

She mused again. 
"Ah! I see." she ~ursued ~resentlv, "that is the question which most old 

maids are puzzled to solve: other people solve it for them by saying, 'Your place 
is to do good to others, to be helpful whenever help is wanted.' That is right 
in some measure, and a very convenient doctrine for the people who hold it; 
but I oerceive that certain sets of human bein~s are very apt to maintain that 
other'sets should give up their lives to them and their senrice, and then they 
requite them by praise: they call them devoted and virtuous. Is this enough? Is 
it to live? Is there not a terrible hollowness, mockery, want, craving, in that 
existence which is given away to others, for want of something of your own to 
bestow it on? I suspect there is. Does virtue lie in abnegation of self? I do not 
believe it. Undue humility makes tyranny; weak concession creates selfishness. 
. . .Each human being has his share of rights. I suspect it would conduce to the 
happiness and welfare of all, if each knew his allotment and held to it as te- 
naciously as a martyr to his creed. Queer thoughts these, that surge in my mind: 
are they right thoughts? I am not certain." 

- Charlotte Bronte, Shirley 

The quotation that begins this essay is pertinent to its conclusion. But 
to launch the discussion, I want to quote from nineteenth-century ad- 
venturer Mary Kingsley. Dressed in skirts, she traveled alone into the 
African interior where no white man or woman had ever been, climbing 
mountains, navigating rivers, fighting animals - and trading her way 
because, she explained, "when you first appear among people who have 
never seen anything like you before, they naturally regard you as a 
devil; but when you want to buy or sell with them, they recognize there 
is something human and reasonable about you."' The idea that the 

' From KatherineFrank, A Voyngcr Out: ThcLifeofMary Kingsley (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1986). p. 63. 
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fronted by a more fundamental mode of justification, morality survives 
by incorporating itself into that mode. Moral considerations have the 
same status, and the same role in explaining behavior, as the other 
reasons acknowledged by a rational deliberator. We are left with a uni- 
fied account of justification, in which an agent's choices and actions are 
evaluated in relation to his preferences - to the concerns that are con- 
stitutive of his sense of self. But since morality binds the agent in- 
dependently of the particular content of his preferences, it has the 
prescriptive grip with which the Christian and Kantian views have in- 
vested it. 

In incorporating morality into deliberative justification, we  recognize 
a new dimension to the agent's self-conception. For morality requires 
that a person have the capacity to commit himself, to enter into agree- 
ment with his fellows secure in the awareness that h e  can and will carry 
out his part of the agreement without regard to man" of those consid- 
erations that normaliy and justifiably wo;ld enter into his future delib- 
erations. And this is more than the caparitv to b r i n ~  one's desires and . ~ ~. 
interests together with one's beliefs into a single coherent whole. Al- 
though this latter unifying capacity must extend its attention to past and 
future, the unification it achieves may itself be restricted to that extended 
present within which a person judges and decides. But in committing 
oneself to future action in accordance with one's agreement, one must 
fix at least a subset of one's desires and beliefs tu'hold in that future. 
l 'hc self that agrees and the self that complies must be one. "Man himself 
must first of all have become cnlculnblc~ r u p l n r ,  necessnry, even in his 
own image of himself, if he is to be able to  stand security for his owu 
future, which is what one who  promises does!''" 

In developing "the r@ht to make y r o m i ~ ~ ~ s , " ' ~  we human beings have 
found a contractanan bulwark against the perishing of morality. 

" N~ctzsche, On the Genealogy ofMmlr. trans. by Walter Kaulmann and R. I Holttngdale 
(New Yo*: Randurn House, 1967), second essay, src. 1. p. 58. 
lbid.. p. 57. 

3. Two faces of contractarian thought 

lean Hampton 

" . . .What  was 1 created for, I wondrr? Where ic my place in the world?" 
She mused again. 
"Ah! I see;' she pursued presently, "that is the question which most old 

maids are puzrlcd to solve: other people solve i t  for them by saying, 'Your place 
is to do good tu olhers, to be helpful whenever help is wanted.' That is right 
in some measure, and a very convenient doctrine for the people who hold it; 
but I perceive that certain sets of human beings are  very apl to maintain that 
othcr sets should give up their lives to them and their service. and then thry 
requite them by praise: they call them dwoled and virtuous. lc this enough? Is 
it to live? Is there not a terrible hollowness, mockery, want, craving, in that 
existence which is given away to others, for want of something of your own to 
bestow it  on? I suspect there is. Does virtue lie in abnegation of self? I do not 
believe i t .  Undue humility makes tyranny; weak concession creates selfishness. 
. . Each human being has his share of rights. I suspect it would conduce to the 
happiness and welfare of all, if each knew his allotment and held to it as le- 
naciously ns a martyr to hiscreed. Queer thoughts these, that surge in my mind: 
are they right thoughts7 I am not certain." 

- Charlotte Brunt$, Shi r lq  

The quotation that begins this essay is pertinent to its conclusion. But 
to launch the discussion, I want to quote from nineteenth-century ad- 
venturer Mary Kingsley. Dressed in skirts, she traveled alone into the 
African interior where no white man o r  woman had ever been, climbing 
mountains, n.wigating rivers, fighting animals - .,nd trading hcr way 
because, she explained, "when you first appear among people who  have 
never seen anything like you before, they naturally regard you a s  a 
devil; but when you want to buy or sell with them, they recognize there 
is something human and reasonable about you.'" Thc idea that the 
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essence of human rationality, and even human morality, is embodied 
in the notionof acontract is the heart of  what iscalled the "contractarian" 
approach to moral thinking. 

The theory itself goes back hundreds of years.' In modern times, 
Grotius, Suarez, Hobbes, Locke. Rousseau, and Kant used the notion 
of "what people could agree to'' primarily in order to argue lor the 
legitimacv of ~olit ical institutions with a certain structure and purpose. 
This explicitly political orimtation of the a rgun~en t  is m.lintained by 
Robert Norick in his recent book Atmrchy. 51'1k a d  L l t o p i ~ ~  I call those 
contractarian theurisls who argue for thc legitimacy of  thr state using 
contract langu.lg? ''stalp contrarlarians." Other modern cuntractarians 
have not restriclrd lhr  contraclarinn furm of  argument to this one po- 
litical issue. They are convinced that i t  can he used to identify and 
motivate commitment to the best available conception of justice, and 
perhaps also lo  other kinds of cooperative behavior that involve con- 
straining one's self-regarding pursuils in ways that benefit the cam- 
munity. I call these sorts of  theorists "murfil ccuntrartarians." john Rawls 
was one of the first contemporary moral contrartarians. Interestingly, 
Rawls does not evrn question the slate's legitimacy in A Tlwary 01 jmtw,'  
hut instead tries to identify Ihe best available conception of justice for 
thr structuring of w r  political and social institutions by using what he 
calls a hypothetical contract. Scanlon, Gaulhier, Grice, Harman, and 
Mackie go even further, explicitly endorsing the contractarian argument 
as a way of underslanding not only the duties of justice, but virtually 
the entire content of morality. 

Yet the fact that all of  these theorists call their theories "contractarian" 
is misleading, because that single label masks deep differences among 
them. The most obvious difference concerns what they take to  be the 
metaethical status of their contractarian moral theories. Consider that 
two of them - Rawls .md Scanlon - have regarded themselves as  moral 
objectivists (although Rawls' thinking has, a t  least arguably, undergone 
sonw change in recent years') and have linked their theorizing in some 
f,~sIww to K ~ n t ,  w l i ~ v ~ ~ ~ l s  o t h m  - for w ~ m p k ,  C h t h i w ,  lI.!rman, , ~ n d  

S w  I LV ( h t ~ ~ h ,  TI,,, Srlcrol Ct8trlrm A Cnfmd SIndv c c / I l $  ~ k z ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l  [ < M o d  Clarendot~ 
I k 5 a .  IU301. a n d  the in tn~duc t iun  tu mv H,~bl>,~\ owl t h  Sood i . h l r a  I Tn~,Irllilll ram- 
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Markie - either reject moral objectivism completely o r  elsr accept that 
I label for their theories on condition that it be understood in a n  impor- 

tantly non-Kantian way. Clearly, there is more than one kind of ron- 

i tractarian moral theoly if those who use contract talk in their arguments 
produce moral theories with such importantly different me lae th i r i  

1 foundations. 
This essay is interested in critically reflecting on  the nature of moral 

contractarianism. I argue that there are two importantly different kinds 
of  moral contractarian theury in contemporary philosophy, each o l  which 
is linked to a different historical figure in thc contract tradition, one to 
Hobbes and the other to Kant. I focus mostly on  the Hohhrsian v.>riant, 
recently revived in an exciting form by David Gauthier. I cnpcgr in lhis 
reflection as one who is deeply attracted to the methodology; I seek lo 
clarify what i t  is that many of us  have found so  appealing about the 
idea that talk of contracts can be a route to understanding the nature of  
our moral and political obligations. 

I 

Although ilobbes's masterpiece Ln,iotlmn is primarily concerned with 
presenting a contract argument for the institution o f  a certain kind of  
state (one with an absolute sovereign), if one looks closely, one also sees 
a sketch of a certain kind of contractarian approach to morality, which 
has profoundly ilrfluenwd contemporary moral theorists such a s  
Cauthicr. 

Hobbes's approach to morality does not assume there are natural 
moral laws or natural rights that we discern through the use of our 
reason or intuition. It is not an approach that assumes thew is a naturallv 
good ~ h j e c t  in the world (such as Aristutlv's St,rrrrrll,fr! Rtw!tm) that moral 
action srrvrs and that peoplr ought to pursue. it is not an '~pproach that 
explains moral action as "natural." for example, a.; action jienrratcd by 
powerful othcr-regarding sentiments; Hohbrs did not bclievc that such 
sentiments wcre V C T ~  i m p r t , ~ n t  or p w e r f u l  in human Mr. And i t  is 
not an approach that justifi~s morality as  a set of laws ct~mmanded bv 
God - a l t h o u ~ h  Hohbcs brlirved that his mural imprr.~tive.; were dsil 
justified as m m m a n d s i ~ f  Gocl." Using his contractaridn method. h e  seeks 
to define the nature and authoritv of  moral imperatives by reference to 
the desires and reawning abilities of human beings, so th.,t rcgardles  

tlohbr* h r l 8 ~ d  l h r t  moral lmprnlLrrr w r e  ~ w n r n a n d d  by G!d Ih11  Ihi. j ~ # . l l I l < a ~  
tii)" a l  them is  d~l lervnl from t h v  ron~ladsr18n ( p i h t ~ ~ a l w n  ih r l  hl, a l w  uic- t s#  drlcnrt 
them. TIN, mntranari~n m r l h ~ d  i ~ h r  lo d h n r  the nalurc 3 r d  a u l k ~ m l y  of n l i r d l  i m ~  
peralivrs hv rrfcrmm to the d~sireq and rrau,n#np abditier i d  human hrlngs. rn t ha t  

nf rcllgillu. nlmn,,lm,,nf., p,op~c % , I I  t ~ > r ,  havr rc,arnn 
act morally 
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~f their religious commitments, all people will see that they have reason 
o act morally. So without repudiating the divine origin of the laws, 
iobbes invokes contract language in order to develop an  entirely hunion 
ustification of morality. 

Without going into a lengthy exegesis of Hobbesian texts, which is 
mend to be cuntrovcrsial among Hobbes scholars, let me simply state 
lere the features of what I take to be the Hobbesian moral theory. 
Yhether or not every detail of the approach was explicitly embraced by 
lobbes himself, its overall structure is recognizably 14ohhesiatt: 

I What is valuablc is what a person desires, not what he ought 
to desire (for no such prescriptively powerful object exists); and 
rational action is action that achievcs or  maximizes the satls- 
faction of desire (where it is a fact that the desire for selC 
preservation is our primary desire, and that human beings are, 
by and large, n~utually unconcwned). 

2. Mom1 action is rational for a person to perform if and only if 
such action advances his interests. 

3. Morality is, in part, a body of causal k n t w l d g e  about whal 
h u m m  art ims lead to peace, an cnd which i t  is common knowl- 
edge people desire and which they can all share. sa that such 
actions are rational for them and "mutually agrceable." (This 
precept rests on the Hobbesian belief that people are not self- 
sufficient, and that they are roughly equal in strengthand mental 
ability .) 

4. Peace-producing action is only individually rational to perform 
(hence only moral action) when thew is a convent~on in the 
community that people perform such action (so that I know that 
if I behave cooperatively, then others will do so too. and vice 
versa). These conventions comprise the institution of morality 
in our society. The rationality of performance is, however, sub- 
ject to two provisos: 

Proviso I: In order to he moral, an action must he not only peace 
producing and performed in the knowledge that others are 
willing to d o  so, but dlso an action that invmlves nu net loss 
for the agent.' 

Proviso 2: Human beings are not, as a group, rational enough 
to be able to institute moral conventions, and hence must 
create a sovereign who can use his power tu generate them. 

In his hook Holhvcr! Morn1 nnd Pnlilllnl T i w q  (Pr inmon:  I'rinccton Universily Prrn, 
1986). Gregory Kavka dmies thal  Hobbcs held thin pmulso. arguing thal Huhbes was 
""dc "gotrt.'' 

5 .  Defining justice or equitable treatment in situations of conflict 
ib dun? by considering what principles of justice the people 
in\,ol\ed "could agree to'' or "what they would be unreasonable 
to reject," where the reasonableness of rejection is determined 
by a calculation comparing the benefits and costs of accepting . - 
an arbitrator's resolution with the benefits and costs of resarting 
to violence to resolve the conflict. An impartial judge, therefore, 
arbitrates according to the principle "to each according to hi5 
thred d ~ ~ i r l t , ~ ~ ~ ~  in w a r "  

Note that contemporary contrartarians have enthusiastically taken on 
the role ol Hobbes's arbitrator, trying to d e t ~ r m i n e  the sort 01 division 
of goods that could be accorded people in a peaceful way, such that 
they would prrceive the division as fair. Nonethelcr-s, we shall see that 
most of lhem, including Gaulhirr, rejrrt thc ide.1 that the "threat ad- 
vantagc"ul tlrr parlies in this situation is defined by t h e ~ r  ability to fight. 

Let us reflect, fora moment, on the interesting fcaturcs and strengths 
oi a moral theory with this structure. Consider, first of all, t h a t t h e  
Hohbesian approach relies on a very stnwg conrt,ption of individuality 
According to Hobbcs. cooperative social interaction is prt,sented neither 
as inevitable nur as something that people value for i t  own sake, but 
rather as something that asocially defined individuals find instrumen- 
tally valuable given their primary (nonsoclally defined) desires. To think 
that cooperative behavior needs to be encouraged and justified, so that 
we must be pcrstiodmi to behave socially toward une another, is to believe 
that, even if  soridy has some aitect on us, i t  does not determine our  
fundamental or "intrinsic" nature as human beings, which is a nature 
that "dissociates us, and renders us apt tu invade and destrov onr 
another" (Lez7intIlo11 13. 10, 62) .  

Moreover. notice that there are twoqulte ditierent ways in which this ~ ~ 

moral contractarian theory uses the notion of agreement. Features 2 and 
1 ranture the idca that the behavior enioined b\. Hobbes 5 laws of natur? - ~~ r ~~~ ~ ~~~ 

is "agr~rable," that i-, that such action helps to secure thc rnust~desired 
objects andlor stale? of affairs for each individual. Featurr 5 captures 
the idea for which moral contr~ctarians are famuus; namdy, th.at certain 
features ol  morality ( e g ,  fair resolution of c o n f l ~ t )  can be understood 
as the o l y ~ f  of agreemenl. Howevcr, there is a connectiim, in Hobhrs's 
theory, between the latter way ol using agrecrnmt and the former. To 
resolve conflicts via the use of arbitrators and agreement procedures is 
to resolve them peacefully and with much less cost to the parties than 
more vialent resolution procedures. Hobbes commends the use of ar- 
bitratorsasindividually rational fordisputants, and warns thearbitrators 
that their usefulness to the disputants depends o b t h e  extent to which 
their peaceful resolution is more acceptable than going to war to resolve 
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the dilemma. It is therefore conducive to self-preservation to use a co- 
operative agrecmcnt procedure to resolve cunflict, so that defining moral 
behavior through agreement is itself, for Hobbes, a mutually agreeable 
- that is, mutuall" self-presrrving - behavi<jr. 

But perhaps most important of d l ,  we should apprrcidr that all five 
features of Hobbes's moral view fit into a mural theory th.~t is committed 
to th? idea that morality is a h a m i ~ ~ t ~ ~ n a d r  imtit,ttiort, which is justified 
only In the w t m t  that i t  effectively furthers human intrrests. That is, 
Hobbea seeks to explain the i'xistenr< of morality in society by appealing 
to the ronvention-rrcating activities of human beings, while arguing that 
the ju.;tification of morality in any human society depends upon how 
well its moral conventions serve individuals' desires. 

In fact, there is a connection between Hobbes's contractarian approach 
to the state and thisapproach to morality. His decision to justify ahsolute 
soverrignty by reference to what people"could agree to" in a prepolitical 
society is an attempt to explain and legitimate the state's authority by 
appcalcng neither to Cod nur to any natural ftwtur~s of human k i n g s  
that m ~ g h t  be thought to explain the subordination of some to others, 
but solely to the needs and desires of the people who will be subjects 
of political realms. In the same manner, he insists that existing moral 
rules have power over us because they are social conventions for be- 
havior (where Hobbes would also argue that these conventions only 
exist bpcause of the power of the sovereign). 

But Hobbes does not assume that existing conventions arc, in and of 
themselves, justified. By considering "what we c o d d  agree to" if we had 
the chance to reappraise and redo the cooperatirr conventions in our 
society, we are able to determine the extent to which our present con- 
ventions are "mutually agrecable" and so nztimol for us to accept and 
act on. So Hnbbes's moral theory invokes both actual agreements (i.e., 
conventions) and hypothetical agreements (which involve considering 
what c<mvcntions would b' "mutually agrrrable") at diffrrent points in 
his theo~y; the former are what he believes our  moral life consists of; 
the latter are what he believes our moral life sholrld consist of - that is, 
what our actual moral life should model. The contractarian methodvlogy 
is useful in defining and justifying morality for one who bclieves that 
morality is man-made hecause considering what mural lows "people 
could agree to" (as well as what laws they have agreed to) is a way of 
confirming that morality is man-made, and a way of appraising how 
well the present inytitution serves the powertul sclf-regarding interests 
that virtually all of us have. 

Note that this way of cashing out the language of hypoth~tical agree- 
ment makes thr agreernmt-lalk only a klnd of metaphor, and not a 
device that reveals, in and of itself, the nature of morality or  justice. 
What rational agents could all agree to is the securing of an  object and1 

or state of affairs, the benefits of which they could all share and  far 
which there is a rational argument using premises that all rational agents 
would take as a basis for &l i te ra t ion ,~ence ,  to determine what these 
q y n l s  "could all agree to," one must prrfwm a deduction of practical 
reason, swnething that Hobbcs believes he has donc in Chapters 14 and 
15 of Lmritliorl. 

Hencr, the notion of contract or agrecmcnt does not do justificational 
work by ltcey in the Hobbesian mural theory. What we "could agree to" 
has moral force for Hobbes not because make-believe promises in hy- 
pothetical worlds have any binding force, but because this sort of a g r e e  
ment is a dewce that n,imls thc way in which the agreed-upon outcome 
is ratton.d for all of us. Thr justificational force of this kind of contract 
theory is therefore carried within, but derived from sources other than. 
the contract or agreement in the theory. 

There was enormous interest in this Hobbesian underst.lnding o f  mo- 
rality in the seventeenth century by both detractors and supporters 
allhe.' The thponst who did must to advance this Hobbesian moral proj- 
ect before the twentieth century in what he took to be the right, and 
more plausible, direction was David Hume, a philosopher who tends 
10 be i n c ~ r r ~ c t l y  class~d wlth the Benthamrte utllltanans who followed 
h i m Y  Hume was far more willing than Hobbes to credit people with 
substantial othcr-regardingdcsires that he considered to be the (natural) 
s o u r e  of many moral virtues, but he also insisted that our self-regarding 
desires could cause us to invent "artificial" virtues such as being just, 
rezprcting othcrs' property rights, keeping one's promises, and being 
clwste. l iumc  is so clear in presenting the creation of these virtues a s  a 
conventi,rnal solution t c ,  a courdinati<m pruhlrrn that David Lewis uses 
Humean remark5 and rxomplrs to illustrat? what coordination problems 
are and how conventions wolh lo rrsuive then?."' 

In thc I.~tterhalf of the twentieth century. we find renewed enthusiasm 
for this approach and a sustained interest in developing i t  further. And 
I s u s p ~ t  that the sourrc of the enthusiasm romcs frmn ccmtrmpnrary 
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philosophers' attraction to the most important and fundamental feature 
of this approach, the presumption that morality is a human creation. 
For example, James Buchanan insists that 

Precepts for living together are not going lo be handed down from on high. 

And J. L. Mackie is especially disparaging of the idea that morality is 
something ubjective and "out there" that we find rather than create and 
that exerts inexplicable prescriptive power over us. Instead, Mackie 
wants us to understand and use the fact that morality is something we 
generate i n  order to serve our interests, an idea suggested by the very 
title of his bocrk, Ethrcr: I r ~vo~ t t r~~p  Rixlit ami Wnru,y." Declaring i n  Chapter 
5 that "Morality is nut to he discovered but to be made: we have to 
d r r i d ~  what moral views to adopt. what moral stands to take,""Mackie 
gws on to discuss rather briefly the sorts of game-theoretic situations 
that can make ajirccmrnt on moral behavior advis.lhk~,'\and hc con- 
cludcs by insisling that itisolar as we make morality bccause of our 
interests, we might have to remake it, at least in part, when those 
interests change. The same rebellious overtones of the social-contract 
argumcnl welcomed hy Lncke and Hume i n  a political context are wel- 
conied by M.>ckir in a moral context. Given that the contract argument 
presents the state as a human creation designed to serve human inter- 
ests, i t  justifies the people's replacing a ru l r r  who fails to serve those 
interests. Similarly, given that the argument presents morality as a hu- 
man invention designed to serve human interests, it justifies replacing 
a moral virtue that has outlived its us~fulness. 

The contemporary theory that most completely rcalires the Hobbesian 
approach and that develops i t  i n  important ways is prrscnted by David 
Gauthier i n  Mods  hy Axreerrtnit." whew he atlempts to "validate the 
conception of morality as a set of rational, imparti.al constraints on the 
pursuit of individual interest.'"" Every one of the fealuws ot Habhes's 
moral theory is cmhraccd i n  some fashion by Gauthier. On his view, 
moral behavior is rational and mutuallyadvanlage~~us behavior (features 

ahty and technology, when (and only when) p ~ o p l e  b~come  disposed 
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to engage in such behavior on a widespread basis ( i r ,  when a conven- 
tion to behave cooperatively exists - feature 4). Gauthier also argues 
that resolution of conflict by such individuals should proceed via prin- 
ciples arrived at by considering the outcome of a hypothetical bargain 
among equals (feature 5). The people in this theory are quite clearly 
determinate individuals, who are defined prior to the morality that their 
contractual agreement is supposed to justify. While Gauthiur does not 
explicitly say, as Mackie does, that the constraints traditionally endorsed 
as "moral" in human societies are human inventions, that idea, as well 
as the idea that these constraints can be "reinvented" to better serve 
human purposes, appears to be the assumption behind his philosophical 
project, which aims to show rr,hat conventions people ulotrld agree to i f  
they were thr sort o l  perfectly rational people we arc all striving to 
bcrunie. " 

Hnrvcver, what m'lkes Gauthier's moral contrartarianism so interest- 
ing  is the way in which it develops certain features of Hobbes's moral 
throry to pnxluce not only a more sophisticated mural theory than 
Hobbes's own, but also one thnt is mare p.,latable to twrntieth-century 
moral iheor~sts. Consider again feature 4 of Hobbes's theory: that i t  
~~ ~ 

would only be rational to act cooperatively i f  others are disposed to do 
so. In general. Hobbes seems to be right that cooperative situations have . . ~~ " 
a game-theoretic structure such that people are rational to act cooper- 
atively together, bul irrational to act cooperatively alone. Yet sometimes 
cooperation is surely going to have a Prisoner's Dilemma structure, so 
that even when others are disposed to cooperate, the individual agent 
is still rational not to cooperate. This suggests that the correct moral 
attitude is one that says, i n  essence: "I wil l  cooperate with others. when 
they are will ing to do so, except in situations where, by nut cooperating, 
I can gain benefits from them with impunity," bu l  this attitude is hardly 
what one would call "moral." Hume explicitly worries about this prob- 
lem when he discusses the"sensih1e knave" who has exactly the attitude 
I have just described: 

~ " d  though i t  is allowed that. wtthoul a regard to prnpcrty. nt, scrielv could 
subsist: yrtaccordingln theimperfect way in which humanal fa~rs i l r rc~~nr l~~c led .  
a sensible knave, in particular incidents, may think thnt an ar t  of inlquity or 
infidelity will make .$ rmsirlrrablr addition to his L~rlr~nv. w ~ l h w t  c.m=ing .mv 
considrrable breach in lhc social union or conledcr.lc). I lhl I r ~ w ~ 4 ~  !* flu 1'~'-! 

" Fur rx,~rnplc. w e  ibcii., p. 168. ' W e  do not 01 mar% 5 u p p w ~  ih,$l I ) Y ~  xlu.11 ln,~?r.i 
principles drrlvc hisluncrlly from a bargain. but in so far ,I. lhr r o n l r m n ~  l l q  inlpox' 
arc accrplable to a rational cnnptrainrd maximirer. we ma! lit !hem into !he lramrwork 
"t a morality ratknalized by the idea of agrrcnlmt", or prgv 23111 . whrrr he say, I h ~ l  
.Ithuugh unequal pussession of technulugy m r m a  that lhr rquahly arrumptlun docs 

hold in our world (so that the cunrenlicms he arguer for may not br applicable). 
we arc '%wing toward<' the equal possession of !h>r lerhnologv, and so, of equal 
ratimality. 
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poky, may be a goad general rule, but is liable to many exceptions; and he, it 
may perhaps be thought, conducts himself with most wisdom, who observes 
the general rule. and takes advantage of all the exceptions.'" 

The knave rs essentially saying that he will cooperate i f  and only if it is 
utility maximizing for him t o d o  so, and thuswill  be prepared not to 
do so  in situations, such as the Prisoner's Dilemma, despite the existence 
of .I moral convention to perform the cooperative act in that sort of 
situation. And what does Hume say to this sensible knave? Essentially 
nothing. Given the difficulties that Hohbes himself had providing an 
answer to thesanw knavishquestion, wesee that i t  isdifficult lor anyone 
who embraces the Hobbesian approach to morality to persuade someone 
who has n o  natural sentiments against exploitation of  his fellow man 
not to exploit them when he can do  so with impunity. Yet such a person 
is very far from bring moral. 

Gauthier attempts, however, to answer the knave, inspired by a line 
of argumentalion that he believesHobbessuggests(but does not develop 
adequately) in an attempt to answer the "foole" - who offers roughly 
the s a m r  challenge as  Hume's knave.'" I t  is rational, says Gauthier, for 
people to become "disposed" to cooperate in such situatinns (assuming, 
howewr, that a sufficient number of others will become similarly dis- 
posed). By doing so, they become "constrained maximizers" rather lhan 
knavish "straightforward maximizers," where the former are people 
who pursue their advantage but who d o  so respecting a constraint 
against exploitative noncooperation in Prisoner's Dilemmas, where they 
have good reason to believe that their partners are inclined to cooper- 
ate.'u Such people are willing to forego benefit in Prisoner's Dilemmas; 
hence, they are not straightforwardly maximizing utility. Yet they have 
chosen to be disposed to act in this way because they have determined 
that they can amass more utility by having this disposition than by not 
having it. A constrained maximizer refrains from taking advantage of 
any person who is also disposed to constrain his maximizing behavior 
because "he is not the sort of person that is disposed to do that sort of 
thing." That is the  "moral" attitude that the sensible knave lacks. But 
the constrained maximizer has that "moral" attitude because of a prior 
determination that it is individually utility maximizing to have it. So, 
true to llobbcsian principles, Gauthier is arguing that moral behavior 

'" David Hum*, E n q ~ r i r y  Cz,ncrrnWg the Pnncrpl~~i of Msmli. edited by L. A.  %by-Bmggr. 
revised by P. H. Niddilch (Oxford Clarendon Press, 1975). rcc. ix, pl. I,, pp. 281-3 

" See hiat lzan.  chap. 15. Hobbes's answer to the fool ts much discussed in the secondary 
literature. 1 give a review of recent interpretations. and one of m y  own, in Hob& ond 
the Social Conlract Tmdilion. chapters 2 and 3. Gauthier discusser the passage in various 
M F ~ S  of chs~ter 6 of Morals h, Aweemmt. 
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is utility maximizing and, in the long run, behavior that involves no 
net cost. 

Contemporary Hobbesians and Humeans would certainly awn1 to em- 
brace Gauthier's argument if they could. it offers them a way to explain 
how collectively rational cooperative action that involves forgoing ex- 
ploitati\,e opportunities, but which is not dangerous, is also i,zdir~irlvnlly 
rafionnl for the agent. But I am not so sure that they can embrace it. 
First, the idea that one could "will" to be disposed to act a s  Gauthier 
describes is dubious if  one accepts Hobbesian psychology, and perhaps 
just as dubious on more plausible contemporary psychological t h c o r i ~ s .  
Second, it remains to be seen whether or not Gauthier's argument that 
it is rational to become disposed to act a s  a constrained maximizer ac- 
tually succeeds. If Peter Daniclson is right (see his essay, chap. 16 in 
this volume), it is rational to adopt the more "knavish" cooperative 
attitude called "reciprocal cooperation," which differs from G a u t h i d s  
constrained maximization in that it directs u s  t o  exploit (rather than 
cooperate with) unconditional cooperators. Finally, it might be even 
more rational only to prrlend to be disposed to cooperate in either Gau- 
thier's or Danielson's sense, ready to exploit others whenever one  can 
do  so with impunity. 

The jury is, therefore, still out on the question of whether constrained 
maximization is rational for individuals to adopt. But other of Gauthier's 
modifications of Hobbes's project fare what seem to  be even more serious 
difficulties. For example, Gauthier argues that Hobbes was wrong to 
think that wp could not establish moral conventions voluntarily, and 
that we need a sovereign to make their creation possible (although he 
admits that a limited political power would be needed to handle those 
among us who are not rational). Not only are most people able to con- 
strain lheir maximizing tendencies for lkmg~trrm gain an his view, but 
they are also able to recognize and act from a principle of acquisition 
that rvilt providr a rational starting point for further agreement o n  the 
terms ul cuoperation. This principle is what Gauthier c'~lls the "Lockean 
Proviso'' - which directs that one is to acquire ~ o o d s  in a way that leaves 
no one worse olf: and t h ~  principle defining fair terms of cooperation 
that rationally pruwrds from a bargain based on  this proviso is what 
Gauthier calls the principle of "minimax relative concession" (hereafter 
theMRCprinciple), which ess~ntially directs that the partiesare toaccrpt 
that outcome that is the r ~ s u l t  of their making equal concessions to one 
another in thp bargaining process. 

I t  ma" appear that H ~ l b b ~ s  has no equivalent of the proviso o r  the 
MRC principle since, in his view, there is n o  way that people could 
develop a peaceful method of  acquiring or dividing goods outside of 
civil society. But this is not quite so; a s  we  saw, he does consider the 
kind of principle that an arbitrator (were such a thing possible in 
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the state of nature) would be rational to use in resolving disputes about 
the acquisition or the division of goods: "to each according to his threat 
advantage in war." Clearly, there is a b ~ g  difference between this prin- 
ciple and Gauthi~r's cooperative rules' Is either theorisVs argument for 
his approach effectiw? 

James Buchanan comes down on the side of Hahhes. Imagine, says 
Burhanan. a stale nl nature in which peoplt. are  competing for some 
scarce good r: 

Earh would lind i t  aduanl.~jiccws to invest cffort. a "had," i n  ardrr t t r  secure 
the good x.  Physical strength, cajolery, stealth - all these and other personal 
qualities might dctcrnmine the relative abilit~es of the individuals to secure and 
prvtert for themsrlws quantities of I.. . a s  a result of the actual or potential 
conflict over the relalive proportions of r to be finally consumed. some "natural 
distnbution" wilt come to be established." 

It is this "natural distribution" that then becomes the baseline for any 
further contractual agreements. And it is that distribution that then 
"defines the individual" for purposes of future bargaining. 

This future bargaining should occur. according lo Buchanan, because 
everyone hasa motive for resolving disputesand alloratinggoods peace- 
fully given the substantial costs of predation and drfcnsc. Successful 
resolution of conflict through peaceful means would free u p  the re- 
sources used in warfare, and any agreement reached regarding the 
distribution oi  these resources, or any portions of the good x not ap- 
propriated, will proceed from the natural distribution. What Buchanan 
does not notice isthat the natural distribution also generates the principle 
to be used in the peaceful resolution of these sorts of comoetitive ron- 
flicts: it is the principle "to each according to what he w&ld have re- 
ceived in war."" Consider the following passage from koiaHmn: 

if a vnaa he l r u s l d  lo jud,qe between "?on atid man, it is a precept of the law of nature, 
Ihal Irc deale Equally k l u w , 8  t l~em.  For without that, the controversies of men 
cannot be determined but by War. He therefore that is partial in judgement. 
doth what in him lies, to deter men from the use of Judges, and Arbitrators; 
and consequently (against the fundamental Law of Nature) is thc causc of War. 
(Lmiotl~arr 15, 23-4, 77) 

Hobbcs is saying here that an arbitrator in a dispute must bewarc nut 
to be "partial" in his resolution of the conflict or else the parties will 
ignore his resolution and go to war to resolve their dispute. But the 
knowledge that warfare may be deemed rational by the parties if the 
outcome is not to their liking will affect how the arbitrator resolves 

" Buchanan, Tlir Litnib of Likrly. p. 23. 
I am indebted to a disrussian of Hobbes on justice by Brian Barry at the 1986 Pacific 
Division Meeling of the American Philosophical Association for thr kind of strategy I 
am using to interpret the following passage. 
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the conflict. He must try, as far as possible, to mimic the distribution of 
the goods or the resolution of the conflict that the parties believe warfar? 
between them will likely cffect (assuming that each would stop short of 
attempting to kill the other). To d o  otherwise would be to risk one party 
deciding, "I won't accept this resolution: I can get more if  I go to war." 
O f  course, there are costs to going to war that are not i n v o l v d  in 
accepting an arbitrator's resirtutiun of the conflict, so that even if the 
arbitrator got the resolution wrong, he might be close enough to the 
division each thinks warfare would effect such that no  party would feel 
it was rvorth the cost of warfare to try to get more. On the other hand, 
one or both of them may be vainglorious and believe (falsely) that he 
can win a fight over the other and wrest away everything that he  wants. 
in which case there is no way the arbitator can resolve their dispute that 
both will find acre~table .  But when both are a t  least fairly realistic in 
assessing their powers, the arbitrators can peacefully deride conflicts 
between them using the maxim "To each according to his threat advan- ~ ~~ u 

tage in a conflict between them." 
Gauthier argues that the initial bargaining position is misidentified 

with the noncooperative outcome, and although his argument is directed 
at Buchanan, i t  would clearly apply to Hobbes a s  well. Why, Gauthier 
asks, should people behave in a way that maintains the effects of pre- 
dation after it has been banned? 

Were agreement to lapse, then what might 1 expect? Buchanan depends o n  the 
threat mplicit in the natural distribution to ehcit compliance. But a return to 
the natural distributiun benefits no one. The threat is unreal What matwatcs 
compliance is the absence of coercion rather than the fear of its renewal." 

Gauthier is, I believe, trying to make the fullowing point. If  people have 
d ~ c i d ~ d  to mter  a world in which their interactiuns are coaper.ltive rather 
than coercive, then coercive power and the goods thdt this power has 
amassed no longer define the parties' bargaining positions; instead, i t  
is thrir powrr as  cooperators that determ~nes their clout in the bargain, 
as thc MRC principle is meant tu represent. It Buchanan and Hobbes 
reply that past coercers can threaten a return to predation and warfare 
unless they get them. then Gauthier will counter that such a return is 
pxtrrrnrlv expensive fur thwn, so expensi\,e that i t  would be a threat 
thev would never feel they could carry out. Not only tvanld they lose 
thp resources that had been freed up by the ban on predation, but they 
would also fiive u p  any productive returns that those freed-up resources 
may have been able to yield in cooperative inwstments with others. 
Gauthier argues that distribution according to predative power should 
be al.andoned, and that initial distribution rationally proceeds according 
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to the Lockean Proviso. while the results of further cooperation should 
be distributed by the market or, when the market fails, according to the 
MRC principle." 

But Buchananand Hobbescan defend their claim that prcdative power 
should still be understood as  the foundation of the parties' bargaining 
on distribution of a cooperative surplus. Imagine a world in which pre- 
dation has gone on for some time. The predators would certainly prefer 
to the MRC principle the Hobbesian "warfare threat advantage" prin- 
ciple, which would give every party at least what she would have gotten 
in the state of war, plus some of the resources that previously went into 
predation and defense. The predators would point out that noone would 
Ime, and everynne would gain, from this deal, although the weak would 
not gain as much from this principle as they would from MRC." But 
why should the weak, who may have considerable cooperative potential, 
go along with this deal? Doesn't such potential generate a new threat 
advantage, so that the result of the agreement will be (loosely) ',To each 
according to his production in the cooperative endeavour"? I want 
tu propose that the strong may have astrategy for ensuring that i t  
does nut by invoking the very notion of commitment that Gauthier 
himself thought so puwerful in his answer to the knave. The strong 
would be rational to turn the situation into a two-move game and 
use what game theorists call a "precommitment strategy," which is es- 
sentially just the same as Gauthier's technique of "constraining one- 
self for gain."'" On the first move they would perform two actions. 
They would: 

" I 1 h . 1 ~  argut'd th.11 hark.liwng cluut d c r i v d  f w m  coc~pcrafivr pc~wrr in Gruthirr's cun- 
t r ~ t u a l  situatiun dcws not result in sclfcr8on of the MRC ptinc~plc. but I w.lnt 1 0  put 
that argument aside here Src my "Can W r  Agrer On Morals?.' Cntmdoln laurani of 
i'idw~~dy I 8  (1988) 331-56, rrprintcd in part in chap. 10 i n  this \ ~ l u m e  

a The rational principle o l  d~rttibutmn may be slightly more a m p l i m e d  than this I f  i t  
rcrr pos$iblc tu drtcrminr which rrsources would haw k e n  put to use bv individusls 
lor ~ T ~ B ~ I O I I  and dcfensc, then these rcsourcrr would not have to b i  disrnhutrd 
xcording to the thrwt~advantage principle on the grounds that ri>mji>,ir would k n r h t  
from .my prmc\plc that s l v e  thcm s portivn of thrsc goods (sinrr in thc statc o l  naturc. 
they would jirt none of thcm). Moreiwrr. the powerfulcould not threaten to use warfare 
to iorcc the others tu .accept the threathduantagr principle, since this wuuld m r r n  
l e s q  the w r y  benefits that were bcin~conlestrd. This appears a, be the <ore uf truth 
ill G a u t h d *  argomrnl. However. a large hrnilv of pr$nc#ples would ht. prima facie 
arcrprshlr to all of the partics in this qituntion andthr thrcat~rdvantagr principle rvould 
IF among them and would certainly have the advantage of bcmg ailwnl. Nnnrlh&rs. 
11 lhc. indalion 111 gwds that otherwise wuuld have gunc to p r d a t i m  IS dilRcuit or 
~ n ~ p o r s ~ b l ~ .  than the warface threat-advmtag prinnpk i i a  rational p ~ i m i p l c  ofdiviston 
fur ail nmtcsted goods I am indebted h, cunvcrsstionr with Stcphm M u w r r ,  which 
l i r l p d  me to clarify this pcrml. 

'" Ilence. I am essrntially arguing thal i f  Gauthier's kind of constraining device is pry- 
~hoiugically possiblr for human brings, then this may have bad cunsequrncer for other 
~ k m e n t s  of his mntractarian lheov.  I am mdebtrd to Chtistupher Morris f w  thic way 
ofchrractmzing my argument. 

I 
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I (a) makc a threat to reassemble the means of war for a s  long as it 
1 took to persuade the noncompliers to go along with the threat- 

advantage principle; 

(b) dispose themselves to keep their threats, no matter how expcn- 

i sive i t  is to do so. 
! 

The second move would be made by the weak. What is their rational 
response to the first move of the strong? Clearly, they would find i t  

i utility maximizing to accept the threat-advantage principle rather than 
to hold out for a principle more favorable to them. Hence, by  trans- 
forming the situation into a two-move game and using the first move 
to make a threat thal they would then commit themselves to keep, the 
strong would be able to insist on ensuring that the structure of future 

i mutual cooperation respects their past predative power. 
In response, Gauthier could try to contend that this kind of two-move 

strategy would be unavailable to the people in his bargaining situation. 
t For example, he  might arguc that insofar as the weak are perfectly 
I rational, they would know that this strategy would be rational for the 

strong, and would do their best to block it." But precisely because they 
ore weak, blocking this strategy might be difficult. Indeed, it is difficult 
forGauthier toprui,c that the weakcould hlockit. His bargdiningsituation 
is so sparsely described and highly idealized that we can find nothing I in the structure of that situation to rule out  this kind of precommitment 

! strategy by the strong, so that it seems possible for both the starting 
point and the results of a Gauthierian initial contract to he alarmin& 
Hobbcsian. 

These remarks make me appear strangely unappreciative of Gauth~er 's  
attemot to mount a dausible neo-Hobbesian moral theory. It seems that 
~ c 

I am commending to contemporary contractarians the meanest and most 
unappealing aspects of Hobbes's approach to justice and propertv. But 
those mean and unappealing aspects are quite clearly and  strongly linked 
with Hobbes's requirement that moral action involve no net loss to the 
agent. There are no  free giveaways or free rides on Hobbes's theory; 
you get what it is in your interest to get and what i t  is in others' interest 
to let you have. The results of this kind of thinking are not, I think, verv 
attractive. Contemporary Hobbesians like Gauthier try to accept the self- 
interested underpinnings of the theory but dress up or deny the con- 
clusions that Hobbes claims they force one to draw. I have attempted 
to suggest in these remarks that Hobbes is right to insist on t h c m  1 

" T h ~ s  response to my argument war made on Gauthlrr's hchrlf by G r o l f r r ~  Sayre- 
MrCord. who cummenled m this papn at $he mnle~cnrc lor which this prprl was 
soliritrd 
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suspect that if Gauthier or other theorists sympathetic to the structure 
of Hobbesian theory long for "nicer" principles of morality and justice 
than those that Hobhes develops, they need to find a non-Hobbesian 
foundation for them. And as I now discuss, there are signs that Gauthier 
himself suspects this is so. 

111 

Consider what many have found a particularly ugly side to Hobhesian 
morality: its radical individualism. Recall that the people in Habbes's or 
Gauthier's contracting world are fully developed, asocially defined in- 
dividuals. But when Lcr,intlm,t was originally published, some readers 
were shocked by the idea that the natureof our ties toothers was interest- 
based. Aristotelian critics contended that Hobbes's theory goes too far 
in trying to represent us  as radically separate from othrrs.  Their worries 
are also the worries of many twentieth-century critics. Do not our ties 
to our mothers and fathers, our children and our friends define, a t  least 
in part, who we are? Isn't it true that our distinctive tastes, projects, 
interests, characteristics, and skills are defined by and created within a 
social context? So how can a moral theory that does not take this into 
account be an accurate representation of our moral lrfe? It would seem 
that we masf hring into our moral theory noninstrumental ties with 
others that are not hased on our affections because it is through such 
ties that we hcwrt~r individuals. This is the kind of criticism that certain 
feminist writers have made of contractarian theory (e.g., Carule Pate- 
mm) ,  and it is part of the rcason for its reiection hv Marxist thinkers 
(eg.,  hlacpherson), who regard the individualism in contractarian think- 
ing a s  a reflection of  the theory's bourgeois, capitalist orizins.'* 

~ o b b e s  would either not understan; or else'resist theylaims of our 
social definition. But Gauthier, a member of our place and time, accevts 
them. and this has strange conwquences for his moral theory. Gauthier 
is moved hy the criticism that it is unfair to use allocation procedures, 
such as  the market, to distribute goods in circumstances where the 
smiety permits - even encourages - one class of ~ e o ~ l e  to Drevent . . " . . 
dwelopment in another class of people of thosp talents that allow one 
tndo well in a system using that allocatiun procedure. Thus. he sueeests "" 
that we see his contract on the fair terms of cooperation not a s  an 
agreemrnt among determinate, already defined, individuals, but as 
a n  agreement at a hypothetical "Archimedean Point" among "proto- 
penple" - people who have a certain genetic endowment and who are 
concerned to select principles lhat will structure their society such that 
they will develop well: 

'" Gauthirr himsrlf hri k e n  movcd by there kmdr of xorrirr. inrplrrd, he says. by Heg~l. 
Svc hia "Social Cmtract ar Ideology.'' P h d o y ~ l ~ v  wd l'ddrr A{fivr' h (1977)- 1.10-64 
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The principles chwm from the Archmedean point musl thcrelore providr that 
each person's rxpe~ted share of thc h i t s  UI social interaction be related. not 
juqt to what he actually contributes, since his actual contribution may reflect the 
contingent permissiuns and prohibitions luund in any sucial structure. but to 
tlir nwtribefiom iw  auuld rmtke in that social structure nmst favorable tu the 
actualization uf h ~ s  capacitirs and character traits. and  to the lulfillment 01 his 
preferences, provided that this structure i s  a feasible alternative mreting the 
~olhcr rquirm~r~nts  of the Archiznedr.ln chuicc. (My wnplusis),'" 

No longer does Gauthier's contract talk p r r w m e  fully determinate in- 
dividuals, and no longer is the object of any conlract a principle for the 
resolution of conflict among individuals. Now the mntract methodology 
is used to choose principles lhat arc "for" the structuring of the  social 
system that plays a profound role in structuring individuals. Like Rawls, 
Gauthier is d~clar ing that the first order of moral business is the defi- 
nition of social justice. 

This is not a benign addition to Gauthier's Hobbesian moral theory: 
it is an addition that essentially destroys its character a s  a Hobhesian 
theory. Of course, it undermines the indiwdualism of the original 
Hobhvsim theory; many will think that this is n o  great loss. But it w a s  
that individualism that much of the rest of the theory presupposed. 
Consider, fur example, that a Hobbesian theory answers the "Why be 
mural?" question with the response, "Because it is in your interest to 
be so." Hut that answer no longer makes sense in a contract theory 
designed to pursue the nature of social justtce using protopeople. Sup- 
pose the results of that theor" call for a morc egalitarian distribution of 
resources and opportunities open to talents that society will attempt to 
devclop in all its members. I t  I am a white male in a society that accords 
white males privileged opportunities to develop talents that will allow 
them taearn well, then why is it rational for me to pursuea restructuring 
of social institutions in which this is no lonjiw true? 

Indeed. given that their development has alrradv taken place, ndry is 
if tmm mtioml fur #,tiztlf tnimmly wtemlrrs or /'t'n!flIcs to w p p r t  1111s rt,struc- 
turirtg? All of these people are already "madc " Restructuring the  social 
world such that it docs a faircr job of  creating a future gcncratiun 01 
individuals is a costly and other-regarding enterpriic. Why should these 
determinate individuals be rational to undertake it, given its cost, unless 
they just happcncd to be affected by sympathy for other membcrs of 
their race or caste or sex, and so enjoyed the struggle? But th r  nontuistic 
perspective Gauthier encourages his bargainers to take encourages them 
to discount any benefits to others from their actions. So assuming the 
HobbesianCauthierian theory of rationality, what it would b r  rational 
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for "proto-me" to agree to in somc extrasocietal bargain seems to have 
little bearing on what i t  is rational for "determinate-me" toaccept now." 

I t  is because the self-interest of defrn~~irtntr individuals dues not seem 
sufficient to explain the commitment to the rcsults of a bargain among 
~~tolul~~oplc  that one wonders whether Gautlder's eventual interest in 
defining fair principles for the development of individual talents in a 
social system betrays a commitment to the intrinsic value of the indi- 
viduals themselves. And it is the idea that individuals have intrinsic 
value that is missing from the Hobbcsian approach. I t  has not been 
sufficiently appreciated, I believe, that by answering the "Why be 
moral?' question by invoking self-interest in the way that Habbes does, 
one makes not only cooperative action, but the human beings with 
whom one will moperate merely of irzstra,,rrrtfol mhw; and this is a n  
implicit feature of  Hobbes's moral theory that is of  central importance. 
Now Hobbes is unembarrassed by the fact that in his view, "The Valur, 
or WORTH of a man, is as of all other things, his Price; that is to say, 
so much as would be given for the use of his Powcr: and therefore is 
not absolute; but a thing dependent on  the need and judgement of 
another" (Lcrinfhn~r 10, 16, 42). But this way of viewing people is not 
something that we, or even Gauthier, can take with equanimity. In the 
final two chapters of his book, Gauthier openly worries about the fact 
that the reason why we value moral imperatives on  this Hobbesian view 
is that they are instrumentally valuable to us in our pursuit of what we  
value. But note why they are instrumentally valuable: in virtue of our 
physical and intellectual weaknesses that make it impossible for us to 
be self-sufficient, we need the cooperation of others to prosper. If there 
were somc way that we could remedy our weaknesses and become self- 
sufficient, for example, by becomin~  a superman o r  suverwoman, or by .. . 
using a Ring of Gyges to make ourselves invisible and su steal from the 
stares of others with imuunitv, then i t  seems we would no longer value . , " 
or respect moral constraints because they would no longer he useful to 
us - unlcss we  happened to like the idea. But in this case sentiment, 
rather than reason, would motivate kind treatment. And without such 
sentiment, people would simply be "prey" for us. 

Even in a world in which we are not self-sufficient, the Hobbesian 
moral theory gives us no reason to respect those with whom we have 
no nerd of cooperating, or those whom we are strong enough to dom- 
inate, such as old people, or the handicapped, u r  retarded children 

"' This point can be made in a sli~htly different way. I f 1  am a pcrron whore development 
has in  somc way been stunted by discriminatory social pracl,ces and institu,iunr. I cm 
bc lhe sort of perion who will honestly brticve that changing the social wwld such that 
people of my type receive more and better opporlunities ir a bad thing for all of us. 
Moreover, I may be right that given who I am, increased would be a bad 
i h i t y  for us. (Consider women who vigorously fight thr equal-nshls amendment.) 
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whom we  do  not want to rear, or people from other societies with whom 

1 
we have no interest in trading. And I would argue that this shows that 
Hobbesian moral contractarianism fails in a very serious way tu rapture 
the nature of morality. Regnrdlcss of whether o r  not one can engage in 
beneficial cooperative interactions with another, our moral intuitions 
push us  toassent to the idea that one owes that person respectful treat- 
ment simply in virtue of the fact that he o r  she is a pcrsotr. I t  seems to 
be a feature of  our moral life that we regard a human  being, whether 
or not she is  instrumentally valuable, as always intrinsically valuable. 
Indeed, to the extent that the results of a Hobbesian theory are accept- 
able, this is because one's concern to cooperate with someone whom 
one cannot dominate leads one to behave in ways that mimic the respect 
one ought to show her simply in virtue of her worth  as  a human being. 

Hohbesians themselves are not immune to this moral pressure. Al- 
, though Gauthier wards it off throughout murhof his book, I have argued 

that he gives way to i t  when h e  advocates social justice. I suspect it may 
also he behind his curious reluctance to admit the  legitimacy of using 
force and coercion in the division af  goods despitr  the fact that the  
Hobbesian foundations of his theory pressure him to do  so. Indeed. 

! signs of respect for persons even break through the  surface of the moral 
theory of that hupeless curmudgeon Hobbes himself! Consider that there 
is an insistence in Leointltntr that human beings are rqtml; and it is their 
equality coupled with their lack of self-sufficiency that make cooperative 
action instrumentally valuable for them. Yet it is hard to claim that such 
equality is a foci: the world gives us too many counterexamples, and 
Hobbes himself has difficulty sustaining belief in this "fact." At one 
point he contends: 

If Nature therefore have made men equal, that equality is to be acknowledged; 
or i f  Nature have made men unequal, will not enter into cunditiuns 01 Peace, 
but upon Equal1 terms, such equality must be admitted. And therefore for the 
ninth law of Nature, I put this, That i w r y  rrmn aiknon,lrd~c athm for hi5 Lifanl ly 
N i ~ t m .  The bncach of this Precept is Pnde. (Lmr~flerr 15. 21, 77) 

This plssage is I f  we really ore equal, then it makes sense to 
acknowledge it. And if we are not, why must we  pretend to  be? Hobbes 
suggests that warfare will result if we d o  not. But if  I am ~mllrirtel!/ 
superior to you, then I should be able to win against you in the battle- 
field, such that i t  is not in your interest to fight me.  And as  Buchanan 
suspected, my superiority in warfare should mean  that I may well be 
able to succeed in getting you to enter into conditions of peace on  un- 
equal terms. Moreover, if 1 am vastly your superior, I need not enter 
into n q  cooperative agreement to secure your help for me. I ran simply 
coerce it from you; so  the cooperative laws of nature are irrelevant 
to me. 
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Hobbes persistently refuses to say such things, and his commitment 
toeither the fact of, or the need for the belief in, equality begins to look 
suspiciously like faith in a premiss that is required if  his moral laws are 
alzwys going to be applicable to us. One suspects that like C a u t h i ~ r ,  
Hobbes does not want to  accept the fact that his theory directs us  to 
iind others valuable only when we d o  not h a w  sufficient strength to 
dominate them or when we find their help necessary tu achieve our  
own plans. Both philosophers feel thc pressure of the idea that respect 
for persons is something we are compelled to pay no matter what their 
"price" or power. 

1 v  

To abandon the idea that the only value human brings have is instru- 
mental is to abandon the Hohbesian approach to morality. Cauthier 
drlfted toward this abandonment when he started talking about hypo- 
thetical contracts among protopeople, whose value at this point in their 
nonlives could not be instrumental. This way of talking n ~ w e d  Gauthicr 
in the direction of what I call "Kantian contractarianism." 

Consider how Kant talks about the "idea" of the "Original Contract" 
in the context of defining just political policies: 

Yct thk ~~cwtrwl, wh t -h  wc call c~wlr#dus ~ o ~ i ~ h r w s  w p . 1 1 , ~  >wid<,, ~ 3 s  lhc 
cudlition uf every particular and private will nithm a people into a common 
public will for purposes of purely legal legislation, need by no means be pre- 
svpposedasnfact. . i t  isratheramerridcn~~treason. albeit one with indubitable 
practical realit", obligaling rwry lawmaker to frame hm laws no that they irqiit 
hare come from thr united will of an enlirc pcoplr. and to regard any subjrrt 
who would be a citizen as i f  he had juined in voting for such a will. For this is 
the touchstone of the legitimacy of public law. If  a law is so framed that all the 
people could ml psid~ly give thelr consent - as, for example, a law granting 
the hereditary prri,ilc,~c of s w f c r  stnlw to a wrlain class of sii11jc.rl- the law is un- 

, " < I . .  . " "  

For Kant, asking "what people could agree to" when resolving political 
issues already assunlcs the intrinsic value of each individual, or, as Kant 
puts it, the idea Hhat they are "cnds-in-themselves." And it is a method 
for .>scertaining the fair or just policy. We are to imagine people equally 
and fairly placed, and we .?re to give them a veto power over moral 
proposals put before them. In this way, w e  represent their value as  
ends-in-themselves amongst other such ends. So in Kant's view, the 
contract methodology is a wny of rroionirg nhmt how perwm u,ith SKI> 
value ought to he twted. 

' lrnrnrnuel Kanl. "On the Common Saying: This May be True in Theory, But I t  Doesn't 
Apply In Practrc.' '' in Kmr's Polilml Wr!l,,iys, edited by Hans Rrirs (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1970). p. 63. 
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I Kant's use of the sorial-contract method is picked up by Rawls in A 
: Theory of Izrstice, and used to pursue the nature of social justice that the 

fad of our social nature makes the first item of moral business. Scanlon 
also makes this kind of use of the contract methodology, swing it not 
so much as a tool for social justice, as  a general procedure for defining 
a variety of moral obligatiuns toward others. For these theorists, morality 
is not so  much "invented" as it is "constructed," where the latter term 
is meant to suggest that specific moral laws andconceptions are not self- 
interested inventions of human beings, but theorems derived trom hu-  
man reason. Fur example, Rawls explicitly compares his original position 
procedure to Kant's categorical impprative procedure," and Scanlon sug- 
gests that thecontractarian form of argument isa kind of p ~ o o i  procedure 
for ethics, analorous to proof procedures in mathematics, havine its 
basis in human ;;ason and wh;ch we use to construct moral laws 'k  a 
way that gives them obiectivity." 

But Hohbesians such as Gauthier would be highly suspicious of the 
claim that this sort of approach to morality offers a justification of moral 
behavior. If the method works by nsiuv~irl,q that human beings have 
equal, objective, and intrinsic value, they would ask how one muld  
presuppose something as  controversial, unsupported. and ill-defined as  
this. And even if  one could make sense of the idea that wc are valuable 
as "ends-in-ourselves" and establish that it was true lhat wp had such 
value, they would wuvier  why any of us should r m  about respecting 
that value in others. 

Kantians might reply by maintaining that our  nalure a s  ends-i3,- 
ourselves is a fact that has enormous prescriptive force. Or the" might 
try to argue lhat this value should itself have t h r  status 01 a human 
invention, a creation of civilized human culture that has instrumental 
value for its members. This lastanswer may havesomeappeal for Hobbe- 
sians, but is unlikely to be "obirctive" enough fur those Kantians who  
want tosee our intrinsic valueas something more than a useful pretvnse. 

Alternativelv, the Kantian might give u p  the idea that the contract - - 
method assumes our value, and argue instead that the method generates 
the concept of treating human beings as ends. In this view. the method " - 
(and its placement of human beings relative to one anothw) would he 
taken to be foundational (e.g., asidentical to reason in its practic.d furm), 
and the use of that method to determine how to  act in the world with 
regard to others would, indirectly, be the way one would construct and  
give content to the concept of treating someone a s  an end. (So I am 
treating you as  an end if I behavc toward you in such and such a way, 

, " Rawlr, Thwryo/luil~r. rer 40. 
" Thomas Scanlon. "Conlractualirm and Utilitanansm:' in Ufr l i tnrw~~irni  and 8 q m d  rd- 

iled by A.  5m and B Williams (Crmbridg~ Crnlhndge University Prc-s. 1982). 
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as  mandated by the contract method.") But even as sum in^ that the 
contract method can be understood as  conceptually prior to determi- 
nations of the value of human beings, the reply seems only to push the 
problem back a step, for now the Hobbesians will certainly challenge 
either the existence or the authority (or both) of this supposedly foun- 
dational method, and will be poised to attack any account of our mo- 
tivation to follow it which insists (e.g., as Kant's would) on the 
motivational force of moral reasonine." 

Any of the justificational accounts just presented finds the justilica- 
t i o n i  forcc of the contract method in sources otlzrr than the actual cnn- 
tract used in the method, and this was also true (as we discussed) of 
the Hobbesians' approach to the justificational force of their contract 
method. However, even if theorists such as Gauthier didn't directly use 
the contract to provide endorsement of the agreed-upon results, they 
did usr it as a device to reveal the actual justification of those results, 
that is, their instrumental value. So the contract has a definite use in 
their theory. But Gauthier would question whcthcr the Kantian's con- 
tract talk has any use at all. It is not just that he would question the 
force of make-believe promises in hypothetical worlds. The problem is 
more serious. Given that the Kantians traditiunally structure the rea- 
son in^ and information of the barcainers in the hypothetical contract in - - . . 
great detail, i t  appears they present us with not so  much a hnrgain as a 
theorem in ralional-choice theory based on certain supposedly weakand 
readily acceptable axioms (which generally turn out to hy anything but 
weak and readilvaccentable) involvine the eaualitv and "fair vlacement" . , 
of the parties relative 10 <)ne another in a way that represents their equal 
intrinsic value. 

Perhaps Kantians could answer this challenge by resisting any move 
to make determinate the reasoning of the parties in their arguments. 
Their hypothetical contract might be best understood not as  n theorem 
in rational choice theorv. hut a s  a model that contains ethical intuitions 
that are too complex and nuanced to be successfully axiomatized, but 
which are present and alive to us in the right kmds oi ways when we 
attempt to determine a n  answer to a moral quandary by asking, "What 
could people agree to - what would they be unreasonable to reject?" 
Still, such indetcrminacy makes the contractarian "proof procedure" a 
messy, ill-defined business, and so  reliant on intuitions as to make it 

This is suggested by Ksnt's own charactcrizatiun d his categocical irnperalhr 
prucrdurr in a passage ni his "Paradox of Mrlhod," in the Crrliqar 01 Prnilicnl Rmso!r. 
t n n s .  by Lewis neck (Indianapolis. IN: Bobbs~Merrill, 1956). p. 65-7. 

" They would not, prrrumably. challenge Scanlon'r approach to lhir rnohational irsue, 
whlch involves poiiling a desire in us lo act so as to rrccivc olhers' rndurvmenV 
agrcernent. But t h q  would prohablv claim such a darirr wa? not very wnirsprcad. or 
cIw nut very stnm& in most <of lhr. p!pulation. 
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appear only a more wphisticated variant of traditional ethical intu- 
itionism. 

It remains to be seen whether or not Kantian contractarianism ran be 
developed trv answer these sortsof problems. I ronlcss to being (perhaps 

1 unreasonably) optimistic that it can. However, there is a third kind of 
criticism that critics of nll kinds of contractarian theory w,ould want  t o  
make of this Kantian variant. Is not the Kantian variant still too indi- 
wdualistic? The Kantian's persistent use of Hobbes's premise that the  
parties to the contract are "mutually unconccrncd" seems to show that 
even these contractarians are still heavily in the grip of outmoded a n d  
d~storting individualistic thinking (indicative of the fact that this kind of 

, theory was developed by capitalists and by males). 
However, I have concluded after reflecting an certain rmmarks of Gau-  

thier that Kantian contractarianism is right headed precisely because it 
preserves this remnant of Hobbesian moral theory, and  that its Hobbe- 
sian side is what makes it a theory to which feminists ( i f  not Marxists) 
should be attracted. 

I tiobbes's central m i g h t  about ethics was that it should not he  under- 
stood to require lhat we make ourselves a prey for others. It is this 
insight that both varieties of contractarianism respect. Consider a rela- 
tionship between two human beings that exists for reasons of either love 
or duty; let us also suppose that it is a relationship that can be instru- 
mentall" valuable to both parties. In order for that relationship to  r e c e i v ~  

, our  full mural cndorsernent, we musl ask whether either partv uses the  . , 
1 duty or the love ronnecting them in a way that affects the other party's 

ability to realize the instrumental value from that relationship. To be 
sure, good marriages and goud friendships ought not to be rentrally 
concerned with the question of iustice, bu t  they must also be, a t  the 
very least, relationships in which love o r  duty are not manipulated by 
either varlv in order touse the other mrtv to herdetriment. In Gauthier's . , 
words, our  sociality 

berumes a source of expluitation if it induces persons to arquirsce in institutions 
and practices that bul for their felluw~frrling would be iostly tu them. Feminist 

8 thought has surelv made this, perhaps the core f o m ~  of exploitation, clcar lo 
! us. Thus the rnntractarian insists that a wciety could not command the willing 

allegiance of n rational person if ,  without appealing to her frvlings for  othcrs, 
i t  afforded her no expectation of benefitU 

The contractarian should insist that this be true for ntty social relation- 
I ship, not just that of the polis. 

Of course, no contractarian rvould want to deny that love can lead 
one to willingly give u p  one's benefits. It can also lead one to serve 1 others whocannot, forvarinusreasons, rrriprurate; forexarnplr. inkmts, 
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or the impoverished, or the x e d .  Gauthier's remarks sueeest not that - "" 
one should never give gifts out of love or duty without insisting on being 
paid for them, but rather that one's p ro~ens i tv  to eive gifts out of love . . , " U  

or duty should not become the lever that anolher party uses lo,@ one to trraUttain 
a relationship to one's cost. 

Perhaps this is most deeply true within the family. Consider a woman 
whose devotion to her family causes her to serve them despite the fact 
that they fail to reciprocate; in this case, they are exploiting her love and 
sense of duty, which cause her to maintain a relationship with them 
and to serve them. Of course, infants cannot assume any of her burdens; 
fairness cannot exist between such radically unequal persons. (Note that 
this relationship is not unfair either; the infant does not use the mother's 
love in order to exploit her.) But older children can. Indeed. as  children 
grow into the equality they will eventually attain as  adults, it is inrreas- 
ingly alarming to see them treating Mom as the maid. Unless they are 
encouraged to benefit her as they become able to d o  so, they are being 
allowed to exploit another human being by taking advantage of her love 
far them. 

Gauthier's remarks suggest that contractarianism of either variety is 
a moral theory that insists that relationships among equals can only 
prosper against a backdrop of reciprocity. Our ties to those who are able 
to reciprocate what we give to them (as opposed to victims of serious . . .  
diseases, impovenshed people, infants) are morally acceptable, healthy, 
and worthy of praise only insofar as  they do not involve, on either side, , . 
the infliction of costs or the confiscation of benefits over a significant 
period of time. What kind of costs and benefits are we talking about 
here? Not the costs and benefits that come from the affection itself - for 
among other things, these cannot be distributed and are outside the 
province of justice, but rather the nonaffective costs and benefits that 
the relationship itself creates or makes possible. 

A person who would inflict such costs on another without compen- 
sating him for them or who would take such benefits without benefitting 
him in turn is failing to respect that person's value and importance as 
a human being. And the person who would allow this exploitation in 
the name of love or  duty is failing to respect his own value and impor- 
tance. Indeed, if the two of them are supposed to be in a loving rela- 
tionship (e.g., a marriage), then the exploiter is failing to love the other 
in virtue of what she does. So love and justice are not opposing re- 
sponses, for the latter, in the form of reciprocity, is built into the former. 

Hence, the Kantian contraclarians' insistence on each party's self- 
concern in his method is not an embarrassment. They need not say (as 
Hobbes very nearly does) that we are only self-interested. Instead, they 
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/ must leave aside these connections and ask, from the standpoint of each 
I party, "Is the present distribution of the possible nonaffective costs and  

of the relationship one which I would be unreasonable to re- 
lect?" Thc Kantian contractarians' insistence that each "arty to a rela- . , 

1 tionship take such a self-concerned perspective is  really the insistence 
that each of us is r i ~ h t  to value ourselves, our interests, and our ~ r u i c c t s .  . . 
and right to insist that we not bucome the "prey" of uther parties in the 
pursuit of their proiects. So the contractarian method is valuable in mv . . 
view not merely because of the way in which i t  forces us to take into 
account the well-beine of others, but also because i t  is a method that - 
grants us what Charlotte Brunte in the quotation at the beginning of 
this essav seems to want, namelv, a wav to be tenacious advocates 
of o~rse l \ , e s . '~  What has attracted so many to the contractarian form of 
areument and what makes it wurthv of further Dursuit is ~ rec i se lv  the ~, 

1 fact that by granting to each individual theability to be h r r o w n  advocate. 
this method enables us to conceive of both public and private relation- 
ships without exploitative servitude." 

" Rcmrmbrr that it was because of Rawlr'conv~ction that theutihlarian calculrtiun, which 
dues nnt incorporatr such claims. thcrchy allowrd lor the rxylmtatVm cofsomc hy others 
that hs turned la a conlractarian tnode of rrasunine to ret a brtlrr undeistrnd~nc of 

. . 
culatiun aa a number repcesenting how much he cuntnbules to the total good This 
means that it is not the individual so much as the rumrnablr units of good that 
he or shr cantribuler ( a d ,  I" the l~nul analysis. rrprrscntr in the rrlcolrtmn) that the 
~rilitarisn takrs srriourly. Each indiiidual is. therelore. rewarded (and valued) by that 
theory [only) to the extent that hr or she rrspmdr to any rcrource- hy contributmg 
units of good to the total. 
I wish to thank Carl Cranur, Dav~d Dolinko. Alan Donag.,n. David Guthier.  C h n s ~  
tuphei Morris. Strphrn Munzrr. Geoffrey Sayre~McCard. an anonymous referee for 
Camhndgr Univmity Press. and rnrmbers ut theSaturday Aft~mmron Dcscursion Gmup 
in Los Angelrs during the Spring of 1987 for their comments on. and help during the 
writing of. this paper Portions of the paper were read at the 19RR Pacific Division 
Mrctlng c,f the Amrncan Ph~losophical Association 

can be interbretedas saying that in the p;ocess of determining whether 
any loving or duty-based relationship among equals is exploitative, one 



6. Moral standing 
and rational-choice 
contractarianism* 

Christopher W. Morris 

One of the issues raised by the contemporary debate about abortion 
concerns the scope .of our moral principles: to what extent, if  any, are 
human fetuses protected by moral prohibitions of killing and harming? 
Similarly, there is considerable controversy about the moral status of, 
for example, humans in irrewrsible comas, the  mentally handicapped, 
nonhuman animals: to what extent, if any, are they owed moral con- 
sideration? Scope questions, or issues about the  moral status of particular 
creatures, are familiar to all conversant with the philosophical literature 
concerning contemporary moral problems. 

In the past, controversies about the scope of moral principlesor norms 
wurc different. O u r  ancestors debatcd the moral status of members of 
other raws and of foreigners or barbarians. These n o  longer are our  
concerns, and presumably those of our  descendants will differ from ours. 
The theoretical considerations, however, are the same: namely, what is 
thc moral status of different sorts of creatures or entities? Who, or what, 
counts? Let us  say that to be owed (some) moral consideration is to 
possess (some) r1am1 slnrldir~q.' Then thr qucsticm is, what has mural 
standing? 

The manner in which this question is usually addressed in the liter- 
ature is worth noting. It is asked in virtue of what features do  entities 
acquire moral standing. And, typically, the features are held to be certain 
natural or nonconventional attributes or properties of the entity in ques- 
tion. So, for instance. inquiries are made concerning the rationality, self- 

'For comments on an rarhrr draft, 1 am grateful kt I'ctcr Danirlson. Edward McClennm. 
Wayne Surnner, and Peter Vallrntyne. 
' The notion of moral standing I borrow and adapt lmm 1.. W. Sumncr. A h r l m  amiMc,r,il 

illrn? (Princeton Princeon Univers~ly Prcsr. 1981), p Zhlf. 
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! consciousness, species membership, or sentimce of some creature; a n d  
it is rrsuallv concluded that some feature (e.g., rationality, sentience, . - 
humanity) is either necessary or sufficient (or both) for moral standing. 

I Mnral st.>ndine is. in this manner, tv~icallv ascribed or denied to fetuses, ,, ,. , 
the retarded, nunhuman animals, landscapes, art objects, monuments,  
and the like. 

Thew are twu thwr&ically significant features of this appnmch to  
criteria of moral standing that i t  is important to highlight, and that 
contrasts with the approach that I examine in this essay. The first is it 
is normally assumed that the conditions that contribute to something's 
possessing moral standing are nunconventional, nonrrlational pruper- 
ties or attributes of the creature in question. For instance, rationaljty, 
species membership, scntience, and the like are attributes of individuals 
that are possessed independently of relations to rrthcrs.' And it is the  
attribute, or cluster of attributes, itsclf that generatrs moral standing. 

The second significant feature of  this approach to criteria of moral 
standing is that it is implicitly assumed that such standing is universal 
in a particular way: if something has moral standing, it has i t  in relation 
to all moral agents. That is, it is usually assumed that there is one  
morality that binds all moral agents to accord moral considerations to 
all who possess moral standing. 

Utilitarians thus accord moral standing to all, and only, sentient 
beings,' and members of the natural law and Kantian traditions tend to  
focus on rationality as the decisive property. By contrast, some moral 
theories - namely, certain contractarian theories - d o  not regard the 
possession of any natural or independent properties a s  sufficient for 
moral st.,nding. Fur such thearit.~, moral standing requires in additicrn 
that individuals be related to one another in certain ways. Further, some 
of  these theories even impose certain conditions regarding the will of 
individuals with moral standing; to have moral standing requires that 
one  act toward othrrs in certain ways Thus, many of thcse moral the- 
ories may den" moral standing to, for example, some rational, sentient , , - 
humans who do  not stand in the appropriate relations to other agents 
or behave in orescribed wavs. Additionallv, these theories will tend to 

I be relativist in the sense that they deny that there is a single murality 
! that binds all moral agents to all who possess moral standing. For these 

theories, )moral standing will typically be possessed only in rclation to 

' Or at least of pzrl i ,ulr ir  othrrs For some phllosophrrs cla~m that our r r t ~ m a l q  and self- 
consciousnrrs are devrloped, or even 'unrt~tutcd. by our relations wlth olhrrs. As will 
be clear presently, even views of mural standing that ernphy  such "social" acrwnts of 
ratiunal~ty and the like contrast with the view that is examined in this rscay. 
A utilitarian drlcnre ufr smtiencecritcriun is drfcndrd hy Surnncr in Alxwf~un am1 .Zli,nzl 
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proper subsets of moral agents. For these theories, possession of moral 
standing is a morecomplicated matter than for themore familiar theories 
mentioned before. 

It is the different and complicated manner in which such contractarian 
theories accord individuals moral standing that I shall explore in this 
essay. in particular, I shall focus on the particular account of moral 
standing implicit in David Gauthieis  neo-Hobbrsian theory, ''morals by 
aereement." Many find the implications of Gauthier's theory regarding 

%. 

moral standing implausible or a t  least unsettling. I t  is impnrtant to de- 
termine both to what extent these implications do  follow from the theory 
and to determine exactly what assumptions are therefor responsibl~. 
Further, it is important to  determine to what extent such implications 
are an unavoidable feature of such moral theories. 1 shall nut, however. 
d o  more than determine the account of moral standing implicit in morals 
by agreement. For many critics, this will suffice, given the counterin- 
tuitive nature of  some of the implications. This suffices as  well for those 
convinced that contrartarianism is the most plausible approach to moral 
theory, or at least to the theory of justice. 

Rational-choice rontrartarianism 

There is .I lung western tradition, dating back to Glaucon, developed by 
Hobbes, Humc, and Rousseau, and continued by K. Baier. Rawls. 
Mackie, Hnmwn, Scanlon, Gauthier, and others' that understands mo- 
rality, o r  at lcast justicc, ta be ronvrntiunal and, in some sense, the 
product of agreement. Accurding to this tradition, the norms of  morality 
or justice are conventions that ideally serve to advance the goals of all 
in certain sitn.~tions. This tradition is dubbed "contractarian" as it often 
understands thc terms justice to be the outcome of  a hypothetical 
bargain or "social contract." We may, perhaps less misleadingly, think 
of contemporary versions of  the tradition - especially Gauthier's - as  
offering a "rational-choice" conception of  morality after John Rawls' 
remark, "The theory of  justice is a part, perhaps the most significant 
part, of the theory of  rational choice."' We focus on David Gauthier's 
"morals by agreement." 

..., ~ ~ . . . ~ , ~  ~~ 

Random House. 1958, 1965); John Rawlr, A i h r c w  01 l , , 4 i l i  iK%mbr>dsr. M A  l l i r \a rd  
univrrsity rrrss. 1971); 1 L Mackic. Ft l i r i .  I l i i r l i rn ix  Ri,ybl iml I Y n q  (Harm<~ndswurth. 
Penguin, 1977); Gilbert Hnrmm. The N u w c  CO( Mc~nrlriv (New > w L :  Odmd Unlwrsity 
rrcrr. 1 9 ~ ) ;  T. M scanton,  contractualis ism and U t i i , t a r m ~ m m . ~  In ~ l ~ ~ i ~ l a , ~ a r ~ m  mid 

edited hg A.  Sm and B. William- (Cambridp  Carnhndgr Uniuernl) Pmrs, 
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Press. 1986) SredsoGre~ow S. Kavka. Hol~l~rimn Muinln~~dI'riil~cnl Pl#iliaogliyrPrinceton: 
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David Gauthier's theory of morals by agreement is a n  account of the  1 constraints thatagents have reason to accept to bring about the mutually 
advantageous outcomes not attainable by independent, rational action. 

i These constraints Gauthier identifies with the  requirements of morality. 

1 Thus, he says, "moral theory is essentially the theory of optimizing ' constraints on  utility-maximization" (MhA, p 7Q0 
( Starting with a maximizing account of rationality and a subjective 

account of  value, Gauthier provides an analysis of the problems that 
rational individuals face in interaction, problems typifird by thz well- 
known Prisoners' Dilemma. The core of his theory consists in arguing 
t h a t  under certain conditions, (1) rational agents faced with such prob- 
lems will accept constraints on their individual actions, (2) they will 
rationally comply with these constraints, even in the absence of gov- 
ernment or collective enforcement, and (3) these constraints are those 
of morality, albeit an ideal, as opposed to a common sense, morality. 
In addition, (4) Gauthier argues for two particular sets of constraints o n  
interaction: (a) a principle that determines the division of the fruits of  
rational cooperation (the principle of "minimax relative concession") 
and (b) a "Lockean Proviso" and a consequent set of basic moral rights 
and duties that define the starting point or baseline fur cooperative 
interaction. 

Morals by agreement is what I call, after Rawls' remark, a rational- 
choice theury of morality or justice.'Rational-choice theory is the theory 
of r.ationality for individual and social choice, whether in context of 
independent or of interdependent choice. The conception of rationality 
invokcd . ~ n d  dewlvpcd is that of utility maximization, where an indi- 
vidual is rational insofar as he or she maximizes the  satisfaction of  his 
or her preferences* Rationality and justice are related thus. Rational 
individuals may often find themselves in situations where cooperative, 
nonmaxirnizing hehavior is mutually beneficial, given their preferences; 
theseare"thecircumstancesof j~st ice ."~Yet  in theabsence ofconstraints 

see , - I ~ I S ~ I C C  '15 r , l r r n c , ~ ~  P C > I C ~ ; C ~ I  IM~o, , I ,~  ,>,,,I M,C , I ~ I , ~ Z ~ S  14 (IW5) 
237n 
Rrlrrencr\ to ~ U i ~ n i l  1.v AXrrirllrril iMhA) are made parenthetically. 

' lust~cr is trrdibonrtly undrrslwd to be one 01 many moral virtues Gauthirr's theory 
~DCUIPS on lusficr. ruggesling that for morals by agreement, il is the  mail,. if no, thr 
sole. moral virtue. Hencrforth. I lalk ahout l u b t ~ c c ,  leaving i f  open whelhrr them arc 
~ l h e r  mntractatian moral virtucr. 

"'Pref~rences," m lhis lerhnicnl sense. are rrnklngr of c~utromt~r Tr, have an urdrmg 
that can be m a x ~ m m d .  preferences must be represrntrd hv a lunrlivn tha l  rat~rfrs 
certain rondltionr or axioms (r g., completenesq. ~ ~ a n i i t i v i t y l  'such prrfrrmres. x,r rav. 
are cohennl. In addition. far the purpurer of moral ihml). Gauthirr requirrr lhrl prrf- 
erencrr bc nmsidewd (MhA, p 29fl.). 

" The main condmtionr are relative but variable rcarclly m d  self-bias ( h l b ~ .  pp 113-14). 
The phrase is from Rawlr; for his account ol there conditionr. see .4 Throq of lurl~e. 
p. 12hff. See also H. L. A.  Hart. Thr Conrrpl 01 lnu (Oxhrd. Orlord univr;sily I'rrss. 



on individually rational behavior, such cooperation may not be possible, 
for such individuals will act in maximizing ways that disadvantage oth- 
ers, Justice imposes the constraints necessary to make mutually bene- 
ficial cooperation possible, thereby stabilizing Pareto-efficient outcomes 
in situations analogous to n-person Prisoners' Dilemmas. 

Several cooperative outcomes may each be Pareto-efficient. Given that 
rational individuals will not be indifferent as to which is selected by the 
norms of justice, we may imagine the specific constraints of justice to 
be determined by a mutually advantageous agreement to select (prin- 
ciples fur the selection of) particular Parcto-efficient outcomes. Coop- 
eration is advantageous to all, but there may be different cooperative 
arrangements. each distributing the benefits of cooperation differently. 
We may think of the agreement to select particular forms of cooperation 
as a type of bargain: each individual presses for the cooperative arrange- 
ment most beneficial to him or her, and all agree to some mutually 
acceptable cooperative arrangement. The theory of iustice thus makes 
use of a particular part of the theory of rational choice, namely, bar- 
gaining theory. 

How are we to conceive of this bargain, or more importantly - for this 
will determine what is necessary to possesses moral standing - how are 
we to conceiveof these bargainers? First, they are rational, that is, utility 
maximizers. Second, they are maximizers of subjective value, for Gau- 
thier takes utility to be a measure of preference and value to be deter- 
mined solely by (coherent and considered) preference."' This has the 
important consequence that values are relative to individual perspec- 
tives, that is, agent-relative. 

For the purposes at hand, this may be thought to suffice as a char- 
acterization of rational bargainers. For such individuals, whatever their 
preferences, may find themselves in Prisoners' Dilemmalike situations. 
All that is needed for such dilemmas is that the preferences o f  individuals 
have a certain structure; it is not necessaly that they be self-regarding. 
And agent relativity suffices for preferences to have the requisite struc- 
ture." It is important, then, to note that the introduction of a utility- 

19611, pp 189-95. The classical accounts are h be found in Hnhbeq and H u m r  For 
thr latter, r e  rsp. An Ctiguiru Cowrminn tlw Prrriouk ,,I Morair irr 111 nf I >as 

~ ~ ~. ~~ " .~ ,  mce. Vatucc are products ol our affeclinnr" (Mlm. p. 47, see also DO 24-61. . . 
" Cauthter writes: 

Fur the basic contractanan argument, that i t  ia advantageous Lor each pcrson to 
comply wgth cnnstrarnti that it would be rational for all to agree to, provided 
others may be expected to be generally sirnilarty compliant, doer not depend 
in any way on supposmg that persons have nonrutrtic preferences. Rather, it 
depends only on the Prisoner's Dilemma~creating structural katures of 
interaction 
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maximization conception of rationality does not, by itself, bring in self- 
interestedness. As Gauthier puts it, such a conception of rationality 
introduces a purely formal, not a material, selfishness (MhA, p. 73)." 

Gauthier, however, adds a third condition to the characterization of 
the bargaining agents of morals by agreement, namely, a type of self- 
intrrestedness More precisely, hc wishes to assume that their values 
are independent in another sense than that ol agent relativity. Utility 
functions are to be defined independently of one another (MhA, p. 86) .  
That is, the prcferenc~s of the rational bargainers do not range over the 
preferences of others. Gauthier thus assumcs that individu.tls d o  not 
take an interest in the interests of others," or weaker yet, they d o  
not take an interest in the interests of those with whom they interact. 
The latter condition is that of Wirksteed's "nuntuism," the former that 
of mutual uncuncern." 

Gauthier believes that "this conception, of persons a s  taking n o  in- 
terest in one another's interests, is fundamental not only to economics, 
but also to moral theory" (MbA, p. 100). Mutual unconcern and non- 
tuism here, we should note, are merely assumptions; albeit important 
ones. They are not meant literally to characterize humans." 

In morals by agreement, then, agents maximize the satisfaction of 
their mutually indifferent, or nontuist, (considered) preferences. Justice 
is to be identified with the principles to which such agents would agree, 
given the situation in which they find themselves. 

Moral standing 

To have i r w d  s!nridu~g is to be owed moral consideration. Depending 
on the particular account we adopt of moral consideration ( e g ,  natural 
duty theory, utilitarianism), depending un the particular moral virtue 
in question ( e g ,  justice, benevolence), or depending simply o n  the 
duties in question, moral standing admits of degrees. Thus, something 
that is owed more moralconsiderations than another may be understood 

Ga~thirr .  "Morality. Rattonal Chu~cr. and Semantic Reprcsmlatcon. A Kcply to M y  
critlci." S m o !  Pbi!oroyhy n w l  P o i q  5 (19%): 215 
+C C . ~ U ~ ~ , C T ,  " T ~ P  I ~ C O ~ ~ I C . I I  EXOISI." 71.. 7n11wi I r~ lurr .  mi fismou i i i i ,wi .  Stan- 
ford Uniucrsily, May 10. 1%3. p. 71 

''  he phrasr is from Kawls. T h m r v o ~  i i ! s l ; ~ i ~ .  p. 13. 
" I simplify matters by twuring on nwtual unconcern and on nontuirrn, but the stov IS 

a r t u a ~ t ~  more complicated than this Some uf the complicatwnr are diwussed in my 
,.The &lation betwren Self-InterrrtandJusticc in Contractanan Eth~cr." Son01 Phihnopl>y 
orzd 5 (1988): 119-53. eap. 123-5. See also I'ctcr Vallmtyne. "Cunlractarirnmn 
and the Asrumptiun of Mutual Unconc~rn" (chap. 5 in this volume) 

" -Thmughout our rrgumenl, non-tuirrn hasserved a,anasrumptinn . "i?dliA. p .  329) 
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to possess greater moral standing. These matters of degree aside, there 
is an important distinction to be made between inclusion in the exclusion 
from the scope of (a) morality, and it is this distinction that is drawn by 
the concept of moral standing. 

To make clearcr the notion of moral standing, I introduce some ad- 
ditional notions. A ~rn~rnl  object, I say, is something that is an object of 
moral consideration. A direct moral object is something to which (or to 
whom) that consideration is paid; an  illdirect moral object is something 
akut or conceminx which moral consideration is paid. The latter is a 
hertejiciny of the moral consideration. Typically, direct moral objects are 
beneficiaries of moral considerations owed to them; thus they typically 
arc also indirect moral objects. Bul this need not br.  The different objects 
of mural dutiescan bedetermined by asking to whomlwhat and r ~ g n r d i r r ~  
whomlwhat are they owed. Suppose that Albert promises Beatrice to 
care for Calvin. Albert's duties would be owed to Beatrice r e x n r d i q  
Calvin; the latter would be an indirect moral object of those duties. Were 
Albert not to care for Calvin in the requisite manner, he would fail in 
his duties toward Beatrice; though Calvin would fail to be benefited, he  
would not he wronged by Albert's delinquency. 

In terms of this distinction, people typically are direct moral objects, 
or so we normally believe. Protected natural sites, national monuments, 
significant works of art might be examples of indirect moral objects. 
When we destroy the latter, we may be understood to fail in our duties 
to other people. Animists and others could use this distinction to ~ i v e  

v 

a different account of whom we fail to respect when we defile nature. 
To have moral standing, then, is to bea direct moralobiect. Something 

that is merely an indirect moral object - for instance, a sculpture or a 
relic - would lack moral standing. It is important tonote that thecategory 
of moral value is broader than that of moral standing. For an inanimate 
object such as  a sculpture could have moral value without having moral 
standing, as  it would in the case that it is a mere indirect moral object. 
Presumably, this is the account that most will want to offer of the moral 
status of the environment; Yosemite and the Grand Canyon would thus 
have moral value, without having moral standing.'* 

To have moral standing, then, is to be owed moral consideration, that 
is, to bca direct moral ohject."It is important to note that moral standing 

' I h r  mnccpt c,f a mwal object i\ not to be cmfuscd with that <,f a mnrrl The 
lsltrr i s  somethinji lhal has mural dutici or may bc crprctcd to gwr moral n,nsidrratmon 
lo  dcrert moral ublccts. I'rrrumably. young miants can be direct mural oblrctr without 
bring mom subjrcts. Also. being a mural subject is not nrcrsrarily to have moral 
standing. for owing moral considerations to others doer nut entail that the latter owr 
one similar consideration. 

'' A worry ahout this rharactrrization of moral standing. which is meant to be as neutral 
a i  possible betwrrn competing moral theones. is that it may not be applicable to util- 
ltrrirn and other theo+s that do not make essential use of deontlc notions. For, as I 
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is a relntio,r: something has moral standing to the extent that something 
else owes it moral consideration. So something could not have moral 
standing if there were no other thing that owed it moral consideration. 
Further, and most importantly, we should note that it should not be 
supposed that moral standing must be trr~iwrsnl .  I t  would beg the clues- 
tion this essay addresses to suppose that all beings of a certain sort (e.g., 
rational agents) possess moral standing. But that is not the sort of uni- 
versality that I have in mind. Rather, I want to note that we should not 
suppose that if some individual has moral standing, then it has standing 
in relation to all other individuals or moral subjects. The relations of 
moral standing may be particular (or even, in the extreme, pairwise). 
That is, i l  may be that Albert has moral standing in relation to Beatrice 
and Calvin but not in relation to Daphne; whereas Beatrice and Calvin 
owe Albcrt moral consideration, Daphne docs not.'" Moral standing, 
thcn, is a relation between classes of moral objects and moral subjects, 
and we may not suppose that membership in either of these classes is 
universal. 

The question, then, is to determine what has moral standing (in re- 
lation to what). Or rather, the question is to determine how to determine 
what has moral standing (in relation to what). 

Moral standing in rational-choice contractarian morality 

In virtue of what, then, d o  entities have moral standing in morals by 
azreement? - 

One might think that contractarian justice accords moral standing to 
all and onlv azents who are members of the (hv~othet ical)  "social con- , ,, . ,, 
tract." In this view, only agents c a p ~ b l e  of so contracting could acquire 
moral standing; though presumably not all of these will, in fact, acquire 
i t  (as I argue later). Participation in the social contract would thus be 
necessary for moral standing. But such a view depends on understand- 
ing contractanan ethics as involving contracting, whether actual or  hy- 
pothetical, and that, I argue, is to take the nwtaphor of a social contract 
too literally. 

hare rypllcatr.d these nofims. moral standing involver heinp suwl certain comrdrra- 
lions, brmg that to which (rather than rrsardqg whlch) wnsdcratwn is dur 1 hrsr 
dcontic nutwn3 may mtruducr an individualist or agcnt-rrlatwc prrspccfivc and mn- 
rccluently hms thr d#*cu*vcm ajinlnsl crrfaln throncc Al  thr same time. utilitarian 
theorirs do distingud~ h t w r e n  thow things that count mclr.ally. to ruhtch tlw pnnciplc 
uf ~t i l i ty  is rppllrd, and those that do not. 50 my characlcrmtion of lnoral standing 
should be rufficirntly ncutral so as not to beg any important qaestlon 

Is Indeed. this 1s p~eosely the implication of Gilbert Hnrman'r rclat~v~st cunvrnt~unalism 
Peter Danirlsun suggcsts metaphors of firms and partnrrsh~ps for our cooperative ( l r .  
moral) rrlationr. The latter may be as complex as  relations between employcer, cm- 
ployerr. partncrr. business competitors. government agents. and foreign 
counterparts. 
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The metaphor of the social contract serves to express this particular 
conception of justice as an  ideal convention, the terms of which may be 
thought of  a s  the outcome of a rational bargain. The metaphor of the 
social contract is extremely misleading if  i t  is taken, as it often is, in any 
other way. Fur agreement (or "contracting") here has only a heuristic 
value.'" As 1 understand Gauthier's contractarianism, justice and related 
p r l s  of  ~nomlity arc conventions, and the purpose of a hypothetical 
social "contract" is to determine the terms of the best (i.e., most rational) 
cnnvmtim,  at lcnst for particular places and timcs Hypothetical agree- 
ment determines maximal advantage."' 

Why then is hypothetical agreement necessary for the determination 
a f  rational moral principles in morals by agreement? If  the nonmoral 
world that constitutes the starting point for morals by agreement sat- 
isfies, for some set of individuals, the circumstances of justice, it is 
Pareto-inefticient. Suppose that in some such world there is only one 
outcome that is Pareto-superior and that it is in fact strongly Pareto- ., , 
superior - that is, i t  is u n k i m o u ~ l ~  preferred to the status quo. Then 
this outcome would be uniquelv mutually advantageous and would be . , 
selected by rational principles of distributive justice. Morals by agree- 
ment would not, for such a world, require hypothetical agreement to 
determine the content of principlrs of  justice; mutual advantage would 
be both necessary and sufficient for such principl~s. This shows that 
hypothetical agreement is necessary only because of a feature of our  
world, namely, that there are many Pareto-superior outcomes and that 
we must choose among these. The function of hypothetical agreement, 
then, is to make this choice. 

One  may argue that contract or agrrtment has another n k  in morals 
by agreement. Its first role, it may be admitted, is that of a heuristic 
device to determine the content of  acceptable moral principles. Its ad- 
ditional role may be to bind individuals to these principles. A contract 
of this type cannot morally bind contractors, for independently of agree- 
ment, there are no moral constraints." How might such a contract bind? 
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Elsewhere, Gauthier "distinguishlesl contracts from other agrre- 
ments hy characteriring thc formrr as rxchangrs of intcnliuns tu act 
that introduce incentives, whether internal or external, moral or other, 
to supplement or replace rach party's motivation to attain th r  true 
objective of the agreement."" Contracts, so  u n d e r s t u d ,  are distin- 
guished from purely coordinative ajirerrnrnts. While in both, all 
prefcr thc outrcunr <,f .~p,rcrmrnt to that 01 ~ n < l  q,wvn,cnt, in c<wrdi- 
native agrccmcnts, all prefer ~x,mpl>anre with the agreement to 
noncompliance, givcn rornpllancr hy the others. Furtht,r, in cuordi- 
native agrecmrnts, each experts the others to comply, and intends 
to do  so himself or herself. Contract, then. could play an  additional 
role and lhus would be instrument.i in determining who has mo- 
ral standing. Contract, as characterized beiore, might  serve addition- 
ally to bind agents to the principles generated by agreement; thus, 
only agents who  were members to the contract wuuld have moral 
stand in^. 

This does not follow, however. That is, the necessity af introducing 
contract to euarantee rational comdiancr does not require membership <. 
in a contract a s  a condition fur moral standing. First, note that such a 
notion of contract is a substantive normative device. albeit not neces- 
sarily a moral one. Granting that such contracts introduce additional 
incentives. how are thev available to individuals who  find themselves ~ ~ ~ - -  

in the circumstances of justice? Simply to  postulate the mailability of  
such contracts, without providing an account o f  their source, would be 
to beg the question. The problem is not that such contracts are mo- 
ral and that their assumption would thus b? question begging. Rather, 
the pruhlrm is that such contracts provide additional incentives (and 
consequently are normative), and an account of how they d o  this is 
needed. Now Gauthier does provide such an account when h e  tries to  
show that rational utility maximizers have a reason, in certain circum- 
stances, to cease being "straightforward" maximizers and to  become 
"constrained" maximizers." His account, however, makes n o  essen- 
tial reference to contract or ameement, or w e n  to collective choice 
or action. 

Requiring participation in a contract or 
is undcrst.lnd ccrntrart,~ri,~n thv~rry .IS 

agreement for moral standing 
a lypc 111 convn t  thrtwy. O n  

"Hnhbrs's Social Contract; ,vl~i;s 22 (1988): 73 - M1.A. chap VI. Roughly, a rlra~ghtlonvard marmizr r  rhoorra the ol8l~tymarmiz~ng 
act at  each decision node, whereas a constrained maximizer acts on a utility-marlmi7lng 
p ~ l ~ c y ,  one which may acts that are themselves nonmuxim>zing Thur.  lor 
instance, in somc cone-play and finitely lteratrd I'riconers' ~iemmas. the lormrr "dr- 
Iccts" no matter what  the others do, while the constrained m a x ~ m > ~ r <  "cooperale" 
when they believe that the others are similarly disposed. The ruccrsr ut Gaulhier'r 

is. of course. a subject of great controversy. Critical a r r e s s m ~ n t  ol lhir part 
,,I Gaukhm's theory is prvvlded by the essays in Part Ill  of this cullcclion 
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such an understanding, a particular act of will - participation in an 
agreement - is necessary for moral standing. Thus, someone who had 
not consented in the requisite manner, would lack moral standine. If 

. - 
obviously mistaken. If, however, we understand consent differently, 
then there may be a sense in which morals by agreement is a consent 
theory. Joseph Raz suggests that: 

[clonsent is givcn by any  behavior (action ur omission) undertaken in the br- 
lief that 

1. i t  will change the normative situation of another; 
2. it will do so because i t  is undertaken with such a belief; 
3. it will be understood by its observers to be uf this character.'' 

Rational-choice contractarianism does require, a s  a condition of pos- 
sessing moral standing, a particular act of  will that will constitute consent 
in Rar's sense. To this we now turn. 

On? of theconditions giving rise to the need for justice is the possibility 
of mutual benefit. Others are the capacity and willingness of rational 
beings to impose constraints on their behavior. In the absence of such 
conditions, it would appear, one has no reason to abide by the 
constraints of justice in one's conduct toward others." This is impor- 
tant, for i t  cffrctively means that in the absence of (I) mutual hene- 
fit or of (2) the capacity or of (3) the willingness of others to be just, an 
individual is not constrained by justice in his or her behavior toward 
othcrs2" 

Supposing that the circumstances of justice be satisfied, morals by 
agreement understands rational humans, capable and willing to imvose 

as for most others, in normal circumstances, adult humans have moral 
obligations and are owed certain moral considerations. According to 
morals by agreement, then, some individual A has moral standing in 
relation to some person B if and only if  

" loseph Rar. ~ ~ m l t f y  p. 81 
" As Humc noted. 

Suppose, likewise. that il should be a virtuous man's fate 10 fall into ihc socicty 
01 rulfrans, remote lrom the protection uf laws and government. . hi* particular 
regard to justice being no longer 01 use to his own safety or that ol othcrr, he 
must consult the dictates of sell-prcrwvatlun alone. without concern for those 
who nu longer merit his care and attention (An inrjiwy Cuniwmri~ tlw Pnnriplrr 
o/Mornls. rrc. Ill. pt. I. p. 14R) 

,* ,,. lhis ir pla~nlv the situation ol mm. with rrprd to an~rnols.. . ," ,bid.. p. 152. 
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(1) A and B are in the circumstances of justice, 
(2) A and B are capable of imposing constraints on their behavior 

toward one another, and 
(3) A so  constrains his or her behavior toward B. 

If and, i t  would seem, only if these three conditions are satisfied, then 
B owes A (some) moral considerations. 

In this view, it sometimes may be the case that a rational agent lacks 
moral standing in relation to another. For instance, if some of the  cir- 
cumstances of  justice are not satisfied (condition I),  then some agents 
will lack moral s tandingn Or an individual - for instance, a n  infant - 
who lacks the canxities required for constraint (condition 2, which I 
call the agency requirement) may lack moral standing with regard to 
others. 11 shall discuss exceptions presently.) Lastly, suppose that some- . . . .. 
one is unwilling to constrain his or her action toward another (condition 
3). Then that individual lacks moral standing in his or her relations with 
others. 

This last implication especially will strike many people as counterin- 
tuitive. Now ordinary moral intuitions, a s  Gauthier emphasizes, have 
no weight in fundamental contractarian moral theory (MbA, p. 269). 
However, note that this implication does not mean that one is permitted 
- o r  rather, not forbidden - from treating such creatures as one pleases. 
For thcy may still have moral value in the tcrhnical sense charactcrizcd 
earlier; that is, they may be - and presumably would be in the case of  
human infants -indirect mural obiects. Thus, we would not he morally 
allowed to mistreat them." 

Still, infants and others about whom we  care would lack moral stand- 
ing on this view. And leaving aside the matter of the counterintuitive 
nature of this implication, consider the more serious problem of the  
possible incoherence of such implications and the conception of value 
that Gauthicr invokes." 

Consider the caw of Emil, Frederica, and Ccrhardt. Emil, although 
rational, exploits Frederica. He does this because he is able to d o  s o  and 
it is to his advantage. Emil and Frederica d o  not find themselves in the  
circumstances of  justice, perhaps due  to the formcr's s u p c r i ~ r  strength."' 

'' See MIIA. p 17. 
'* Thn E I S C ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~  is thc btratrgy M.V ~ n n  warren takes. prrhrpr unwittingly, l o  auotd 

lus t i fy lng  infmtmdr "lhr nrrdlew dewucuon uf a vlahle infant inevctably depnvrr 
s,mc pwsw n c  persons of a source ol great pl~asure and ratiblaclion . . " "Poslscrlpl 
ncr inlanticidc" , ~ ~ p e n d r . d  tu "On thcMurrl and Legal Stalusul Abortton." in TI~r~Pn~b1~'ra 
of A l w r l ~ m .  2nd cd., edited by Joel Feinbrrg (Brlmont. C A  Wrdsworth. 19%). p. 117. 

r. What lollous is a modhcat~o~ of a case I discuss in I he Rdafiun hrtn,ern SrlfIncr~~st 
and Justw in Contractarirn Ethics,'' pp. 146-8. 

" Thnr c a w  is rxplicitly considered by Hume: 

wrrr there a sprors of creatures intermingled with mm. which. though rallonal. 
,verc p,h5rssrd of such inlrnor strength. huth of body and mind, that thrv were 
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While Gerhardt does not find himself in the circumstances of justice 
with regard to Frederica, he does with regard to Emil. According to 
morals by agreement. poor Frederica stands outside of the protection of 
justice. She finds herself in a Hobbesian state of nature, where she and 
others are at liberty to do as they please with one another. Emil and 
Gerhardt, however, are in a different situation. They are morally bound 
to one another insofar as rational cooperation is mutually advantageous. 

While Emil is a purely self-interested fellow, Gerhardt is nol .  Indeed, 
the latter is most upset by the former's treatment of Frederica. Gerhardt 
does not consider Frederica's virtual slavery to be unjust, for it is neither 
just nor unjust according to morals by agreement. It is rather that he 
simply takes an interest in her interests. He would like to liberate Fred- 
erica from her plight, by force if  necessary. However, morals by agree- 
ment does not permit him to do so. For Gerhardt is morally obliged to 
respect Emil's life, liberty, and possessions, as  well a s  to accord him the 
distribution of the social surplus afforded him by the principle of mini- 
max relative concession. 

Suppose Gerhardt were to consider himself in a Hobbesian state of 
nature with regard to Emil and thus be able to liberate Frederica? This 
would be irrational, according to Gauthieis account of morals by agree- 
ment. for he is not in such a state of nature given his self-interested 
preferences, that is, given the assumption of mutual unconcern Indeed, 
i t  would actually be unjust for Gerhardt to come to Frederica's aid! 

Note that the objection here is not the standard sort of criticism made 
af morals by agreement, that it violates one of our intuitive moral judg- 
ments. I do not deny that this is the case; the implications are morally 
unintuitive. But that is not the objection. (Nor is it a n  objection, given 
the rational-choice methodology.) Rather it is that rational, other- 
regarding individuals, with utility functions like ours, are not moved by 
justice in rases such as these. The problem is not (merely) one of com- 
pliance; it is not that we would refuse to comply with norms that we 
would otherwise endorse. I t  is that we would find the norms themselves 
unacceptable in such situations. 

Does morals by agreement have such im~lications? Recall the two 
motivational assumpiions used by Gauthier Co characterize the rational 
bargainers of morals by agreement: Rawls' mutual disinterest or uncon- 
cern and Wicksteed's nontuism. This case presupposes the first form of 
self-interestedness. If  parties are disintcrcstrd in the manner postulated 

incapable ofall remtance, m d  could never, upon the highest provocation. make 
us id the effects ul their rerentmcnt: the necessary consequence, I thmk, is 
that we should nut, properly speaking. lie under any restraint o i  justm with 
regard lo them. nor could they possess any right or property. . ( A n  E~cijuiiy 
Curirrrllilig IBr PnIIc-inl~~s of Monils. sec. Ill, pt. I, p. 152) 
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by Rawls in his theory of justice, then the previous objection goes 
through. If, however, the type of self-interestedness assumed is that of 
nontuism - taking no interest in the interests of those with whom one 
interacts - then the objection, it may be argued, fails." For the assump- 
tion of nontuism does not rule out Gerhardt's concern for Frederica in 
the determination of the principles governing the relations between Ger- 
hardt and Emil. 

Suppuse that Gerhardt's tuistic preferences are such that in the hy- 
pothetical bargaining situation, he would insist that Frederica be given 
moral standing. He cares about her to such a degree that it would not 
be rational for him to interact with others except on the condition that 
she  be accorded moral standing. An intermediate case would be one  
where Frederica would be given the status of an indirect moral object. 
But such a case is not theoretically interesting. More important is the 
previous case, where Gerhardt's preferences are such that Frederica 
would have to be given the status of a direct moral object. 

Were agents to care in this manner for (some) others and were morals 
by agreement to take this into account, then there would be a second 
way in which individuals could acquire moral standing - namely, by 
being the object of the preferences of a n  agent who finds himself or 
herself in the circumstances of justice. Thus, Frederica might acquire 
moral standing in her relations with Emil through being the object of 
Gerhardt's preferences. And, similarly, children and  others who d o  not 
meet the conditions for agency would presumably be accorded moral 
standing. 

In addition, then, to the straightforward way in which agents can 
acquire moral standing, discussed earlier, there is a second, indirect 
manner to acquire such standing. An individual w h o  is not a n  agent or 
who is not in the circumstances of justice can acquire moral standing 
by being the object of the preferences of others. We distinguish, then, 
the two ways in which individuals can acquire moral standing in morals 
by agreement: 

Pri~iranj moral slandirtg: A has moral standing in relation to 6 if 
(1) A and R are in the circumstances of justice, (2) A and  B 
arc capable of imposing constraints on their behavior toward 

" Gauthirr io  argues in rcipunsc lo my ~ ~ i p a l  case 

In trmm ol his interadion wjth Adolf. Charlds concern with Recassmr is n o n ~  
tuistic. In  any interaction. concerns with the inlerestr of a third partyare "on- 
luistir. . . . Nontuism thus doer not have the implications for mntractannn moral 
theory that theassumption that all prrirrencrr are self-intrrrstcd o r  srll~direclod 
would have 

Gauthicr. "Morai1ty:' p. 215. in the text of Momls hi Agrrmrrnl. hcwever. 11 is "01 
clear which motivational assumptmn - mutual unconcern or nimtuwn - ~s be% 

made. 
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one another, and (3) A so constrains his or her behavior to- 
ward B. 

Secondary morn1 standing: A has moral standing in relation to B 
if (1) Band  C a r e  in the circumstances of justice. (2) B and C 
are capable of constrained action, (3) C constrains his or her 
acts toward 6, and (4) A is the object of C's preferences, that 
is, C cares sufficiently about A that it would not be rational 
for C to cooperate with B unless A were .iccorded moral stand- 
ing in his or her relations with 6. 

"Secondary moral standing," it should be emphasized, IS merely a man- 
ner in which moral standing can be acquired. Someone who acquires 
moral standing in this way has genuine moral standing. It is secondary 
only in the sense that were no one to have primary moral standing, n o  
one could have secondary moral standing.'' 

Morals by agreement, then, may accord moral standing to infants, the 
infirm, and others in the second way indicated before. Presumably, even 
nonhuman animals may be accorded some moral standing in this man- 
ner.- What creatures are recognized as  direct moral objects depend 
heavily o n  the particular other-regarding preferences of the nontuistic 
agents of morals by agreement." 

Self-interest and moral standing 

We have detcrmined two ways in which something can acquire moral 
standmg according to morals by agreement. It is difficult to see how 
there might be other ways. What I wish now to explore is the manner 
in which the particular implications of morals by agreement, rcgarding 

" In PIRUIIS. R,,el~Il. iwd llw Mtml Coa~xi8iwly (New York O x l d  U n i ~ r r s i l v  I'rcsr lu8;). 
pp. 152-3, I.omn E. ILomrsky argues thri 

all thosc whu .,rr < hamctcri,rd by proprrtv F (pmject pursuit) have pr,,prrty G 
(posscssim of b a i c  rights). . . Thnl ihL,r~,'mujt tw r'. in inrdrr ic,r there to hc 
G ' s  does not enlad that only F ' s  a r e c i  o m c  brtngs who l a ih  F ran vet hf G's 
by pggyhacklng on thmr who are Pi. 

'' Whether nmsenlient thmgs could acquire mural rtsndmg in t h ~ s  hccond.q way would 
depend inn whcthrr the nutim 01 owng rnorrl considrnl~t>n> r rqu~rrs  that the 
have inkrrsfi One would suppose that it would, bul inwiiicirnt contmt ha5 k c n  
gwen m the notion to permit an cxplorrri~n uf lhir q u r s l r ~ .  Surnr of my rcmsrkr a b u t  
lustice and bcncvolrnr~ that lollow have hrarmg on h i -  qurstion. 

" M'ayne Surnnrr has argurd that the rangc nl brings accorded moral standlng by tun- 

mrrarian theory ir detcrrnmcd largely by thr rangc of the cuncrrnb ul  the agents. i 
bllrd to under~land his pomt a t  the time, hut  II now srrmr currrrf to me Set Morris. 
"Valuc Sablrrt,vism. Individualism, and Moral Stanbog: A Reply to Sumner;' and 
Sumner, "A Response to Morris," m Valurs ond Mimi Slandi,i$. Baii,lm~ G m r t  Sludirr 
ini AppiIPd Phd~w~phy VIII, edltrd by Wayne Surnner. Donald Callm. and Thomas Atfig 
(Bowllnji Crrcn, OH: Bowling G w m  State University. 19R7). pp. 16-21. 22-3. 
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the moral standing of individuals, are dependent on particular assump- 
tions about preference and  value. Gauthier assumes that value is de- 
termined by (coherent and  considered) preference and that the  latter. 
for the purposes of fundamental morel theory, are nantuistic. What if 
we drop either of these two assumptions? I explore the matter of non- 
tuism, leaving to another occasion that 01 subjective value." 

Recall the interactions between Emil. Frederica, and Gerhardt. Sup- 
pose that the relwant assumption is that of mutual unconcern. Then 
Frederica lacks moral standing. I f  we replace this assumption with non- 
tuism, then the conclusion n o  longer follows; should Gerhardt care suf- 
ficiently for Frederica, then she will acquire moral standing in the second, 
indirect manner. 

Let us distineuish between several motivational assumptions that ay- 
pear in ~omlsYby A,qrecwenf. I enumerate them in order of weakness.* 
Nontuism resuires that agents not take a n  interest in the  preferences of - 
those with whom they interact. Mutunl u,rmrzciwz, Rawls' mutual dis- 
interest, requires that agents not take a n  interest in the preferences of 
others. Egoism 1 characterized earlier as requiring that all of a n  agent's 
preferences be self-rcgarding. Egoism. thus characterized, conflales ra- 
tionality and prudence. Egoism is stronger than mutual unconcern; 
mutually disinterested agents need not be egoists a s  they may take 
nonagents or nonhumans to be the object of their concern. 

Further, there is the general condition of asocial motivation o r  aso- 
cidity, which Gauthier introduces late in the book (MI,/\, p. 311). rr- 
quiring that descriptions of the preferences of individuals not make 
mention of other individuals. This condition is stronger yet than egoism, 
as asocial aeents cannot have the concerns with, for example, relative 

~ <. 

,t.atur pt,is~hlt~f.>reg~,~,t.. I . ~ i l l v  thcrt, 8s what I ilmll call rhv .wu~npl ion  
of t ,  I .  . ;  I n I a I I I hs  I F  tne m o t ~ v d t l ~ n i l  
assumphon, often made in the theory of perfectly competltwe markets, 
that requires that agents' utilities are functions only of "commodities," 
none of which are public goods." We might make more determinate the 
character of ,,econbmic m a n  by characterizing his preferences in this 
way"  The assumption of private consumerism is thus  the assumption 
that agents are "economic men." 

any of several nonsubjectivirt accounts - where bv "wpakners" I mean that r rtrong assumption entails a weaker one. but not 
vice versa. 
That i 5 .  cnmmoditier are orivate e o d s .  divisible and excludable 
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I have distinguished, in order of weakness, various motivational as- 
sumptions that are invoked or otherwise mentioned in Morals bv Aaree- 

" 
men:: nontuism, mutual unconcern, egoism, asoriality, and private 
consumerism. In the case of Emil e t  al., only the condition of nontuism 
allows Frederica (secondary) moral standing. 

Weaker yet than nontuism is simply to allow preferences to range 
over the interests of anyone, whether one is interacting with them or 
nol.'" To d o  this, however, allows the possibility of "double counting.'' 
Suppose that 

I, considering u s  equally bnd  of cake, prefer that each of us get half, not only 
to your having a larger share but a190 to my having it, and if you prefer mure 
cake for yourself lo less, whatever I get, then it seems implausible to suppose 
that a rational and fair division gives you three~quarters of the rakc and me onc- 
quarter."' 

Your preferences in this example are counted twice, that is, weighted 
more heavily than mine. Double counting, at least in the formulation 
of principle of distributive justice, is thought by many to be coun- 
ter intui t i~e.~ '  

Double counting might be inefficient, however, and rational agents 
may find it mutually agreeable to bargain without referring to their tuistic 
preferences. Or so Gauthier argues in a recent defense of nontuism: 

As I now see it, social institutions and practices should be justified by an appeal 
to a hypothetical agreement based largely on the nontuistic preferences of the 
parties concerned, because each person expects ex ante to benefit if she forgoes 
the inclusion of her tuistic preferences in determining social arrangements pro- 
vided others do the same. Double-counting will be ruled out, as, of course, will 
preferences directed at the frustration of other's [sic] preferences. . . Positive, 
but not negative, regard for others will then be furthered." 

imhon of "economic rationality" in "Economic Rationality and Moral Constraints.'' 
Mldurrsl 5ludm rn Wrimophy 3 (1978): 75-96 

'" This is the strategy ul Loren Lomasky in his conventionalist theory of rights. where he 
assumes that agents come to take an interest in the interests of those with whom they 
interact See Lomasky. Persons. p. 6511 
Cauthier. "Moralitv." o. 214. See alrn Morrir "The R d s t i n n  " nn 11761 

~~ ~~~~ ~, ~ ~ ~ . . ~  , . . . . . . " sw the reviews h"'Gr&ury 5. Kavka. Mind XVCl (lanuarv 19871- 117-21. and hv Loren 

a> ,, Given this reviribn [from the ac;ount offered in  Morals hy Apemc , t I ] ,  the exclusoun of 
tuism from the justification of social institutions and pract~crr and so from the 
realm rests simply on an empirical fact, if, as I suppose, it is one. a b u t  the mlc that  
tuirtic and nontulrtic preferences play in our concerns.'' Gauthwr, "Morslety," p. 216. 

Rohert Goodin similarly arguer that sucial-chooce theory can exclude cerlain prefer- 
ences without having recourse to nonutility inlomalion: thus, s~&-choice l h e q  need 
not be "welfarist." See his essay. "Laundering Preferences," in Foundolians of Socd 
Chore Thmv. edited by Jon Elster and Aanund Hylland (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni- 
versity Press. 1986)..pp. 109-21. 
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I shall not pursue the matter of a plausible defense of nontuism. 
Instead, let us  return to the suggestion that we not restrict the range of 
concerns to  be considered and that we  allow preferences to range over 
the interests of anyone, whether one is interacting with them or  not. 
To d o  this would be to be make an assumption yet weaker than non- 
tuism. What implications would this have for questions of  moral 
standing? 

The implications are interesting, although explaining them is a rather 
complicated matter. Suppose that Henrietta and lvan are interacting in 
a situation that meets some but not all of the circumstances of justice. 
While both are rational agents, Ivan is weak, and Henrietta is sufficiently 
strong that she can gain more from coercive interaction with Ivan than 
from cooperation. Assuming nontuism, o r  any of the stronger assump- 
tions, it follows that Henrietta is not bound by justice toward lvan - 
unless, what I am as sum in^ not to be the case, that lvan has secondary 
mural standing. 

The fact that Henrietta is not obli!&!d by justice to accord certain . . 
treatment to lvan - for example, to respect his life, liberty, a n d  posses- 
sions - does not, of course, entail that she is forbidden from doing so. 
Morals by agreement determines what requirements morality imposes 
on Henrietta; she clearly is permitted to d o  that which she is not required 
to do. Still, she is not required, by morals by agreement, to respect 
Ivan's moral rights - for he has none (in his relations with Henrietta). 
The assumption of nontuism prevents Ivan's acquisition of moral 
standing. 

Suppose that Henrietta refrains from exploiting and otherwise harm- 
ing lvan because the satisfaction of his preferences arc one of the  values 
of her utility function. I phrase the matter in a technical way, so  as  
to leave open, for the moment, the nature of Henrietta's concern. Let 
me now introduce some distinctions that do  not appear in Murnls ky 
A ~ w m e n t .  

I t  is traditional to distinguish the moral virtue of justice from those of  
friendship, courage, moderation, and the like. These virtues are not 
mentioned in the pages of  Murals by A,qrrmie,rli' Nor is that of henev- 
olence. Henrietta may care about Ivan, and for  that reason refrain f rom 
harming him. But she may also be moved by considerations of benev- 
olence, that is, by mom1 considerations over a n d  above her (nonmoral) 
sympathies for him. Can morals by agreement make sense of, that is, 
generate obligations of benevolence? The answer is unclear, a t  least to  
me. We may interpret Hume as  a contractarian about justice (and prop- 
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erty)ld and note that he counts benevolence as a moral virtue, and an 
important one at that. Hume's account of benevolence, however, is 
distinctively not contractarian or even conventionalist. Rather, he offers 
a moral sense account." So his approach is foreign to that of Gauthier's 
morals by agreement.'* 

Let us distinguish between being the (direct) object of considerations 
of justice and of considerations of benevolence. We could say that a 
being that is a direct moral object both of considerations of justice and 
of considerations of benevolence has frtll rnoral s1and;ny. Something that 
is a direct moral object only of justice or only of benevolence (but not 
both) has )nrfid ~riorol sfmdIr{y. Somclhing that is wither the proper 
direct object of considerations of juslice nor of benevdenrc is said to 
have tlo r~rural s l n ~ ~ d i ~ ~ ~ . "  Thus, mere indirect moral objects, although the 
(indirect) object of moral consideration, will lark moral standing. The 
American flag. Yosemite Park, the Louvre, for instance, will be protected 
by morality by being indirect moral objects of our duties to each other; 
they will lack moral standing, however, since tllcy are neither owed 
considerations of justice nor of benevolence. Hume, then, generates 
partial moral standing - being the direct object of considerations of 
benevolence - by reference to sentiments widely, if not universally, 
possessed by humans; what I have called full moral standing requires 
his more complete, contractarian account. 

Suppose, then. that wedrop nontuism and related assumptions. Mor- 
als by agreement might then accord lvan partial moral standing in his 
relations with Henrietta; the former, i t  might be argued, is a suitable 
object of the latter's benevolence. A more interesting possibility is that 
of extending full moral standing to him. Recall that lvan is an agent, 
that is, that he is capable of acting intentionally and imposing constraints 
on his behavior. He is. I am supposing, also willing to d o  so. His prob- 
lem. however, is that he does not find himself in the circumstances of 

" Scc Gmthicr. "David Humr. Contractorinn." Pl~hw~hrriil Unim 88 (1974): 3-38 See 
also I .  1 Mucklc. t l u d r  Moral l i irury (Lnnhn R a ~ t l d g c  and Kren Psal. IORO). chap. 
VI. and Rawls. l ' l m q  of/urt?ic. pp. 32-3 

" Humc. A n  Enquiry &irrviti,q llir Pmrntdvs a1 hlmir. srr I1 
In additwn nut? Gaulh~rr's antisentimentalirm 

llume k ,kved  the swrc?  01 moratlty to I s  in thr sympathetic transmmaon of 
ouiferling~ from one person toanother. But Kant. tightly, insisted that moraloty 
cannot depend an such particular p~ychnlogical phennmma, however heneu- 
dent and humnnr their effect, and however universally they may he found. 
ihlfzvl. p 1113 Srr dsu pp. 309. 326-0, 338-9.) 

' This crud?, t+wtilv clarsilication of degrees of moral standing assumes that justice 
and bmcoolmce are the only moral considerations that can k owed to entities. Note 
that thir assumption r~stticts moral standing to entities that a n  be owed considerations 
ol IYSHCP or benevolencr. which presumably will be creatures with a welfare. See 
fwtnolr 32. 
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justice in his relations with Henrietta, given her superior strength. Now 
if we drop the assumption of nontuism and factor in the latter's concern 
for Ivan, then it is possible that the circumstances of justice will be 
satisfied. That is, it is possible that lvan and Henrietta might be in the 
circumstances of justice girtof t l r  lalter's ntltrr-r~~~qnnir,r,y )lr+'rMce5 an 
effect of the "double counting" of Ivan's preferences.'" 

This manner of extending full moral standing may not, however, work 
for those incapable of cooperating, that is, for nunagents. Thus, infants 
d o  not acquire moral standing in this way." Their mural standing has 
to be secondary. We should not?, howcver, that typically it is tht- moral 
standing of infants r n  reirztir~r, to ,ro,,)nre,its that is secondary. It is not 
clear h ~ ~ w  i t  is that infants acquire mural standing iu rrlnfiotl to their 
pmrrv~ts. Consider the case of Johann, the son of Katherine and Luigi. 
Suppose that Johann's parents are the only people (with primary moral 
standing) who care about him, or at least care about him sufficiently for 
him to be accorded secondary moral standing in his relations with others. 
Then, in light of the conclusions drawn before, it is not clear how Johann 
can acquire moral standing in his relations with his parents. Presumably 
such a case, where the only ~ e o p l e  (with primary standing) who care 
about an infant are his or her parents, is rare. Still, it is an  interesting 
(and bizarre) implication that such infants lack moral standing in their 
relations to their parents, though not necessarily in their relations to 
others. It appears that someone need not have moral standing in relation 
to the agent(s) who is the vehicle for one's secondary moral standing." 

[ have explored the complicated manner in which morals by agreement 
accords individuals moral standing. 1 have also discussed the ways in 
which some of the substantive implications of Gauthier's theory depend 
on certain motivational assumptions that he makes. Some of these im- 
plications may be avoided by weakening or otherwise altering these 
assumptions. This fact may not fully satisfy critics, but it advances none- 
theless uur understanding and appreciation of the theory. 

mnncmal equdtty of lustice 
'* The mwal status of infmtr. tt rrernr to determined in p a t  by their jiotc.llt8nl 

agvncy I do not know how p~trntial agency determines standing. so *,hat In l lo*~ 
ignores thir aspect of the matter ~ h r  considerations mmtmned in footnote 47 are also 
nmpotbanl in this regard. 
Suppow that Luigi becomes abusive a1 lohann and is ~ ~ p ~ s c d  by Katherine Given the 
latter's concern for loham and given that Luigi and she remain in the circumstances 
of iusticc. then lohann may acquire secondani $tanding in his relations with h~ 



Part I1 

Minimax relative concession 
and the Lockean Proviso 

Ovewiew of the essays 

Peter Danielson argues that Gauthier is mistaken to take the'initial bar- 
gaining position to be that of noncooperation constrained by the proviso. 
For rational bargainers will only be concerned with improving upon 
their prebargain positions. Since their prebargain positions are not based 
on any constraint from the proviso, Gauthier is mistaken in his claim 
that rational bargains must be based on the proviso. Furthermore, Dan- 
ielson argues that rational agents would treat property rights as one of 
the issues that will be settled by the bargain - and not as something 
that is built into their initial bargaining positions. 

DonHubin and MarkLambeth argue that Gauthier's use of the proviso 
is inappropriate as a foundation for moral rights on the following 
grounds: (1) The proviso permits one to worsen the situation of others 
very significantly, when doing so is necessary to prevent one's own 
situation from being worsened only slightly. (2)  The proviso permits 
one to kill, beat, or rob others when someone else would do so if one 
didn't. (3) The proviso permits one to use people in all sorts of horrible 
ways as long as one also helps them in various ways so that the net effect 
on them is positive. (4) Because worsening is understood in terms of 
people's subjective preferences, the proviso can (under appropriate cir- 
cumstances) prohibit all sorts of activities (such as going for a walk) 
simply because someone else prefers that one doesn't engage in that 
activity. 

In his essay. Jan Narveson starts by considering Gauthier's minimax 
relative concession-bargaining solution. After briefly questioning one of 
the assumptions on which Gauthier's solutions rests, Narveson argues, 
against Gauthier, that bargaining theory makes sense only in a context 
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in which the parties already have rights. And if that is so, then the 
(moral?, rational?) requirement to respect such rights does not depend 
on conformity with any bargaining solution. Naweson then goes on to 
discuss Gauthier's use of the Lockean Proviso. Although he agrees with 
Gauthier that the appropriate initial bargaining position is the hypo- 
thetical outcome of noncooperation constrained by the Lockean Pro- 
viso, he argues that the proviso is relevant only for determining the 
distribution of the benefits of cooperation (after agreement) - not 
for (re)distributing the benefits of coercion that took place prior to 
agreement. 

Jean Hampton criticizes Gauthier's bargaining solution by arguing that 
it is more plausible that rational agreement would be based on a principle 
that allocates benefits in proportion to contribution to the social surplus 
(and not - as Gauthier claims - so as to minimize the maximum relative 
concession). 

Wulf Gaertner and Marlies Klemisch-Ahlert discuss Gauthier's mini- 
max relative concession-bargaining solution. They start by discussing 
Nash's solution and the Kalai-Smordinsky solution. They finish by giv- 
ing an axiomatization of Gauthier's solution (the first that has ever been 
given) that clearly isolates the differences between his solution and the 
others. 

A caveat: Gauthier defends the view that the rational permissibility of 
strategic choices is determined by the application of the minimax relative 
concession principle to the Lockean-Proviso-constrained noncooperative 
outcome. He also holds that a strategic choice is morally permissible if 
and only if it is rationally permissible. Consequently, he holds that the 
moral permissibility of strategic choices is also determined by the ap- 
plication of the minimax relative concession principle to the Lockean- 
Proviso-constrained noncooperative outcome. There are two issues here: 
(1) Are minimax relative concession and/or the proviso relevant for ra- 
tional choice? (2) Are they relevant for moral choice? In Gauthier's con- 
tractarian theory, these two issues are coextensive, but conceptually they 
are distinct. Since authors do not always clearly distinguish these two 
issues, readers should be careful to determine exactly which claim is 
being assessed. 

7. The Lockean Proviso* 

Peter Danielson 

There are numerous ways to divide the fruits of beneficial social coop- 
eration, which satisfy differentially the competing interests of the would- 
be cooperators. Selecting one of these principles of distributive justice 
is what we will call the contract problem. In spite of sharp disagreement 
over the solution of this problem, there is wide agreement over how to 
picture it, so we focus on a diagram (see Fig. 7-1). 

In this simple example, the problem is to divide the social product 
between two groups, the masters and the slaves. The utility of a distri- 
bution to the masters is represented along the horizontal axis; the utility 
to the slaves along the vertical axis. There are two important sets of 
points in this space. First, the set of possible optimal distributions ranges 
froru almost all to the slaves in the upper left to almost all to the masters 
in the lower right. (It is concave to the origin, reflecting the greater utility 
of equal distributions.) Second, there is a set of alternatives to full social 
cooperation. Since they fall short of full cooperation, these states of 
nature (labeled with I's for initial positions) are clustered in the south- 
west. For example, there is the natural distribution, I,, where the mas- 
ters coerce the slaves. In contrast, there is the noncoercive I,, where 
only what we call personal rights are respected. Note that here the slaves 
do better and the masters worse than at I,. There is also the Lockean 
state of nature, I,, where property rights are respected as well as rights 
against coercion. Ic is northeast of I, and I, as everyone does better 
here, although, as we shall see, the masters do better than the (ex)slaves. 

*Excerpted by permission of the Canadian lournal of Pltilosophy from "The Visible Hand of 
Morality," by Peter Danielson, in Canadian Journal of Philosophy 18 (1988): 357-84. Copyright 
B 1988 by Cnnndian Journal of Philosophy. 
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only if he compensates the other. But, absent our additional assumption, 
Gauthier does not believe that justice requires any such compensation. 
He says: 

If. . .[the] Robinson Cmsoes lived, each on a separate island, and if each used 
his capacities to provide for himself from the resources of the island, then the 
outcome, whatever it might be, could not be unjustified." 

It seems implausible that desire for positional advantage should alter 
the situation so drastically in the Robinson Cmsoes case. 

Now, of course, this case is just a variant of the McDonald/McDougal 
example. But perhaps the variation makes clear what is at issue. At least 
for many, the conviction that those with the positional advantages ought 
as a matter of justice to compensate those with less seems to depend on 
the existence of social relations. McDonald and McDougal were indi- 
viduals set in a situation in which there typically is social interaction. 
Although we did not assume any such interaction, still one's convictions 
about the case may be influenced by the setting. In the Robinson Crusoes 
example, such extraneous influences are not present. 

The situation is worse if we remind ourselves that in order to avoid 
the problems with Dr. Derhento, Gauthier must be concerned not with 
an action's effect on people, but with its effect on people's utility. Given 
this, we can imagine that the two Robinson Cmsoes lack the ability to 
communicate with each other and neither ever learns of the existence 
of the other. Let us suppose that their desires remain the same (i.e., 
that each would prefer to be better off than someone else to being the 
lone person in existence and that each would prefer this latter situation 
to being worse off than someone else). It turns out that for the energetic 
Cmsoe to use his abilities to the fullest is a violation of the proviso (even 
in their ignorance of one another's existence) - an excusable violation, 
no doubt, but a violation just the same. This seems wrong. 

What these cases suggest is that the problem in Gauthier's theory is not 
with the attempt to describe the initial situation for a contractarian theory 
of justice in terms of a state of nature in which there have been no rights 
violations. Indeed, although others have criticized this approach, we 
find it to be a major attraction of his theory.'' The problem is that even 
Gauthier's version of the proviso is not an adequate foundation for 
rights.= 

" Ibid., p. 221. 
See, for example, "The Lockean Proviso" by Peter Danielson and "Gauthier on Dis- 
tributive Justice and the Nalural Baseline" by Jan Narvesan, both in this volume, Chap- 
ters 7 and 9, respectively. 
We are indebted to Daniel Farrell, David Gauthier, and an anonymous referee for 
Dialogue far providing helpful comments on an earlier draft of this paper. 

9. Gauthier on distributive justice 
and the natural baseline 

Jan Narveson 

Introduction: Gauthier's contractarianism 

Contractarians hold that the fundamental principles of morals are the 
objects of something very like an "agreement," which in turn is the 
outcome of what is in some sense a '%bargain." Just what sort of an 
agreement, "made" how and in what circumstances, is a matter on 
which different theorists in the contractarian tradition have given very 
differing accounts. 

Gauthier's Morals by Agreement is the latest, the most sophisticated, 
and, in my view, by far the most compelling and perceptive effort in 
this great tradition. Let me briefly summarize what I take to be the 
distinctive points in his account. Gauthier sides with Hobbes and against 
Rawls, for instance, on the amount of idealization that goes into the 
construction of the appropriate "starting point" of the Social Contract. 
We do not reason from behind Rawls' Veil of Ignorance, but instead in 
full view of our assorted individual characteristics - but also, of course, 
in full view of our fellows. And, as with Hobbes, we begin with no 
moral presuppositions. Morality is to be the set of interpersonally ap- 
plicable rules on which reason, driven by our actual (though considered) 
preferences, tells us to agree, and it tells us to agree on them despite 
the lack of any assumption of fellow feeling, love, or charity, or even 
of such philosophically popular constraints as universalizability, impar- 
tiality, or equality. We accept only such of these as can be seen to fall 
out of our fundamental project, which is to make the best l i e  we can 
for ourselves in view of our actual situations vis-a-vis our fellows who, 
like us, are also rational pursuers of interests. Lacking moral constraints, 
we do worse; possessing them, we do better. Gauthier, however, also 
eschews the Hobbesian Sovereign. Rational people will internalize an 
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assortment of constraints on their pursuit of advantage, even though 
they reason from advantage in adopting the constraints. Yet once 
adopted, rational individuals adhere to them. 

The theory comprises three subtheories: (1) a theory of bargaining, 
minimax relative concession (MRC), (2) a theory of compliance, con- 
strained maximization, and (3) a theory of the appropriate natural base- 
line for the social contract, (his version of) the Lockean Proviso on 
acquisition. In this inquiry, I query the first and third of these in some 
respects. These are queries rather than major dissents, both in the sense 
that I am in very broad agreement with Gauthier on most matters, and 
in the sense that I have considerably less than total confidence in both 
of the modest dissents put forward here. Both, however, could make 
some, perhaps appreciable, difference to the practical implications of his 
theory. 

My queries are motivated by the concerns implied in the preceding 
thumbnail sketch. Gauthier's project is to supply fully nonquestion- 
begging foundations for what are recognizably moral outcomes. Thus, 
his version cannot require the participants to take up unreal positions, 
positions they could not occupy in real life. Nor can it assume that the 
participants are impartial or natively equipped with respect for their 
fellows or for reason, either in some disputable version or even in the 
thin and hopefully less controversial version employed in the theory. If 
we are to emerge with a morality that is impartial, as Gauthier insists, 
then a rationale for this impartiality must be found. The rationale that 
the results agree with our pretheoretical intuitions is rejected: we wish 
to convince the previously unconverted, not just those previously dis- 
posed to agree. 

As I see it, to motivate this impartiality, we need merely remind 
ourselves that we seek intersubiectively valid rules, rather than arbitrary 
personal edicts. Moral constraints are admin~stered, fundamentally, 
from within. They must have the support of all reasonable persons - 
there is no one else but ourselves to do the job. But unless all support 
them, the support of any one individual becomes less rational. Now, 
we assume that each person naturally appraises situations from the 
perspective of her own values, which are likely to be highly biased: she 
is anything but impartial by nature. Why, then, must the rules we agree 
on be unbiased in relation to all actual participants? Because if they were 
not, then some would be called on to sign into an agreement that is 
either suboptimnl - she could do better with no one doing worse - or 
unfair. In either case, Gauthier supposes, those individuals would have 
reason to refrain from accepting the proposed rules. But lacking their 
support, we would find ourselves on the skids back to the horrors (a.k.a. 
"suboptimalities") of the State of Nature. Self-interested choosers, if 
they know what they're doing, choose rules for the containment of 
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externalities because this yields a greater benefit for each, provided that 
all comply, than they would be able to attain in the absence of such 
rules. Similarly, they choose impartial rules for the distribution of co- 
operative benefits because each wants as much as possible and has no 
reason to settle for less than an equal share. 

That suboptimality would yield the desired adherance is, in my view, 
plausible, and is not questioned here. Unfairness, however, brings up 
other and trickier issues. "Unfair" rules may be said to disproportion- 
ately reflect the distribution of relevant claims. When what we are ne- 
gotiating for is distributive shares, then the outcome must reflect our 
prior claims, if we have any. And here we enter the vexed area of 
assertions concerning "equality." One way for the Social Contract to be 
unfair would be for it to provide unequal benefits for some when the 
prior claims of all are equal. Another would be for it to provide equal 
benefits when claims are in fact unequal. We must steer between these 
opposite errors. 

This brings us to the two problems in Gauthier's theory that I wish 
to focus on in the remainder of this essay: (1) the status of his proposed 
principle of distributive justice, minimax relative concession, and (2) the 
status of his Lockean Proviso, specifically as it related to the status of 
preagreement gains in the postagreement situation. We discuss each in 
turn. 

Gauthier on distributive justice 

In Gauthier's view, justice is "the disposition not to take advantage of 
one's fellows, not to seek free goods or to impose uncompensated costs, 
provided that one supposes others similarly disposed" (p. 113).' He 
introduces his discussion of bargaining by distinguishing two domains 
of justice: on the one hand, it prohibits taking advantage, gaining at 
others' expense. Here the rules avoid "mutually destructive conflict" (p. 
115). On the other, it is concerned with "the cooperative provision of 
mutual benefits" (p. 114) made possible by the fact of variable supply, 
which can be positively affected by cooperation. In cooperative produc- 
tion, there will be a cooperative surplus, not available without the par- 
ticipation of each cooperator. The question is how these surplus goods 
are to be divided among those participants. 

The general bargaining problem is the problem of what principle of 
distribution is rational for such cases. Gauthier's project is to arrive at 
the appropriate principles, calling for the right constraints on the part 
of those concerned. These principles, setting the constraints required 

' David P. Gauthier. Morals by Agreenlent (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986). Page 
references to this book are made in unattributed parentheses in the remainder of this 
essay. All other references are footnoted. 
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for rational cooperation, are arrived at through bargaining, but "are no 
part of the bargaining process" (p. 129). The bargainer is simply trying 
to maximize his utility: "each person's behaviour must be a utility- 
maximizing response to her expectation of others' behaviour.. . .,, 
(p. 129). 

How to proceed? To begin with, it is axiomatic that the outcome of 
the bargain for each bargainer, what she carries from the table, must, if 
bargaining is to be rational, be an improvement for her relative to the 
status quo: she must leave with more than she had when she came.2 
(Call this "condition A,") Each person then puts in an initial "claim" for 
some porh-plus in question. This corresponds to the opening 
round in haggling between buyer and seller in, say, an Arab market. 
How big is the opening claim? Since the first condition is satisfied by 
any distribution that leaves everyone at all better off, the prima facie 
answer is supplied in the first of Gauthier's four "conditions on rational 
bargaining," (i) that one claims all, or more precisely, just short of all, 
of this surplus (subject to one further restriction: what one claims is only 
the nearly-all of "that part of the surplus to the production of which he 
would contribute. Each person's claim is bounded by the extent of his 
participation in cooperative interaction" (p. 134). For, obviously, one is 
otherwise t a k m n t a g e ,  by free-riding on those who did the pro- 
ducing.) Then the bargaining problem is the problem of where, ration- 
ally, to settle among the infinitude of possible but mutually incompatible 
distributions determined by each person's maximal claim, giving to each 
of the others the minimum that would make it rational for them to 
participate at all; and so on through all the other distributions, each 
giving a portion to each participant that continues to satisfy condition 
A. Here enters Gauthier's ingenious and attractive solution. 

We identify the cooperative surplus itself by finding, first, what each 
person could get without participating. As seen above, condition A 
requires giving that person at least as much as his or her next-best 
available option from outside. This, therefore, can be subtracted from 
the surplus available for bargaining. Next, we must be able to charac- 
terize each person's claim in a way that makes that claim comparable to 
the claims of others. The utilitarian idea of caAinal, interpersonally 
comparable utility is rejected as the appropriate unit, for good reasons 
that we can't go further into here (pp. 126-9). Gauthier chooses as the 
appropriate measure that relative fraction of the bundle of goods which 
is the potential surplus i n m n  going to each person. We assume 
that each wants as much as possible of that surplus - it might be mon- 
ey, for instance - and that each would find it rational to participate 
for any part of that surplus; fractions of it, then, make a plausible 

' Our second problem, discussed in what follows, concernsane aspect of thisrequirerncnt- 
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choice for comparison: ". . . the rationale turns on an interpersonal com- 
parison of the proportion of each person's potential gain that he must 
concede. . . ," (p. 139) - remembering, of course, that what each person 
gains, above his minimum, is an exact inverse of what he loses, below 
his maximum, through concession - the gainer of 350 out of a potential 
500 has foregone 150, whereas her counterpart, who has gained only 
35, has foregone only 15 (pp. 138-9). 

The argument then proceeds as follows. For each person, (u) there 
must be a point at which he would be prepared to settle if need be; for 
otherwise, there can be no distribution of the surpius. (We can envisage 
the problem facing a set of potential cooperators deciding in advance 
on how to divide the gains, so that if there is no conclusion, then there 
is also no cooperation and hence no surplus to divide.) Each bargainer, 
being rational, knows this about each other bargainer. Then comes the 
crucial move. In Gauthier's words, "(iii) . . .Each. . . must be willing to 
entertain a concession in relation to a feasible concession point if its 
rel-ude is no greater than that of the greatest concession that 
he supposes some rational person is willing to entertain (in relation to 
a feasible concessioFpoint)" (p. 143). But being rational, (iv) he will 
therefore settle for nothing less than that either. For that point is by 
definition one that it is possme for all to settle at, so it is feasible; 
yet anything less would be irrational, since one doesn't have to settle 
below it. 

Interesting, and plausible. But we must ask what makes condition 
(iii) plausible? What Gauthier says is that it "expresses the equal ra- 
tionality of the bargainers. Since each person, as a utility-maximizer, 
seeks to minimize his concession, then no one can expect any other 
rational person to be willing to make a concession if he would not 
be willing to make a similar concession." (pp. 143-4). This sounds 
good. But there is a problem. The argument talks of the "equal 
rationality" of the bargainers. How is that to be understood? 
Gauthier's theory of rationality is the maximizing theory (cum Con- 
strained). Now presumably either one is a maximizer or one isn't: 
it's not a matter of degree, like wit or intelligence. How, then, can 
what is not a matter of degree at all be invoked to account for a dis- 
position to accept an equal division in what necessarily are matters 
of degree? For the equal divisions claimed to be generated by MRC 
are genuine cases of equality: that is, we have divisible magnitudes 
of which each gets an equal share.3 

That it is unreasonable to expect any other rational person to be willing 
to make a concession if one would not be willing to make a similar 

' The distmcl~on, which G.lulh#er po~nrs out is necessary, between ca5es ul equal rllvlsion 
and casesuf unequal diblsiun *\ hlch dorninatc the equal dtvis~on in queslion is irrelrhant 
herc See h ~ s  drscusr~on of Ruth (F 140, lop). 
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concession is interesting, but on reflection invites the question, "Why?' 
After all, in bargaining contexts, we are arguing over how to cut up a 
piece of pie. More for you is less for me; but all we are given is that 
each wants as much as possible. If we say, "Yes, but how much is possible 
under the circumstances?' then the answer would seem in principle to 
vary depending on the promsit ies of the other bargainers. Given - as 
seems obvious - that anything is possible, within the range of just long 
of nothing (leaving almost all for the others) to just short of everything 
(leaving almost nothing for the others) for bargainer B,, then the question 
of why we should be settling in the middle rather than somewhere else, 
as a supposed matter of "reason," becomes acute. The appeal to "equal 
reason" seems inappropriate. 

What are the alternatives? One thought is this: if our bargainers are 
both recognizably human, then the fact that there is no inherent reason, 
in the nature of the case, why one division should be any better than 
another may be appealed to on the ground that disputes which cannot 
be settled by reason are likely to be settled by force; but the application 
of force in human affairs violates the Hobbesian equality principle. 
Hobbes, as we know, argues for equality in the "natural condition of 
man." He qualifies this almost immediately, noting that "there bee found 
one man sometimes manifestly stronger in body, or of quicker mind 
than another. . . "; but hls conclusion is equalitarian nevertheless: ". . . 
when all is reckoned tagether, the diffeerence between man, and man, 
is not so considerable as that one man can thereupon claim to himselfe 
any benefit, to which another may not pretend, as well as he."4 The 
fact that you would win in a fair fight today may give you a temporary 
edge; but what about the unfair fight that will follow that one? And 
what about the fight in which my friends back me up? (Andlor yours 
you?) And what about the question whether I should ever deal with 
you again, if I can possibly help it? 

A further thought: we bargain, in the real world, against a time budget. 
Neither of us can wait forever, both can wait quite awhile, and all of 
the time spent waiting is time wasted, in principle. Assuming that our 
patience and, in general, our budgetary constraints in terms of time to 
spend bargaining are pretty equal, we would again get equality as a 
plausible operating assumption. The equality of this budgetary con- 
straint is by no means axiomatic, though, and it is noteworthy that 
sometimes a bargain will be concluded unequally due to the superior 
patience of one party. Is Gauthier to claim that in these cases there has 
been injustice? But my man in the Arab market owns the carpet in ques- 
tion: he doesn't have to sell on any terms if he doesn't want to. And I 

' Hobbes, h i o t h a , ~  (Ncw York: Dutton, 1950). p. 101. 
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own the money, which I don't have to part with if I don't want to. There 
is no right answer to the question: What is the correct price of the carpet?' 

Moreover, we should recall that ordinarily the cooperation in question 
involves effort; and where there is a cooperative surplus, it is plausible 
to invoke the principle that one's share of the product should be pro- 
portional to one's share of the production cost, such as effort. To be 
sure, this intuitively plausible suggestion, which may be taken to be the 
root idea underlying the Labor Theory of Value of Marxist fame, runs 
into horrendous conceptual problems which can be resolved only by 
leaving the determination of what constitutes "equal effort," and the 
like, to the m a ~ k e t . ~  Even so, it will often be possible to make a rough 
comparison of our respective efforts in relation to production, and then 
one can appeal to equal contributions as a basis for equal shares. 

Perhaps, then, the principle of MRC is slightly misstated, or at any 
rate, Gauthier's account of it is misleading. In his account, it is not the 
disposition of minimax relative concession itself that makes for an equal 
outcome, but rather the assumption of "equal claims for equal ration- 
ality." It is not true, just like that, in the case where "a single transferable 
good, produced in fixed quantity and divisible in any way among the 
cooperators" is one such that "maximum concession is minimized if and 
only if each person receives an equal share of the g o o d  (p. 153). What 
is true is only that my (or anyone's) maximum concession is minimized 
relatiuely to the others - and that only on the assumption of a linear utility 
function for the rational agent in question against quantities of the good 
in question - if and only if it is equally divided. "MERC would be a 
better name for it. 

However, let us put aside these quibbles, especially since the principle 
Gauthier proposes is so beautiful and so intuitively right. Instead let us 
address a very different and extremely important issue: What, in fact, 
are its implications? Now, some have evidently thought them consid- 
erable. David Braybrooke, for example, supposes that MRC would apply 
to a whole society, in which case we would have to try to figure out 
what the maximal and minimal claims of each individual would be - 
"making fantastic demands on information, which no contracting parties 
and no current critics of government could ever meet."' But, as I have 
complained elsewhere,' it is by no means evident that MRC applies at 

The relevant formal principle here is, I suppose, Zeuthen's, discussed by Gauthier an 
pp. 71-5. This principle says that the person whose ratio between cost of concession 
and cost of deadlock is less must rationally concede to the other. The empirical surmise 
is that considerations of human time budgets make it generally implausible to suppose 
that differences in this respect will make concession rational. 
Among many recent destructive discussions of the Marxian notions of value, I would 
mention my own in "Marxism: Hallow at the Core," Free l n q u i y  (Spring 1983): 31-2. 

' David Braybrwke, "Social Contract Theory's Fanciest Flight." Ethics (July 1987): 7M). 
V a n  Narveson, The Libertarian Idea (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1989), p. 195. 
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this level, despite Gauthier's suggestion that "Society may be viewed 
as a single cooperative enterprise" (p. 274). For one thing, as Gauthier 
himself observes, when there are more than two persons, each receives 
"only that part of the surplus to the production of which he would 
contribute" (p. 134). And it is simply not plausible to suppose that 
everyone contributes to the production of everything in our or any so- 
ciety. Or if we say so, then the "contribution" in almost every case will 
consist merely of that person's refraining from upsetting the productive 
applecarts of those actually engaged in cooperative productive activities. 
And to regard that as a "productive contribution" is to bring us to our 
other subject, pursued in the following. 

Meanwhile, there is one further point, possibly of fundamental im- 
portance. Gauthier contrasts two interesting cases: (1) that of Ms. Mac- 
quame, the pharmaceutical chemist, versus her lab assistant, Mr.' 
O'Rourke, and (2) that of Sam McGee, the Yukon prospector, versus 
Grasp, the banker. Ms. M. discovers a wonder drug that makes her a 
millionaire, but does not divide her royalties equally with O'Rourke. 
Sam, on the other hand, forced to borrow a measly $100 from Grasp in 
order to register his claim to the richest vein of gold in the Yukon, "will 
(rationally) have to offer Grasp a half-share in the claim" (p. 153). The 
difference seems striking. 

Why the disparity? Because Ms. M., it seems, did not carry on her 
experiments as a cooperative venture with O'Rourke. "Although she 
required an assistant, she did not require O'Rourke. Her relationship 
with him was strictly a market transaction; she hired him at (presumably) 
the going rate for laboratory assistants" (p. 153). Sam, on the other hand, 
enters into full cooperation with Grasp, without whom his venture will 
not succeed at all. And one thinks here of resourceful marketers who 
reap the major share of profits on inventions technically far beyond their 
capabilities, gleaned from cooperative ventures with the computer in- 
novators, chemists, and so on whose ingenuity provides them with the 
goods they sell. 

If the difference in the two cases seems fundamental, we must also 
admit that it is fortuitous. In another possible world, O'Rourke would 
be the only lab assistant available and without him Ms. Macquarrie could 
do nothing, and Sam could choose among a half-dozen sources for the 
loan he needs, as Gauthier agrees (pp. 153-4). Now consider ordinary 
business deals or the activities among any cooperating set of business 
people. How do they proceed? In general, by someone having an idea, 
getting in touch with others, making an offer, and so on. People to help 
are either hired on a wagelsalary basis or taken on as partners at some 
level or other, or both; perhaps market shares are sold, and so on. People 
have a sense of when they have made a good deal and when not; and 
sometimes a deal is made in bad faith, as a result of deception, or under 
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some subtle or not so subtle type of coercion, in which case its effect is 
rejected or disputed. But when a deal is not defective in such ways, 
where does MRC, or anything like it, come into it? 

Gauthier's characterization of MRC as a principle of "justice" puts it 
on the same level as, say, the principles of promise keeping, truth telling, 
or fair dealing. In fact, he suggests that all of them "are to be defended 
by showing that adherence to them permits persons to cooperate in 
ways that may be expected to equalize, at least roughly, the relative 
benefits afforded by interaction. These are among the core practices of 
the morality that we may commend to each individual by showing that 
it commands his rational agreement" (p. 156). Can we accept this? I 
think not. The validity of a promise is surely not due to its approximating 
an equal division of anything. If the background conditions are properly 
observed, and everything is on the up-and-up, then promises and con- 
tracts are valid by virtue of their form, of the fact of agreement itself, 
and not in virtue of the resulting distributions exemplifying some 
or other proportions. That does come into the parties' estimation of 
how satisfactory a deal they have struck: if it doesn't look promising, 
they don't make the deal. But it does not affect their sense of wheth- 
er it was a valid agreement at all. If I later discover that Mohammed 
would have settled for $20 less had I but known, or if I decide to set- 
tle - gullible tourist that I am - on his opening price, then he doesn't 
owe me a dime. Should the product be not as advertised, or subtly 
defective, that's another matter. He is then guilty of deceit. But de- 
ceit isn't a matter of failing to approximate MRC in any sense I can 
readily think of. 

It must also be evident that MRC makes sense only against the back- 
ground of independent rights of the parties concerned: rights to their 
own persons in the way of abilities and other resources, and rights to 
assorted items of external property. If we don't already have those rights, 
no intelli&ble sense of bargaining can get off the ground.9 Yet if we 
do have them, then the validity of the transactions we make concem- 
ine them is due simply to the continued operation of those rights 
- - ~ G  ~- - . , 
themselves. You can give me an X because it is yours; I can give 
you a Y in exchange because it's mine. What makes Y yours when 
I d o  give it to you is simply the fact that 1 have done so, and not 
any supposed fact that the resulting distribution of some set of benefits 

See the important passage on p. 222 ". . .the emergence of either cooperative or market 
interaction, demands an initial definition of the actors in terms of their factor endow- 
ments, and we have identified individual rights with these endowments. Rights provide 
the starting point for, and not the outcome of, agreement. They are what each person 
blings to the bargaining table, not what she takes from it." Obviously, however, if this 
viewpoint is pressed too hard, then there is an end to the contractarian project as I have 
described it at the outset of this essay. See my brief discussion inNarveson, The Libertarian 
Idea, p. 190 
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would approximate an equal proportion of our maximal preagreement 
claims. 

In fact, given broadly Lockean rights in ourselves and in external items 
of property, it would seem that MRC is a subordinate and largely dis- 
pensable principle, best not regarded as a principle of justice, strictly 
speaking, at all. The moral force of actual bargains is transferred to the 
results of those bargains directly from the antecedent rights of the parties 
concerned to the goods or services being exchanged, rather than from 
their "claims" via Gauthier's interpretation of MRC. 

And for good reason. For the principle we really need, once property 
rights are in place, is not MRC, but constrained maximization (CM). CM 
ensures that we both benefit from exchanges, by ensuring that we both 
actually get what we have agreed upon. It does not go into the question 
how much we benefit, leaving deliberations on that matter to the ante- 
cedently operating practical reasoning of each. MRC serves as a plausible 
guide here, to be sure; but that seems to be all. 

Gauthier on predatory gains and the Lockean Proviso 

Gauthier's version of the Lockean Proviso on acquisition forbids the 
pursuit of advantage by imposing disadvantage on others. The proposed 
baseline for assessing my advantage and disadvantage in interacting 
with person Pis how things would be for me in P's absence. If my action 
is such that I would do as well or better if P weren't around at all, then 
I am not taking unfair advantage of his presence. If, on the other hand, 
my action will lead to my benefit only if P is around, yet renders P worse 
off than if I had not been around, then I am taking unfair advantage 
of P. 

The present question concerns what we should take as the baseline 
for our negotiations regarding future arrangements of society. Would 
we accept a status quo incorporating differential predatory gains of some 
parties due to past interaction? Or should we, as Gauthier insists, "pu- 
rify" our starting point for this fundamental purpose by invoking the 
Lockean Proviso retroactively? 

Gauthier had previously adverted to the matter with this thought: 
"We may agree that each person must take from the bargain the ex- 
pectation of a utility at least equal to what she would expect from non- 
cooperative interaction, if she is to find it rational to cooperate. It does 
not follow that she must bring such a utility to the bargain, as deter- 
mining her share of the base point from which bargaining proceeds" 
(p. 133). The question to be pursued here is: Why not? 

For analytical purposes, at least, let us make a distinction between 
two sorts of "powers" that might conceivably be relevant to distributive 
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j questions: what we will call "productive" and "predatory" powers.1° Of 
i course acts of predation are all, in their way, productive: if A makes his 

living by stealing from B, then he is, if successful, producing something, 
I namely, what he takes to be a better overall situation for himself, or 
1 whoever is the recipient of the ill-gotten gains in question. However, 

those gains had originally to be "produced" in a more fundamental sense 
; of that term. When A gets on by predation on B, what A does is to 

redistribute wealth, whereas B, let us assume, was the actual originator 
I ofit. 

I It is obvious, I take it, that contributions to production, in this latter 
I sense, are a relevant basis for distribution. Possession of unusually great 

productive powers, then, is a likely basis for some sort of distributive 
recognition." It is less obvious that predatory powers are so. One might I simply insist that they are no basis whatever for just distributive claims, 
and indeed, both Hobbes and Locke would agree with this in one way 
or another. 

Hobbes, familiarly, imagines a prepolitical and premoral "State of 
Nature" in which distributions of goods are determined by the total 
array of powers, predatory as well as productive, available to each party. 
But Hobbes claims that the distribution of predatory powers is such 
as to render the overall distribution in the State of Nature equal, 
as we have already noted before: ". . .when all is reckoned together, 
the difference between man, and man, is not so considerable as that 1 one man can thereupon claim to himselfe any benefit, to which another 
may not pretend, as well as he."" In Hobbes' view, the plausible out- 
come is to forbid predation across the board, leaving the question of 
how to distribute the produce from productive powers to the Sovereign 
to decide.I3 

But if it is plausible to accept Hobbes on the rough equality of pred- 
atory powers, the distribution of creative or productive powers is another 
matter. These, surely, are very unequal. In Locke's view, in contrast to 
Hobbes', the proper principle regarding the distribution of goods flowing 
from the exercise of these productive powers is, in effect, to leave them 
to the market, constrained by property rights.I4 This is the Libertarian's 
view, and the one to which I am inclined." 

' O  This should not be confused with C. B .  Macpherson's distinction between "extractive" 
and "developmental" powers, which is, I believe, essentially confused. See Democratic 
Theory (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), pp. 40-52. 

" There are social philosophers who apparently deny this, and Rawls may be among 
them. I will not discuss their arguments in this treatment. 

" Habbes, Leviathan, ch. XIII, p. 101. 
II ,. Seventhly, is annexed to the Soveraigntie, the whole power of prescribing the Rules, 

whereby every man may know, what Goods he may enjoy..  .without being molested 
by any of his fellow Subjects: And this is it men call Propriety." Hobbes, Leviathan, chap. 
XVII, p. 149. 

" Locke, Second Treatise of Ciuil Government (New York: Dutton, 196h), chap. v, pp. 129- 
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But a question arises about the relevant principles here. Suppose that 
predatory powers are not equal: then what? Gauthier introduces his 
deliberations on this matter with a tale about a society of masters and 
slaves, the latter serving the former through coercion (p. 190 ff.). Only 
force, rather than any sense of moral obligation or ideology, preserves 
the situation. However, we are to suppose that the masters currently 
have the whip hand: the coercive apparatus by which the masters remain 
masters is essentially permanent, the slaves being incapable of unilat- 
erally dismantling it. Still, the costs of maintaining the apparatus are 
considerable to the masters. They therefore propose a deal: "You slaves 
will continue to serve, but voluntarily; in return, we masters will refrain 
from beating you, and even give you better living conditions into the 
bargain. What do you say?" According to Gauthier, this offer is one that 
cannot be rationally accepted, because its outcome could not be rationally 
complied with. He puts the following speech into the mouth of the new 
Prime Minister, elected by the Ex-Slaves: "It was only because of the 
power they held over us that it seemed a rational deal. Once that power 
was taken away, it became obvious that the fruits of cooperation weren't 
being divided up in accordance with that fancy principle of minimax 
relative concession. And so there wasn't any reason to expect voluntary 
compliance. . . " (p. 191). 

If this is the correct reasoning, then Gauthier has served up a lesson 
for all masters: since you can't expect stable optimal bargains from slaves, 
don't bother to try to treat them better in hopes of improving your own 
situation through cooperation! But is the PM's reasoning correct? Or is 
there, instead, hope for slaves, short of chancy resort to violent revo- 
lution? Let us consider. 

Gauthier points out that "fair procedures yield an impartial outcome 
only from an impartial initial position" (p. 191). True. But he has also 
made it clear that impartiality does not imply equality. The division of 
profits between me and Robert Redford from my movie, in which he 
gets six million while I settle for two hundred thousand, is fair and 
impartial and sanctioned by MRC, though of course not equal." The 
question, then, is whether the particular inequalities of the initial situ- 
ation prior to the acceptance of the Social Contract, in which many of 
those who are better off are so by virtue of having exerted coercive force 
on those worse off, are capable of being incorporated properly in a 
baseline for fair bargaining. 

40. To further complicate matters, the realization of benefits from the exercise of these 
powers is due largely to cooperation. Consequently, important issues arise concerning 
the distribution of those benefits. The discussion in the fifth section of this essay is 
concerned with that issue. 

'I See Narvesan, The Libertarian Idea, esp. chaps. 6-8 and 15. 
l6 Except, as we have seen, in the peculiar way that minimax relative concession reckons- 
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As Gauthier correctly observes, predatory activity is suboptimal. (We 
must distinguish between the situations under discussion here and, for 
example, those of sadistic masters who simply enjoy coercing their (non- 
masochistic) slaves; the latter will not be considered here.) The efforts 
of the coercers must be unproductive so far as they go: they stimulate 
productive activity on the part of the slaves, but, we assume, the slaves 
would be capable of equal or superior productionin the absence of force, 
if they could be sufficiently motivated by other means (such as the 
prospect of a reasonable share in the product). The time now spent in 
beating the slaves could be spent more pleasantly by both parties: play- 
ing chess, perhaps, or taking a nap. Why, then, shouldn't both parties 
accept, and keep, an agreement in which the same productive/service 
activities as before are carried out, but the time formerly devoted to the 
exertion of force by the'masters over the slaves is now devoted to these 
more desirable activities? It would be better for both we are 
assuming. So why not? 

It is important to bear in mind that in our contractarian deliberations, 
we follow Hobbes in assuming that the State of Nature is a totally amoral 
state - a condition in which nothing is wrong, nothing forbidden. Con- 
trary to the assumptions of our story, Hobbes also believed that this 
initial state was one of equality of coercive powers. We are in part here 
exploring the implications of the non-Hobbesian assumption. If we make 
the Hobbesian assumption of equality of coercive powers in the State 
of Nature, then it is plausible enough, I take it, that we can get from 
Hobbes to Locke: the use of force to pursue one's ends, in all cases when 
a cooperative arrangement could have yielded a greater benefit, will be 
unequivocally and universally forbidden. But it is less obvious, at least, 
that this will be soif our starting point is one of unequal predatory powers. 

Many may find it not so clear that we can get, as I put it, from Hobbes 
to Locke. However, I am here exploring the situation if we are given 
the Hobbesian assumption of roughly equal predatory powers in the 
status quo ante. Still, it might be argued that the flat prohibition on force 
might well be Less plausible than various alternative formats in which 

i some ends could be pursued using coercion, at least if it were employed ' by a public agency under fair rules. This is not the place to pursue this 
important subject. For the present, let us assume that there is a flat i prohibition on privately wielded force for private ends other than self- I protection, leaving the more difficult question for another time.'7 

Specifically, let us consider the case where A is greatly superior to B 

I in predatory capabilities, while B is greatly superior in productive pow- 
ers. A is accustomed to making his living by raiding B, who understand- 

I explore this matter, if not as satisfactorily as I would have liked, in Norvcson, The 
Libertarian Idea, chap. 14, pp. 154-84. 
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ably finds this a nuisance. Against this background, A proposes a deal: 
B will simply transfer to A a fixed percentage of the fruits of B's highly 
effective labors, and A will thenceforth renounce the use of force in his 
dealings with B. 

There are two cases to distinguish. In case 1, A puts his weapons in 
a convenient place, to be taken out instantly in case B should fail to live 
up to his part of the bargain. In case 2, however, A melts his swords 
into ploughshares, which he cheerfully supplies to B, whose productivity 
is thereby increased the more. Since A gets a percentage of B's product, 
he naturally expects to share in the benefits. 

If Gauthier is right, case 2 is one in which A is in for a nasty shock. 
B, if rational, will cease to deliver as soon as the last sword is duly 
converted into the last ploughshare. Obviously there is a complication 
in the example in that the technology of warfare presumably has not been 
melted down along with the hardware. In a real-life situation, there 
would be the likelihood that A would be able to resume full-scale pre- 
dation in fairly short order. I therefore wish to rule this out for present 
purposes, admittedly at the expense of making the example still more 
artificial than it already is: my swords-to-ploughshares conversion 
is irreversible. My question now concerns the justice of B's Gauthier- 
sanctioned action, given Gauthier-sanctioned premises (which I in gen- 
eral share). 

The situation is made yet more interesting if we suppose that nego- 
tiations are carried on between A and Bin which the distinction between 
cases 1 and 2 is very clearly and explicitly recognized by the parties. 
Importantly, we want the move from 1 to 2 to constitute, in the abstract, 
an optimal strategy: both parties are better off in 2 than in 1. But at the 
time of the negotiation, A is in a position to choose between them, and 
B is aware of this. Why wouldn't this agreement be binding? 

As I understand it, Gauthier's reason for thinking that it would not 
be rational for B to carry out this agreement is that at the time at which 
it is to be carried out, the coercive apparatus by means of which A was 
able to exact agreement in the first place has been dismantled. In his 
fable, the newly elected Prime Minister, an ex-slave, says, "Once that 
power was taken away, it became obvious that the fruits of cooperation 
weren't being divided up in accordance with that fancy principle of 
minimax relative concession. And so there wasn't any reason to expect 
voluntary compliance - we weren't about to become willing servants." 
To which Gauthier adds, "clearly an individual would be irrational if 
she were to dispose herself to comply, voluntarily, with an agreement 
reached in this way. Someone disposed to comply with agreements that 
left untouched the fruits of predation would simply invite others to 
engage in predatory and coercive activities as a prelude to bargaining. 
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She would permit the successful predators to reap where they had ceased 
to sow. . . " (p. 191). 

But if party A (the masters, in Gauthier's example) foresees that party 
B (the slaves) would use this reasoning, then of course they will not 
make the deal. For we are supposing that they would be worse off under 
noncompliance by the (ex-)slaves than under the status quo, and Gau- 
thier agrees that where that is so, the rational masters will not move 
voluntarily to the new situation. 

Gauthier's example is clouded by the Prime Minister's further remark 
that the Masters had probably "saved themselves a revolution" in trying 
their deal, despite its outcome having been very contrary to expectations 
(p. 191). But let us assume that a revolution mounted against the Masters 
with their current coercive technology intact would be futile, whereas 
a revolution mounted after the agreement would, indeed, be successful 
-but only because the Masters had voluntarily dismantled the technology 
in question. 

Now, one would think that they would move voluntarily to a situation 
which, after all, dominates the status quo - would, that is, if this new 
situation is possible. Its possibility, however, is contingent on compli- 
ance. And if the argument is that compliance is impossible, then there 
is bad news awaiting us. For consider the principle of constrained max- 
imization itself, which calls upon us to forgo noncooperative gains in 
Prisoner's Dilemma situations. If we look at agreements generally, this 
attitude would seem to land us in Hobbes' "easie truth," that "Cove- 
nants are but words, and breath, having no force to oblige, contain, 
constrain, or protect any man, but what it has from the publique 
Swo~d." '~  The person who carries out her part of a bargain first, lays 
herself open to noncompliance from the second party, who has now got 
what he wants. Why shouldn't he take the money and run? Yet that is 
precisely the attitude that constrained maximization rules out. Why 
should things be any different when the Pareto superior situation is a 
move up from an arrangement originally secured by superior force 
alone? Why, that is, when the situation ex ante was one in which the 
agreement in which "Morals by Agreement" consists is not as yet in 
place. Doesn't that make it out of order to object to the initial depre- 
dations as "unfair"? 

Gauthier does not, as he cannot, in general disavow the use of pred- 
atory force in interpersonal relations. Consider the rather significant 
subject of our dealing with animals, for instance. We do not make a 
Social Contract with those individuals. One reason, no doubt, is that 
we can't: animals are not in general capable of entering into contracts 

" Hobbes, Leuiathan, chap. XVIII, pp. 146-7. 
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at any very high level of sophistication, we suppose. But that isn't the 
only thing blocking the way to a General Mammalian Contract. The fact 
is that we (or at least, we carnivores) regard our present situations as 
preferable to those we might be in were we to constrain our behavior 
toward them by invoking the Lockean Proviso. The benefits are not 
mutual. Were the Lockean Priviso a categorical imperative, we would 
have to resort to the implausible move of the likes of Kant and Descartes, 
holding that non-human animals are "irrational," in order to justify our 
rather predatory behavior toward them. But we don't need to do any 

mutual advantage is an obvious possibility? Consider the workhorse, 
broken to the harness in manifest opposition to its native instincts. Still, 
the horse may reason that it is better off if it simply obeys orders and 
collects its daily allowance of oats and water than by kicking against the 
pricks and retaining the disposition to run off whenever its master isn't 
around.I9 

Second: we identify predation with the use of force. However, I won- 
der whether we might not also consider the case of superior powers 
generally as instructively akin to it, though of course not identical. Sup- 
pose that I am extremely fond of piano music, and that a certain indi- 
vidual, Vladimir, can supply my demand far better than I can myself 
(I'm a hopeless pianist). Suppose too that Vladimir is a born pianist, 
and I am not. We have labored equally, or perhaps he far less than 1, 
but, owing to inborn ability, Vladimir has become a great pianist, 
whereas I am somewhere around the write-off level. There is neverthe- 
less no objection whatever to his entering into exchanges with me that 
are, at least in some points of view, greatly to his advantage. Like Wilt 
Chamberlain, Vladimir cheerfully collects a modest fee from thousands 
of admiring music-lovers, thus accumulating wealth beyond the wilder 
dreams of mere professors. Now along come certain social philosophers 
who object to this accumulation based, for present purposes, on the 

" As Gauthier pointsout in connection with workhorses, for instance, on p. 17. For further 
defense of this point of view, see Jan Narveson, "Animal Rights Revisited," in Ethics 
and Animals, edited by Harlan Miller and William Williams (Clifton, NJ: Humana Press. 
1983), pp. 19-45. An important commentary, in a considerably different vein, is in the 
essay following mine in that collection, Annette Baier's "Knowing Our Place in the 
Animal World," pp. 61-78. 
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accidents of fortune. Why, they say, isn't Vladimir unfairly exploiting 
my lack of powers (and, of course, my inordinate passion for his wares)? 
Why shouldn't a Lockean Proviso forbid inequalities of all sorts that are 
due to the mere accidental distribution of powers, be they predatory or 
benien? " 

The reply is simple and convincing. Vladimir's "exploitation" of me, 
if that is what anyone wishes to term it, is to my advantage, whereas 
predatory exploitation - that is to say, exploitation properly speaking - 
normally is not. In exerting his superior powers, Vladimir contributes 
to my overall level of satisfaction, whereas the predator, in exerting his, 
detracts from it. It is a good answer, and the right answer. But there is 
a problem. In the hypothetical Hobbesian State of Nature, neither of us 
cares anything about the other, and if you, due to superior predatory 
powers, are predatorily exploiting me, that's just too bad for me. But 
then, that may also be the background for a bargain: you cease your 
predatory violence and I make it worth your while. If we then develop 
cooperative relations still more to our mutual advantage, as well we 
may, then bully for both of us! Do these incorporate in some unfair way 
your initial predatory gains? Must the Social Contract begin by requiring 
compensation from you to me for all those gains exacted by superior 
force? I am inclined to be dubious about this." 

Perhaps some suppose that these gains hang around, infecting all 
future transactions in an unsatisfactory manner. I think this unlikely, 
but in any case it doesn't clearly prove anything. Short-term consump- 
tion gains would, of course, not "hang around." So what about capital 
gains, so to speak? They might indeed continue into the indefinite future. 
But it is unclear whether this matters. For one thing, once we have 
respect for property rights in place, then if I am ingenious, my gain 
could be greater than yours in any case, for 1 may convert my initially 
lesser resources into a capital greater than yours in the process. More 
importantly, however, there is the fact that as time goes by, both of us 
are better off. Not only are we better off than we would have been had 
we remained in the State of Nature, but if all goes well, each of us is 
better off at any given time than we were in the preceding time. Even 
if you, who had the superior starting point by virtue of your superior 
predation in the status quo ante, remain ahead of me, I remain ahead 
of where I would otherwise have been. 

We must also remember that capital is only capital. In order to derive 
continuing rewards from it, there must be some whose labors are ren- 
dered more efficient by its use, and normally most of them are persons 
other than ourselves. Our profit from ownership, therefore, will derive 

m As Gauthier has noted. James Buchanan, in TheLirnitsof Liberty (Chicago: The University 
of Chicago Press, 1975), takes a contrary view to his. See esp, pp. 23-5. 
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from a further agreement with those others regarding their remuneration 
for this labor. The minimum claim of the laborers will be set by the 
condition they would have been in had we remained in a predatory 
condition. But their maximum claim is quite another matter. If our labor 
makes you, the erstwhile predator, much better off than you were in 
the predatory condition, then it is also rational for you to agree to a 
division of it enabling us to share in these further gains. Otherwise we 
would have no incentive to provide this greater gain; and yet, since it 
is above the level you would have been in had you remained in the 
State of Nature, it is not rational for you to threaten a return to it (as 
Gauthier rightly observes). 

Once the Lockean Proviso sets in, our benefits from cooperative ac- 
tivity follows the rule To Each His Marginal Product, and in all proba- 
biliiy, the effects over time of initial inequalities due to previous 
predatory gains become trivial. (Peter Berger observes that the upward 
soda1 diffusion of the bourgeoisie in Europe following the industrial 
revolution was "probably affected above all by the intermarriage of aris- 
tocratic men and bourgeois women (the typical bargain by which the 
latter obtained a title,fox themselves and their children, while the former 
were rescued from bankruptcy by the dowry bestowed on daughters by 
doting bourgeois faihe~s)."~'). 

Thus, we should not accept the argument that in settling on a begin- 
ning point that incorporates predatory gains, we are necessarily setting 
a bad precedent for the future. That future will, indeed, contain no 
predation, because we will accept as part of the initial bargain the Lock- 
ean Proviso for the future. Our predator dismantles his predatory ap- 
paratus permanently, for he realizes that in inducing me to arm myself 
against his predation both he and I are wasting efforts which could 
instead be converted into mutual gains. The initial predatory gains, 
however, were exacted prior to the onset of our Social Contract. At the 
time they were exacted, to exact them was not wrong, because nothing 
was wrong. To take the view that we must retroactively extend the 
Lockean Proviso to cover all past history is to suppose that morality is 
natural in a stronger sense of "natural" than Gauthier can accept. For 
he is, after all, advancing the thesis that morals are "by agreement." 

On the Hobbesian starting point 

When the Social Contract view is advanced as a set of propositions in 
abstract decision theory, as it is by Gauthier, then there is a temptation 
to argue that the "State of Nature" is purely an abstraction, with no 
possible real-world instances to concern ourselves about. But this had 

" Peter Berger, The Cnpitalist Rna lu thn  (New York: Basic Books, 1986). p. 99. 
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better not be true. The contract is not, indeed, historical in the sense of 
a universal meeting of all persons at some given time. But if it is to have 
any real-world significance, it must be something that can happen in 
particular minds at particular times. And it is possible that there could 
be encounters between individuals neither of whom had internalized 
the principle of constrained maximization. A sequence of such encoun- 
ters could lead to a mutual appreciation of the advantages of peace, and 
thus to a real bargain between those erstwhile wamng'parties, followed 
by a real-world instantiation of the very problems I have just been dis- 
cussing in the slightly fanciful terminology of classical social contract 
theory. 

Hobbes may have thought that there was actually a time when people 
had no morality at all. But he also thought that morality presupposes 
government, and the absence of government is at least more obviously 
a possibility, one might suppose, than the absence of morality, the lack 
of operative social rules of any kind at all.= Nevertheless, let us try to 
imagine a circumstance in which people regard human predation upon 
fellow humans with roughly the same indifference that they so regard 
animals' predation upon fellow animals. When A kills B, depriving B of 

, B's hard-won goods, C merely looks on curiously, or in turn sets about 
attempting to get it away from A. In general, the situation would be that 
no one applies any sort of reinforcing epithets, nor engages generally 

' in any other recognizable moral reinforcement. The baseline for morality 
in such a condition must, surely, be wherever the parties are at the time / they began to appreciate the advantages of moral restraint. 

All of this reflection has been on the assumption that what we have I regarded as "gains" are not measured in tenns of what Hobbes calls 
,, Glory." If this happens, of course, we get into a zero-sum game (your 

greater glory is necessarily my lesser and vice versa), and then all bets 
I -all hope of a mutually beneficial Social Contract - are off. In this respect, 

perhaps, we may accept the charge that all contractarian speculations 
: are infected with "bourgeois values." If the ovemding passion of our 
i lives is not simply to get ahead of where we were before, but rather to 
I get ahead of the others, no matter where those others or we ourselves 

may currently be, then gains from cooperation are impossible. That vast 
majority of us who (I suppose) share in the "bourgeois" orientation 1 which settles for a good life, reckoned in terms of values that require 

1 no such comparisons, have a great interest in pointing out to any who 
I 
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suppose themselves to be otherwise in this respect that their predilec- 
tions for glory will in all likelihood lead to familiar bad ends. 

In the State of Nature, those who invade for gain are engaging in 
activities that are as "legitimate" as any others one might attempt. But 
in the civilized state in which we realize the gains of cooperation, in- 
vasion for gain is not legitimate, and when it occurs, it is shictly unfair. 
Those who live by plundering in the civil state have taken advantage of 
their fellows, who have extended, throughout the lives of the predators, 
their protection and forbearance - which would not be true in a genuinely 
Hobbesian State of Nature. Had they any reason to suppose that certain 
persons would take to plunder, they could have quickly rendered nu- 
gatory any threat of force from those quarters. The predator under the 
social contract, therefore, has no leg to stand on. He cannot maintain 
that he is entitled to his predatory gains, because there would have been 
no possibility of such gains had there never been any contract, and a 
reasonable contract would forbid predatory activities from the start. 
There is, therefore, no reason to worry about setting a bad precedent 
were there any initial predatory gains to recognize. The future is different 
from the past, and bygones when things were very different should be 
let bygones. 

Relations between states 

I have pointed to one area in which this theoretical discussion is more 
than merely theoretical, namely, our relations to the lower animals. 
Possibly another, and much more potentially important if so, is that of 
mutual relations among nation-states. There we have many complica- 
tions - far too many to permit a conclusive discussion here. Moreover, 
we should surely reject the claim that nation-states are simply in a State 
of Nature. All or nearly all states have made gains because of the willing 
cooperation of other states - at the very least the cooperation constituted 
by forbearance from exploitative activities, but usually a good deal more 
as well. In general, that is, states have not been in an antecedently amoral 
mutual condition. Nor do modern states claim to have been. 

Besides, the very existence of states is surely suspect on the contrac- 
tarian view. Once we see that the Sovereign is not the answer to the 
initial problems posed by the Hobbesian State of Nature, we may also 
see that it is not the answer to those posed by civilized society, either. 
If all individuals deal with all other individuals as individuals, then the 
supposition that aggressive war can be waged to advantage quickly 
reduces to an absurdity. That is an important conclusion, surely. Still, 
it remains that the history of the modern world has been characterized 
by the emergence of groupings of states founded on military alliance 
and mutual noninterference pacts, the object being "collective security" 
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- against other similar alliances or against individually formidable states. 
It is hardly to be doubted that these have often been characterized by 
inequalities due to prior predation. And global peace was thought to be 
contingent on a rough equality, especially military equality, between the 
major coalitions. The system was (is?), of course, unstable and not very 
effective. But what interests us here is that its subordinate members, 
while very keen indeed on obtaining political independence, did not 
always press for the reimbursement of gains made by the coalition Lead- 
ers in the process of putting together their empires. Mexico has not 
insisted on the return of Texas; and so on. Sometimes, to be sure, they 
do so insist, and sometimes an uneasy or "cold peace ensues when 
hostilities cease, but issues about land claims are not really settled. 

The point here is that insofar as wars and other international disagree- 
ments are instances of unilateral abrogation of reasonable moral con- 
straints, it is not dear that Gauthier's rule is going to make for peace. 
Certainly it will not in the short run; in the longer run, the question is 
more difficult. One can argue that if we insist always on the Lockean 
rule, the message conveyed will be that war is futile, since no long-run 
gains from it are possible. But the alternative message is that any nation 
that does make such gains is going to have to remain indefinitely on a 
war footing in order to hang onto them, since as soon as it disarms it 
will be forced to divest itself of those gains. Can there be any doubt at 
all that at least in material terms (and numbers of lives lost), the Middle 
East Arabs would be better off today had they simply made peace with 
,Israel at the start, despite the latter's arguably wrongful incursions into 
their territory? Material benefits aren't everything, of course. But it 
should surely be matter for doubt whether the particular kind of "non- 
material" values that reinforce bloody and intractable conflicts are all 
that terrific. 

But that gets us into areas lying beyond the confines of this investi- 
gation. As said before, the discussion here does not pretend to be con- 
clusive, but only to cast some doubt on an interesting and important 
feature of Gauthier's work. 

1 Summary 
I The persuasiveness of the contractarian theory lies in the fact that it 
I secures the weight of our nonmoral reasons on behalf of moral con- 
/ straints. Only thus can it claim that any rational person will be bound 

1 by these considerations. In order for this crucial aspect of the theory to 
be effective, we must show that the envisaged "starting points" for the I theory are ones about which we must be concerned. We must be sure 

i that the contractarian machinery incorporates no spurious normative 
inputs in the process of generating moral results. This concern motivates 
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queries about Gauthier's arguments for minimax relative concession, on 
the ground that the basis appealed to - "equal rationality" - appears to 
be in principle spurious, though some nonspurious (but uncertain) rea- 
sons are suggested. I have also queried Gauthier's condition for the 
retroactive application of his fundamental principle against the use of 
force and fraud, the Lockean Proviso. Though fully accepting the proviso 
itself, doubts arise concerning its application, which denies continued 
possession of their gains to those who previously gained from predation. 
This would seem to preclude benefits to some parties under some con- 
ceivable conditions. I then asked how this argument would apply to 
real-world situations of war and peace. My argument here is that ex- 
tending civilized protections to all depends on taking Hobbes seriously, 
in particular on the point that we are all essentially equal in our capacity 
for predation. That assumption, plausible at the level of one individual 
against another, is not obviously so at the group level. I do not claim 
to have resolved this issue, which may appreciably effect our under- 
standing of the contractarian theory. 

10. Equalizing concessions in the 
pursuit of justice: A discussion 
of Gauthier's bargaining solution* 

Jean Hampton 

1 In Morals by Agreement, David Gauthier embraces the Hobbesian thought 
! that morality is authoritative for us only insofar as it advances our in- 
i terests. But this thesis on authority has implications for the content of 
! 
! morality: if morality is to further our interests, then, says Gauthier, it 

i must be possible to generate it "as a rational constraint from the non- 
moral premises of rational choice." But how can this be done? Gauthier's 

i problem is to explain, first, how unattached, mutually unconcerned 
utility-maximizing individuals whose interests frequently conflict can 

1 come to agree on the terms upon which it would be rational for each of 
8 them to cooperate with one another; second, how they could be trusted 

to comply with these terms; and third, how to define the initial position 
from which cooperation should proceed in order for the resulting dis- 
tribution of cooperative benefits to be fair. His solutions to all three 
problems are controversial, but here I want to evaluate his attempt to 

! solve the first problem by defining terms of cooperation using what he 
calls the principle of minimax relative concession (hereafter called the ! 

j MRC principle).' 
Gauthier elaborates on and defends this principle in Chapter V of 

I Morals by Agreement. Consider, he says, that in the first stage of a bar- 
! gaining process, each party advances a claim. If (as is likely) these claims 

are incompatible, there is a second stage in which each party offers 
j concessions to the others by withdrawing some portion of his original 

'Excerpted with minor additions by the author by permission of the Canadian Journal of 
1 Philosophy from "Can We Agree on Morals?" by Jean Hamptan, in Canadian Journal of 

1 Philosophy 18 (1988): 331-56. Copyright O 1988 by Cnnrrdinn Journal of Philosophy. 
I say something about his solution to the second and third problems in "Two Faces of 
Contractarian Thought," Chapter 3 in this volume, and focus on his solution to the 

i second problem in "Constrained Maximization and the Nature of Reason," unpublished 
manuscript. 
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nornic environments as objects of distributive mechanisms. An economic 
environment is defined by an n-dimensional space of commodity bun- 
dles to be divided between two persons and the utility functions of the 
persons on the space of bundles of these commodities. He investigates 
how classical bargaining axioms work when they are reformulated as 
axioms on economic environments. Moreover, Roeme? presents some 
axiomatic characterizations of distribution mechanisms using economic 
information. Roemer's contribution clarifies under which conditions the 
investigated mechanisms correspond to some of the classical bargaining 
solutions. One should mention that in his models, Roemer is assuming 
interpersonally comparable utilities, whereas the models discussed in 
this essay do without any degree of interpersonal comparability. 

Roemer draws the conclusion that only if the dimension of the com- 
modity space is unbounded, the classical bargaining solutions (with 
interpersonally comparable utilities) can uniquely be characterized by 
axioms using economic environments, and he does not consider this 
condition as appropriate for economic bargaining problems. 

I. E. Roemer, "Axiomatic Bargaining Theory on Economic Environments." lournal of 
Economic Theov 45 (1988): 1-31. 

Part I11 

The rationality of 
keeping agreements 

Overview of the essays 

In his essay Geoffrey Sayre-McCord argues that Gauthier fails to estab- 
lish that rationality always, or even almost always, requires human 
agents to dispose themselves to comply with the requirements of mo- 
rality. For in the real world, people's dispositions are opaque enough 
that it is often possible to deceive others into thinking that one is trust- 
worthy. Given this possibility of deception, rationality dictates, at least 
for some real-world agents, that they adopt the policy of pretending 
to be trustworthy, but breaking agreements whenever it is to their 
advantage. 

David Copp reaches this same conclusion. He also questions Gau- 
thier's unconventional view that a choice is rational if and only if it 
conforms to a disposition, the having of which would give the agent at 
least as much utility as any alternative disposition. The more usual view 
is that a choice is rational if and only if it would give at least as much 
utility as any of i ts alternatives. Copp acknowledges that even if the 
claimed connection between rational dispositions and rational choice is 
rejected, Gauthier's argument that it is rational to choose to be disposed 
to comply with rational agreements is still important. For, if successful, 
it shows that rationality requires people to become disposed to keep 
their agreements, and that is still a fairly strong result. Copp challenges, 
however, Gauthier's claim to have thereby established that rationality 
dictates that one comply with morality. Gauthier's argument for this claim 
rests on his equation of morality with rational and impartial constraints 
on the pursuit of self-interest. Copp argues that this equation is mistaken 
- at least for the sense of impartiality that Gauthier invokes. Copp con- 
cludes that Gauthier has not established that rationality dictates that we 
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be disposed to be moral. He argues further that if even Gauthier's ar- 
gument were successful, it would not be an adequate answer to the 
moral skeptic. At best, Copp claims, it would show that behaving mor- 
ally is sometimes rationally justified - not that morality itself is. 

Holly Smith also criticizes Gauthier's argument for the rationality of 
keeping agreements. She argues that the advantages of constrained max- 
imization over straightforward maximization are not as clear as Gauthier 
claims. Gauthier's argument rests on an illegitimate restriction of the 
policies open to both the agent and hisher potential partners. Moreover, 
even if aU agents are constrained maximizers, and they are transparently 
so, it does not follow that they will always cooperate. Smith further 
challenges Gauthiefs claim that if it is rational to adopt a given policy 
(e.g., that of keeping rational agreements), then on each occasion, it is 
rational to choose on the basis of that policy (e.g., keeping a given 
agreement). The rationality of adopting a policy, Smith argues, does not 
guarantee the rationality of a choice that conforms to the policy. Finally, 
Smith argues that in any case, Gauthier's argument does not succeed 
in deriving morality from a morally neutral foundation. Close scrutiny 
reveals that either his derived principles are not genuine moral principles 
or that his principles of rationality are not morally neutral. 

Jody Kraus and Jules Coleman criticize Gauthier's argument that it is 
uniquely rational to be narrowly compliant with agreements (i.e., to be 
disposed to comply with the terms of fair bargains -but not necessarily 
disposed to comply with the terms of unfair bargains). Their main point 
is that under appropriate circumstances, it can be rational to be broadly 
compliant (i.e., disposed to comply with any mutually advantageous 
bargain - fair or not). Given that morality (at least on Gauthier's view) 
is both rational and fair (impartial), they conclude that Gauthier has 
failed to show that rationality requires that we be moral. 

Like these authors, Peter Danielson holds that Gauthier's argument 
for the rationality of constrained maximization fails. Unlike these au- 
thors, however, he holds that it is only the details of Gauthier's argument 
- not the basic approach - that fail. He argues that there is a policy the 
adoption of which yields more utility than straightforward maximiza- 
tion, Gauthier's constrained maximization, or any other policy. This is 
the policy of reciprocal cooperation, which - simplifying somewhat - 
directs agents to cooperate with others when and only when this co- 
operation is necessary and sufficient for the cooperation of those others. 
Unlike Gauthier's constrained maximization policy, reciprocal cooper- 
ation directs the agent not to cooperate when interacting with others 
who will cooperate unconditionally (even if they know that the other 
agents will not cooperate). Thus, reciprocal cooperation yields all the 
benefits of cooperation that constrained maximization yields, and it 
yields some benefits from exploiting unconditional cooperators that the 

~ ~ 7 
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policy of constrained maximization does not yield. Where there are just 
two agents, reciprocal cooperation, not constrained maximization, Dan- 
ielson argues, is the rational policy to adopt. In the many-person case, 
however, things are more complicated, since the rationality of cooper- 
ation will depend on how many agents are willing to cooperate. Here 
Danielson argues that a policy called "counteradaptive cooperation" is 
appropriately sensitive to this feature, and is therefore the rational policy 
to adopt in the many-agent situation. L i e  Gauthier, then, Danielson 
holds that it is rational to adopt a policy of cooperation under certain 
conditions. He disagrees with Gauthier, however, concerning the nature 
of the conditions under which cooperation is rational. 

A caveat: Gauthier holds that under a broad range of circumstances, 
rationality requires that we conform to the terms of agreements it would 
be rational to make. He also holds that an action is morally permissible 
just in case it conforms to rules that it would be rational for the members 
of society to which to agree. Consequently, he holds that under a broad 
range of cases, rationality requires that we behave morally. Here there 
are two distinct issues: (1) Does rationality require us to keep our agree- 
ments? (2) Does rationality require us to be moral? Given Gauthier's 
contractarian theory, the two issues are coextensive, but conceptually 
they are distinct. Since authors do not always clearly distinguish these 

i two issues, readers should be careful to determine exactly which claim 

i is being assessed. 
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egies as interesting as UCP and provides a way to test them, even though 
they may prove sGperior to rehproca~ coope+ation. 

- 
17 Rational constraint: Some 

Conclusion last words 
David Gauthier's concept of constrained maximization is a path-breaking 
attempt to solve the compliance problem, "the profoundest problem in 
ethics." Constrained maximizers are &scriminating; they cooperate with 
and only with the similarly disposed. gut it is not clear how similar a David Gauthier 
disposition it is rational and moral to demand. Other agents may be 
more, less, or exactly as cooperative as oneself. In each case, we have 
seen that Gauthier's prefened disposition is problematic. Constrained 
maximizers' agents cooperate with niave unconditional cooperators. I 
argued that this is not rational and that allowing others to exploit these 
innocent agents is also not moral. The third section showed that the 
problem of coordinating with agents very similar to oneself requires 
more procedural specification than Gauthier provides. 

I conclude that reciprocal cooperation is more rational and no less 
moral than constrained maximization. Thus, reciprocal cooperation ten- 
tatively closes the compliance dilemma in the two-player Prisoner's Di- 
lemma. This is a crucial testing ground for rational morality, but it is 
not the only test. Indeed, in retrospect, the Prisoner's Dilemma appears 
ideally suited for the combination of openness and opportunistic ad- 
aptation that enable reciprocal cooperators to prevail. Other situations, 
like Chicken and many-player games, may prove resistant to these tech- 
niques. For this reason, I have hied not only to specify a decision pro- 
cedure that solves the compliance problem in the PD, but also to develop 
methods to generate and test new candidates for rational morality in 
other situations. We have seen that it is often hard to imagine new 
alternatives and difficult to test them due to strategic complexities. Both 
problems have their analogues in the field of artificial intelligence. I 
conjecture that artificial morality will prove to be a fruitful way to develop 
and test the seminal ideas of Morals by Agreement. 

The view ex post differs from the view ex ante. Critical response and 
further reflection would yield a different book. Despite the best efforts 
of some of my critics to convince me otherwise, I still think that most, 
and the most important, of the particular arguments that appear in 
Morals by Agreement (henceforth MbA) are sound. But when I wrote MbA 
I did not fully grasp the structure of the theory of which the particular 
arguments are the parts. I shall therefore take the opportunity afforded 
to me here of having (for the moment) the last word to say something 
about this structure. 

I treat morality as involving constraint. I introduce this idea in the 
opening pages of MbA, claiming "to defend the traditional conception 
of morality as a rational constraint on the pursuit of individual interest" 
(p. 2). This formulation is unfortunately misleading insofar as it suggests 
that morality merely constrains egoism; I want to defend morality as a 
rational constraint on the pursuit of one's aims or objectives, whether 
or not these objectives have any connection with one's interest, or one's 
personal well-being.' Yet, of course, I also want to insist that one acts 
rationally in pursuing one's aims or objectives; the formal aim of the 
rational individual is the maximum realization of her substantive aims. 

' Not only my reference to interest, but my insistence on nontuism, is misleading. Chris- 
topher Morris discusses some of the problems with nontuism in "The Relation between 
Self-Interest and Justice in Contractarian Ethics," in The New Social Contract: Esslys on 
Gauthier, edited by E. F. Paul, F. D. Miller, Jr., and J. Paul (Oxford: Blackwell, 1988). 
pp. 154-72 (the contents of this volume appear also as Social Philosophyond Policy 5 [1988], 
with the same pagination); see my reply in "Morality, Rational Choice, and Semantic 
Representation: A Reply to My Critics," in the same volume, pp. 213-17. See also Chris- 
topher Morris, "Moral Standing and Rational Choiw-Cantradarianism." and Peter Val- 
lentyne, "Conhabananism and the Assumption of Mutual Unconcern," Chapters 6 and 
5, respectively, in this volume. 
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How then can a constraint on the pursuit of one's aims be rational? And 
if such a constraint is rational, is it therefore moral? 

In MbA, I appeal to the structure of interaction made explicit in the 
Prisoner's Dilemma (henceforth PD) to show how constraint can be 
rational and how rational constraint can be moral. In a PD, each person 
has a strongly dominant action or strategy - that is, an action that is her 
best response (in terms of maximizing the realization of her substantive 
aims) to whatever be the action or actions of the other(s). Each does 
best, then, to choose her dominant action. But everyone would do better 
were each to choose some alternative action, and so to exercise constraint 
in pursuing the realization of her substantive aims. Each would do 
worse, of course, from her own constraint, but each would gain more 
from the constraint of the other or others than she would lose from her 
own. 

Introducing the PD, and noting its ubiquity in interaction, naturally 
suggests that persons, expecting to face such situations, would do best, 
individually and collectively, to agree to mutual constraints. No one, 
seeking the maximum realization of her aims, would rationally under- 
take to constrain her direct pursuit of that realization unilaterally, but 
each should rationally agree to constrain herself provided her fellows 
do the same. We thus show how a constraint on the pursuit of one's 
aims can be rational. And since a constraint is rational only insofar as 
it is mutual, so that a rational constraint applies in the same way to 
everyone, it exhibits the impartiality that, we may suppose, identifies 
it with morality. Confirmation of this last claim is found if there is a 
significant overlap between the constraints that would result from the 
agreement of rational persons and the traditional principles of morality. 

I find the argument condensed in the last two paragraphs extremely 
compelling. And it leads us into the heart of the contractarian under- 
standing of morals and politics. Although we should not suppose that 
our actual moral practices and social institutions result from agreement, 
we may nevertheless hold that the appropriate justificatory test for the 
principles, practices, and institutions that govern and structure human 
interaction in ways that constrain the individuals involved is whether 
they would have been accepted by those individuals were they fully 
rational persons, each concerned to advance his own good (or the re- 
alization of his substantive aims), and collectively able to determine ex 
ante their terms and conditions of interaction by voluntary and unani- 
mous agreement. This test is seen by the contractarian as affording a 
justification that is at once rational and moral. I defend a specific inter- 
pretation of it in MbA, claiming that fully rational persons would reach 
agreement by bargaining on the basis of the principle of minimax relative 
concession (MRC), and that their agreement would be voluntaly and 
their subsequent interaction fully cooperative provided that none of 
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them bargained from an initial position that violated a revised Lockean 
Proviso, which essentially prohibits persons from bettering their own 
position by worsening that of others. 

How far my particular account of the contractarian test affords an 
adequate way of specifying the underlying idea of rational agreement 
is evidently a matter for debate. I am now convinced that MRC needs 
at least some modification. Marlies Klemisch-Ahlert has offered a rig- 
orous formulation of the intuitive ideas underlying the As 
she shows, for the general (n-person) case, MRC should be replaced by 
a lexicographic principle, which can be formulated as a maximin prin- 
ciple in relative utility gains (relative benefit in my terminology) as she 
does, or as a minimax prindple in relative concessions. I believe that 
this meets the formal inadequaaes of MRC for bargaining involving more 
than two persons. There may be, however, a deeper inadequacy, since 
both MRC and Klemisch-Ahlert's lexicographic principle ignore the 
structure of the interactions by which what is distributed in bargaining 
has been produced. Whether and how to refine either the formulation 
of MRC, or the way in which it is applied to interactions in order to 
accommodate this structure, are unresolved issues. My brief discussion 
in "Moral Artifice." where I am primarily concerned to reply to Jean 
Hampton's objections to MRC, only sketches some of the dimensions 
of the p~oblem.~ 

To discuss the other part of the contractarian test - the revised Lockean 
Proviso - would take me far beyond the bounds of these brief remarks. 
The formulation of the proviso in MbA is at best only a first approxi- 
mation.' But a more adequate formulation would leave unanswered the 
strong challenges that may be brought against its relevance for both 
agreement and compliance. Occasionally, I find myself tempted to dis- 
charge the proviso from its contractarian employment, giving it a strong 
letter of recommendation to rights theorists seeking a principled basis 
for their position. But then I find myself once more convinced that it is 
exactly that power of the proviso - to convert, as it were, a Hobbesian 
state of nature into a Lockean one - that is needed in a full contractarian 
moral theory. Hoping to clarify these matters in my unwritten paper 
(tentatively titled "Rational Choice and the Lockean Proviso"), I pass 
on to the principal theme of these comments. 

Important as the contractarian test is, I have come to realize that it is 
not the central theme of MbA. Morality, as I have said, involves constraint, 

See Wulf Gaertner and Marlies Klemisch-Ahlert, "Gauthier's Approach to Distributive 
Justice and Other Bargaining Solutions," Chapter 11 in this volume. 
' See Jean Hampton, "Equalizing Concessions in the Pursuit of Justice: A Discussion of 

Gauthier's Bargaining Solution," Chapter 10 in this volume, and my "Moral Artifice," 
Conndinn Journal of Philosophy 18 (1988): 395-8. 
' See the critique by Don Hubin and Mark B. Lambeth in "Providing for Rights," Chapter 

8 in this volume. 
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but constraint is not in itself a moral concept. It is, however, the key 
concept of my theory, and it should be understood prior to introducing 
morality. This is not best done by relating it solely to the basis afforded 
by the PD for rational agreement. In MbA, I do, of course, recognize 
that to show the rationality of agreeing to mutual constraints is not to 
show the rationality of actually complying with or adhering to those 
constraints. I follow the familiar progression of Hobbes's argument in 
Leuiathan, recognizing that agreement (the theme of his second law of 
nature) is distinct from compliance (the theme of his third law), and that 
the Foole's objections to the third law must be answered. But this pro- 
gression obscures as much as it reveals, and I have come to the view 
that whatever may be the links between agreement and compliance (and 
I remain convinced that there are such links), the fundamental argument 
for the rationality of accepting and complying with certain constraints 
on the direct pursuit of one's substantive aims does not depend on 
supposing either that others will comply with them, or that it would be 
rational to accept them if and only if others agree to accept them as well. 

The argument for the rationality of compliance is best understood if 
we recognize that it has no essential connection with the PD, and is 
simply an instance of a more general argument for the rationality of 
accepting certain constraints. And this more general argument has no 
direct connection with morality; the constraints it justifies need be nei- 
ther mutual nor impartial. Consider a story quite different from that of 
the prisoners. You and I have been engaged in some clandestine activity, 
and each of us is now considering whether to reveal our involvement. 
Each of us knows that if either of us talks, he will represent the other's 
involvement unfavorably. Therefore, neither of us wants the other to 
talk. But if the other does talk, neither of us wants to have remained 
silent. I don't want my involvement revealed; I strongly prefer that we 
both be silent. You, however, would like best to tell your story, if you 
could do so before I tell mine. The situation has this structure: 

You talk You remain silent 
I talk mutual second worst my second best, your worst 
I remain silent my warst, your best my best, your second best 

You have a dominant strategy: talk. If I know your preferences, I 
know this, and I have a best response: talk. The outcome is, as in the 
PD, the mutual second worst. But if I could count on you to remain 
silent, then my best silent, and we should 
both do better. If , you know this, and so you 
want to convince silent - even if the price of 
convincing me is silent. To be sure, you 
would prefer to deceive me. But you may believe, and be correct to 

1 
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believe, that your prospect of deceiving me is slim. Unless you are 
sincerely committed to remaining silent, I shall not trust you and shall 
talk. 

Suppose you believe that, if you are committed to remaining silent, 
you will be able to communicate your commitment to me, so that there 
is a high probability that I shall remain silent. And you believe that if 
you are not committed to remaining silent, then there is a high proba- 
bility that I shall talk. Suppose you prefer a high probability of mutual 
silence with the alternative that I alone talk to a high probability of 
mutual talking with the alternative that you alone talk. Then it is rational 
for you to commit yourself to the constraint of remaining silent. And 
this commitment is independent of any expectation you have about my 
willingness to accept any constraints. 

In MbA I defend ~OnditiOml compliance in PD-type situations. I argue 
that if you are confronted with a PD, it is rational for you agree to act 
in a way that is mutually advantageous rather than individually maximal, 
and to comply with this agreement given that you expect the other 
person to comply (or, in the case of several others, given that you expect 
sufficient compliance). It might seem, from this argument, that only 
conditional compliance is rational. It might be supposed, therefore, that 
constraint, to be rational, must be mutual. By treating morality as a 
matter of mutual constraint, it might seem that all rational constraint is 
moral. But the example we have just considered shows that this would 
be mistaken. In some situations, it is rational for an individual to accept 
a unilateral constraint on his efforts to maximize the realization of his 
aims. 

I emphasize this, not only to remove the temptation to equate rational 
constraint with morality, but also to correct possible misinterpretations 
of my defense of conditional compliance in MbA. Some persons want 
to argue that it is rational to act in a mutually advantageous way in PD 
situations, provided others do so as well, because one gains more from 
their constraint than one loses from one's own. This is a bad argument, 
which I totally reject. However, in focusing on mutual constraint inMbA, 
my rejection of it may be less clear than it should be. It is rational to act 
in a mutually advantageous way in PD situations, if one gains more 
from one's own disposition to constraint, than one loses from one's 
actual exercise of c z a i n t .  This is a good argument; it is the argument 
of MbA; a S 3 7 i a s  nothing to do with mutuality. 3 

I cannot embark here on the task of constructing a theory of rational 
constraint. I explore some relevant ideas in a recent paper.5 The key idea 
might be expressed as opportunity maximization. The rational individual 

' See "In the Neighbourhood of the Newcomb-Predictor (Reflections on Rationality)," 
Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society 89 (1989): 179-94. 
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develops those dispositions, forms those intentions, and adopts those 
plans that afford him the most favorable opportunities, even though 
they may require h i  to act in ways that do not maximize the realization 
of his aims. In his interactions, others are led, through knowledge or 
belief about his dispositions, intentions, and plans, to behave in ways 
that enable him to do better, even though he does not maximize, than 
he could expect to do were he believed to be disposed to perform only 
maximizing acts. Thus, in our example, believing that you intend to 
keep silent, I keep silent; you then do.better, keeping silent, than you 
could expect t odo  were I, believing that you would always maximize 
and so talk, myself to talk. 

Prominent among the issues that a theory of rational constraint must 
face is the way in which constraint is to be characterized. Some, influ- 
enced by the view that the agenrs aims are revealed in her choices, 
would insist that one cannot, literally, choose a nonmaximizing act. 
Wishing to assure me of your silence, you do not commit yourself to an 
act that would not best realize your aims, but rather you change your 
aims, coming to prefer silence to talk. Instead of treating your aims 
simply as exogenously given, we allow them to be endogenously revis- 
able. You exhibit what, from the standpoint of your original aims, would 
seem to be constraint, but in fact you act so as best to fulfill your revised 
aims.6 

Others, willing to admit that an agent can choose a nonmaximizing 
act, nevertheless deny that such a choice can be truly rational. Wishmg 
to assure me of your silence, you commit yourself, quite rationally, to 
an act that itself is irrational. Constraint is an instance of rational 
irrati~nality.~ 

I reject both of these interpretations, holding that an agent can choose 
a nonmaximizing act and can do so with full rationality. You choose to 
keep silent, and your reason for so choosing is found in your belief that, 
had you not been committed so to choose, you would be less favorably 
placed and would be realizing your aims to a lesser extent than you are 
actually doing. But I cannot debate the possible interpretations of con- 
straint here. I mention them simply to emphasize their importance on 
the agenda set by the idea of rational constraint. 

In a revised presentation of the ideas of MbA, I should establish the 
rationality of certain forms of constraint before introducing the PD as 
revealing a shucture of interaction calling for mutual constraints. And 
I should then focus on the interpretation of mutuality. In MbA, I treat 
mutuality as requiring conditional cooperation; a rational person should 
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constrain her behavior in interactions with persons who, she expects, 
will exercise constraint themselves. Peter Danielson has argued that I 
should treat mutuality as requiring reciprocal cooperation; a rational per- 
son should constrain her behavior in interactions with persons who, she 
expects, exercise constraint in interaction with, and only with, those 
who, they expect, exercise constraint." I take the issues raised by Dan- 
ielson to be important and unresolved. His book, Artificinl Morality: How 
to Mnke Morality Rationul, will be a major contribution to advancing our 
understanding of the form that mutual constraint should take. 

Only after addressing mutuality, would I introduce morality in my 
hypothetically rewritten MbA.  I should appeal to the structure of the PD 
to show how the general argument for the rationality of certain con- 
straints may be applied to the subclass of mutual constraints. And I 
should then characterize morality as a set of dispositions, both practical 
and affective, that enables agents who have the capacity for constraint 
to exercise that capacity so that they may engage in cooperative ventures 
for mutual advantage (to adapt, as I so often do, Rawls' useful phrase). 
In this way, we may reach a contractarian understanding of the form of 
morality. Note that this understanding makes no explicit reference to 
agreement; the contractarian element is provided entirely by the re- 
quirement of mutuality. And it leaves the content of morality quite 
unspecified; the dispositions that are considered moral virtues and the 
principles that establish moral obligations have yet to be rationally 
determined. 

Is there a problem in determining them? It may seem that we need 
only consider which of those constraints that are generally accepted an 
individual should rationally follow. If morality consists in constraints 
that are both rational and mutual, what else could be relevant? Here is 
the point in a contractarian moral theory at which the idea of agreement 
is needed. As I noted near the beginning of these comments, in recog- 
nizing the benefits of mutual constraints, we are naturally led to consider 
them as possible objects of rational agreement. Each person must find 
it rational to agree with her fellows to constrain her behavior in certain 
determinate ways, provided she may expect others to do so as well. 
And it is the constraints that individuals would find it rational to agree 
to, rather than the ones that they actually find it rational to accept, that 
provide the content of contractarian morality. 

The actual principles and practices that most persons accept and com- 
ply with need have little to do with realizing mutual benefit. Given that 
most persons accept them, and expect others to do so as well, a particular 

The position mentioned in this paragraph is suggested by Edward F. McClennen in See "Closing the Compliance Dilemma: How It's Rational to be Moral in a Lamarckian 
"Constrained Maximization and Resolute Choice," The New Social Controcf, pp. 108-18. World," Chapter 16 in thisvolume, and "The Visible Hand of Morality," Olmdian Journal 
The position mentioned in this paragraph is suggested by Derek Parfit, Reasons and of Philosophy 18 (1988): 376-83. 1 discuss this matter, briefly and quite inadequately, in 
Persons (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984). pp. 1-23. "Moral Artifice," Canadian lournnl of Philosophy 18 (1988): 399402. 
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individual may find it rational to accept them herself. Now from a de- 
scriptive standpoint, we may say that these principles and practices 
constitute the morality of those who follow them. But a morality in this 
sense need have no rational foundation or justification. The only ra- 
tionale for complying with it is that such compliance is expected. And, 
of course, once this is recognized, the morality is undermined. Only if 
the principles and practices would be agreed to, by persons seeking the 
fullest realization of their aims, would there be any substantive rationale 
for compliance. Recognition of such a rationale sustains morality, and 
the constraints it imposes. 

Agreement thus enters the contractarian characterization of morality, 
bringing rationality into the specification of its contents, so that we may 
determine the particular principles, practices, and institutions with 
which each person would find it rational to commit herself to comply, 
could she expect general compliance. Here then is the place for the 
argument that I sketched at the very outset of these comments in support 
of the contractarian test, as a standard for both the morality and the 
rationality of constraint. But note that this argument idealizes the appeal 
to agreement, by treating the contractarian test, not as a matter of what 
persons would agree to given their actual social circumstances, but rather 
as a matter of what persons would agree to were they to choose ex ante 
their social circumstances. I defend this idealization by arguing that 
moral structures that satisfy the contractarian test may be expected to 
have a stability lacking in principles and practices that depend for their 
rationale on the particular structure of an actual society.' The test appeals 
to an agreement among persons for whom the usual social contingencies 
of bargaining are altogether irrelevant, and who lack any power to coerce 
each other. Thus, in reaching such an agreement, each may exercise 
only his own rationality, addressed to the equal rationality of his fellows. 
The constraints that the test endorses are, therefore, rationally salient. 
This salience both facilitates convergence on them as a basis for inter- 
action and inhibits departures from that basis. 

The conclusion of the contractarian argument is not that rational per- 
sons, whatever their actual circumstances, must comply with the con- 
straints of morality. No argument could show that morality is rational 
in that sense. What the contractarian argument does show is that rational 
persons will recognize a role for constraints, both unilateral and mutual, 
in their choices and decisions, that rational persons would agree ex ante 
on certain mutual constraints were they able to do so, and that rational 
persons will frequently comply with those mutual constraints in their 
interactions. I claim no more in MbA, and I remain convinced that I am 
entitled to claim no less. 

See "Why Contractarianism?" Chapter 2 in this volume, and "Morality, Rational Choice, 
and Semantic Representation: A Reply to My Critics." The New Smial Contract, pp. 
177-90. 
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